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Introduction

Madison Gas and Electric (MGE) engaged 
Justice and Sustainability Associates (JSA) to 
design and implement a civic engagement 
and consensus-building project that would 
provide multi-stakeholder guidance and 
inform the company’s efforts to become the 
Community Energy Company of the Future. 
To that end, JSA designed a four-phase, 
community-based process to give MGE’s 
customers, stakeholders, and communities 
of interest a voice in MGE’s efforts to 
develop a roadmap for the community’s 
energy future.

JSA sees the primary purpose of its role as 
accomplishing multi-stakeholder guidance 
and the development of an informed and 
active constituency of customers and civic 
support corresponding to the following 
four-phase sequence:

• Phase I - JSA, MGE, and other 
stakeholders created an information-
rich environment prior to initiating 
actual conversations. Orientation 
and introductory meetings with 
key stakeholders took place to gain 
understanding of existing conditions 
as well as to learn about prospects for 
future progress. This Phase continued 
through June 2015.

• Phase II - JSA planned, conducted, 
documented and facilitated 
numerous Community Energy 
Conversations (CECs) designed to 
engage customers and the public to 
contribute guidance for future energy 
decisions – including MGE’s Energy 
2030 Framework. JSA initiated its 

process by conducting small group 
information and agenda-setting 
discussions organized according to 
issue, interest, geography, and similar 
or differing interests. JSA’s objective 
was to introduce participants to a 
deliberative process as a way of also 
surfacing and documenting areas of 
agreement and disagreement.

• Phase III - JSA will design, convene, 
document, and evaluate a large group 
citywide civic conversation in the form 
of a Community Energy Conversation 
Workshop that confirms guidance 
received up to that point and further 
deliberates remaining relevant issues. 
Also, JSA will also facilitate external 
shareholder meetings. By the end of 
Phase III, JSA will present MGE with 
a draft plan to launch a Community 
Energy Partnership in Phase IV.

• Phase IV - Contingent to the successful 
completion of Phase III, Phase IV 
is being designed and is expected 
to feature additional deliberative 
discussion to provide input, help 
inform, and provide ongoing guidance 
for MGE’s continued planning for 
how the company moves forward 
together with customers and 
stakeholders to build a Community 
Energy Company of the Future. JSA 
recommends the formation of a long-
term collaborative, Community Energy 
Partnership, in the summer or fall of 
2016 based on the outcomes of Phase 
III in support of further developing 
MGE’s Energy 2030 Framework.
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JSA envisioned this project initiating a new 
era of partnership and shared goal setting 
for MGE, its customers, and the residents 
of Greater Madison. JSA also envisioned 
providing an example of how similar 
utilities, customers and other stakeholders 
can provide a model for leading-edge 
transformation in the energy sector. JSA 
sees the primary purpose of its role in 
this project to be that of constructing a 
process that produces commitments and 
a plan that will serve as the foundation 
for the evolution of a new company-
community partnership. JSA recommends 
that the input from Phase II of the CECs be 
utilized as the building blocks for Phase 
III of the process, the Community Energy 
Conversation Workshop that is planned 
for spring of 2016. The Workshop will be a 
forum to engage various stakeholders and 
community leaders to deliberate on specific 
topics derived from the Community Energy 
Conversations. This deliberative process will 
help to create a long-term collaborative 
Community Energy Partnership to serve 
as a forum for continuing to plan and 
implement the energy future of the Greater 
Madison-area.

The following report summarizes Phase 
II of the engagement -- specifically, the 
Community Energy Conversations (CECs) 
held across Madison from July into early 
November 2015. JSA will describe the 
methodology of the Conversations, 
quantitative and demographic data 
gathered, and key findings from the CECs. 
The intent of this report to serve as a 
beginning point to help guide MGE’s future 
planning and decision-making as it moves 
forward.

KEY FINDINGS

Participants made clear in their comments 
and questions that they want MGE to 
transition to a more environmentally 
sustainable energy supply and to help 
customers control their energy use and 
costs. Participants also wanted more options 
for choosing sources of energy, devices to 
help control their energy bills (e.g., smart 
thermostat or home automation), as well as 
more tools to help them improve the energy 
efficiency of their home or business.

Themes from the CECs

• A reduced carbon footprint: CEC 
participants are concerned with climate 
change and want MGE to reduce 
its carbon footprint by reducing or 
eliminating its reliance on coal and 
increasing its use and support of 
renewable energy sources. 

• Self-generated power: Some 
participants are already producing their 
own solar energy. They requested that 
MGE strengthen the connection with 
customers generating their own power 
and begin to provide repair and other 
services to those who were generating 
their own power in order to maintain 
these individuals as customers.

• More information about the grid and 
reliability: Customers wanted more 
information about the grid: costs of 
maintaining it, energy storage and 
current and planned efforts to reduce 
outages and to increase efficiency. 
Participants were concerned about the 
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grid’s security and the effect of outages 
on vulnerable populations.

• More diverse leadership: Some 
participants suggested that MGE should 
do more to increase the diversity of 
its leadership and employee base. Of 
particular concern, participants said that 
customer service does not always relate 
well to low-income people or people 
with cultural and language differences. 
Others suggested that MGE should 
partner with different vendors including 
suppliers of renewable energy systems, 
in order to provide ways to reduce 
energy consumption. 

• A continued emphasis on conservation: 
It was clear in the CECs that many 
participants were unhappy with 
MGE’s handling of its 2014 rate case, 
particularly as it affected conservation 
efforts. Participants were concerned 
that the rate changes not only hurt 
low-income and fixed-income residents, 
but also that fixed rates discouraged 
those who are trying to reduce usage 
since they must pay the same fixed 
charge as those who are not trying to be 
efficient. Many participants stated that 
the current pricing plans should include 
plans that encourage conservation 
and help low-income residents afford 
their energy bills. Participants believe 
it is MGE’s responsibility to educate 
the public on conservation, including 
youth and non-native English speakers. 
Many participants commented that they 
needed more information from MGE on 
how to reduce energy usage and more 
knowledge on energy efficiency tools 
and techniques.

• A renewed commitment to equitability: 
Participants voiced concerns about the 
impact of the fixed rate increase on low-
income families and senior ratepayers. 
Participants do not believe the current 
rate structure is equitable, and they 
would like to see a more equitable 
billing system, more compassionate 
treatment, and greater assistance for 
low-income families.

• More information and communication: 
Sparked by their dissatisfaction with the 
way in which the company designed and 
managed its 2014 rate case, a number 
of CEC participants called on MGE to 
pay more attention to the community, 
educate and speak to them honestly 
and transparently and make decisions 
with them. Attendees wanted MGE to 
provide ongoing balanced, accurate, 
and fair education on energy issues. 
Participants wanted to ensure that MGE 
creates an ongoing dialogue and uses 
the feedback from the CECs for future 
planning and decision-making.
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Methodology
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Methodology

DESCRIPTION OF THE 
COMMUNITY ENERGY 
CONVERSATIONS

Phase II focused on holding small-group 
discussion sessions and led to JSA holding 
nearly 100 Community Energy Conversations 
(CECs) throughout the Greater Madison-
area between July and November 2015. 
During that period, both JSA and MGE 
encouraged customers and stakeholders to 
attend the CECs. In addition, MGE asked 
customers to comment online; held a 
number of meetings with stakeholders; and 
conducted a survey of a statistically valid 
sample of its customers. Information from 
the Phase II sessions was shared periodically 
with MGE as the sessions occurred and 
helped inform the company’s Energy 2030 
Framework. Detailed information and 
comments will continue to be studied and 
used to inform the development of the 
Framework.

The CECs were small group deliberative 
discussions facilitated by local Madison-
area professional facilitators contracted 
and trained by JSA. Conversations were 
conducted in English, Spanish, and Hmong. 
The sessions were held on different days 
and times during the week in Madison, 
Fitchburg, Middleton, and Monona. 
Sessions were held at varied locations and 
in multiple languages to ensure that the 
process included opportunities for MGE’s 

diverse customers and communities to share 
their comments, thoughts, and opinions 
about energy issues in the Greater Madison-
area. The Conversations were designed to 
engage participants and to encourage them 
to openly share their views about energy 
issues affecting them, their families, their 
businesses, and their communities. Each 
90-minute dialogue had no more than 
fifteen participants, with the exception of 
the stakeholder sessions. 

Of the 98 sessions held, 66 were open 
to the general public and 32 focused on 
stakeholder groups and organizations. More 
than 900 customers participated in the 
CEC process by either sharing comments, 
filling out worksheets, or registering 
and attending a session. More than 650 
participants registered for the sessions. 
Of those, 535 signed in during their 
Conversations, while others chose not to 
sign in or fill out the worksheets. 

Participants rated the sessions at 4.4 overall 
on a Likert scale, in which ‘1’ represents 
unsatisfactory and ‘5’ represents excellent.

PROCESS DESIGN

The Community Energy Conversations took 
place from July into early November 2015. 
Each session was held at carefully selected 
venues located throughout Madison in 
addition to Fitchburg, Middleton, and 
Monona, Wisconsin. 
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CEC facilitators used an annotated agenda 
created by JSA to guide the Conversations. 
The annotated agenda topics were left 
broad in order to allow facilitators the 
opportunity to guide the conversation 
in a way that was specific to the group’s 
interest(s). They were given room to use 
their individual facilitation style and 
techniques to give prompts and cues 
throughout the session in order to have 
maximum participation. It was made clear to 
the facilitators to confirm with participants 
that no decisions would be made during the 
small group sessions. 

The annotated agenda was comprised 
of the following sections: pre-meeting, 
introduction, topics, questions,
and adjournment. Participant session 
documents included a participant sign-in 
sheet, the JSA Process Diagram, worksheets, 
evaluation forms, and the MGE Discussion 
Guide.

During the introduction part of the 
Conversation, the facilitators introduced 
themselves to the participants and the 
participants in turn introduced themselves 
if they wished. The facilitator confirmed 
that no media was present and proposed 
simple ground rules for the Conversation to 
include being honest, speaking and listening 
for understanding, respecting other ideas, 
and speaking from individual experiences. 
Facilitators also confirmed that participants’ 
individual names would not be used nor 
published and that conversations would 

not be recorded. Facilitators were able to 
personalize the application of the guidelines 
in a manner customary to their facilitation 
style. The sessions were facilitated in an 
organically fluid manner and, because of 
this, the direction of the conversations 
evolved according to the interests of the 
participants and the style of the facilitator. 

During the conversations, the facilitators 
asked the following three questions: 

1. What brought you out and what 
concerns you? 

2. What is your credibility test? 

3. What would you like to know more 
about?

Facilitators concluded the Conversation by 
thanking everyone for their participation 
and encouraging them to continue 
to comment online, via phone, email 
and comment card. At the end of the 
session, the facilitators collected all of the 
participants’ worksheets, evaluation forms, 
and comment cards. These documents 
were forwarded to JSA. In addition, 
they forwarded participants’ comments, 
concerns, ideas, and questions as shared 
during the course of the Conversation. 
(Refer to Appendix F)
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STAFFING/FACILITATORS

The JSA Phase II Project Team consisted 
of 11 team members (see Appendix L). 
In addition, JSA contracted more than 
10 experienced local facilitators that 
were professionally trained to conduct 
the sessions in an impartial and inclusive 
manner to ensure that all participants were 
included in the discussions. Facilitators 
were provided additional training, 
including written instructions and rules of 
engagement on the JSA way of conducting 
engagement sessions and were walked 
through and given JSA materials in addition 
to the MGE Discussion Guide and other 
resources in preparation for facilitating the 
Community Energy Conversations.

LANGUAGE

The cadre of local professional facilitators 
contracted by JSA had the ability to conduct 
conversations in the following languages: 
English, Spanish, and Hmong.

LENGTH

The designed duration of each Conversation 
was between 90 to 120 minutes. Sessions 
were held throughout the week including 
Saturdays during the daytime and during 
the evening. Conversations that were 
held on Saturdays were scheduled for 
stakeholder groups. Conversations were not 
held on Sundays.

LOCATIONS

A number of locations across Madison were 
designated as meeting sites. Locations were 
organized and confirmed by JSA’s Madison-
based Project Coordinator. Criteria for 
location selection included the following: 
accessibility to public transportation, 
free parking, safety and security, flexible 
seating, neutral turf, small living room or 
kitchen table type setting (when possible), 
and compliance with the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. Locations also included 
venues that were requested by participants 
and were meant to be as geographically 
diverse as possible. (See Appendix A for 
locations)

PARTICIPANT SELECTION AND 
INVITATION PROCESS

All MGE customers were invited and 
encouraged to participate in the 
Conversations. In order to ensure that 
customers and communities were aware 
of the CECs, both JSA and MGE undertook 
engagement efforts and marketing 
campaigns. JSA, for example, sent 
approximately 86,000 emails, including a 
random sample of 25,000 MGE customers, 
with informational and registration links 
to MGE customers, while MGE mailed 
information to all customers. Ultimately, 
CEC participants came from: 1) the random 
sample of MGE customers; 2) stakeholder 
groups or organizations; and, 3) citizens and 
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customers who responded individually to 
MGE’s and JSA’s engagement efforts.

The public sessions were listed publicly on 
Eventbrite. Participants from the random 
invitation process, those who requested to 
participate via MGE’s website sign-up or 
general inquiry interest could select and 
register for the session according to their 
schedule and desired location, according 
to the sessions listed and advertised on 
Eventbrite. The stakeholder sessions were 
held many times by request after CEC 
engagement had been done for specific 
groups and organizations, and were not 
publicly visible on Eventbrite. Stakeholder 
participants were sent an invitation 
specifically for them or were manually 
registered by the Project Coordinator.  

RANDOM SAMPLE

JSA sent invitations to participate in the 
CECs to randomized customers via email 
over the course of Phase II. The random 
sample methodology was used to ensure 
that a diverse set of customers were invited 
to the Conversations and to obtain an 
equitable and non-biased summarization 
of opinions and thoughts. Over 25,000 MGE 
residential customer email addresses were 
randomly drawn from the company’s larger 
customer database.

The customers received invitations to 
participate in a CEC registration survey in 
Survey Monkey. The survey (see Appendix 
K) requested information about the 
customer to ascertain the participant’s 

interests, geographic location, time and day 
preference/availability to participate in a 
CEC, as well as contact information. Initially, 
JSA used the survey data for scheduling 
participants based on their geographic and 
meeting time preferences. However, the 
process was later automated to include a 
link in the survey to Eventbrite so that the 
participants could sign up for a publicly held 
session of their choice directly.

BY REFERRAL OR REQUEST

In addition to the random sample, 
customers interested in participation and 
customers who were referred by others to 
participate, submitted their names to JSA 
for participation via the MGE Community 
Energy Conversations’ website sign-in link 
or by sending emails to JSA or MGE. If 
customers signed up on MGE’s website link, 
they were routed to the registration survey. 
They were then provided a link to select 
their session via Eventbrite. Many customers 
emailed JSA or MGE directly requesting to 
be signed up. Although most customers 
had email addresses, some customers were 
registered manually by phone.

STAKEHOLDERS

JSA and MGE actively marketed to and 
engaged various stakeholder groups around 
Madison to participate in the Conversations 
that were held specifically for the 
stakeholder group or organization. These 
groups included neighborhood associations, 
environmental groups, housing complexes, 
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community leaders, community centers, 
faith based, non-profit, cultural groups, 
and other organizations with specific 
interest areas. Also, a stakeholder’s list was 
created with people and organizations who 
previously expressed interest in attending a 
CEC before the Conversations began in July. 
The stakeholders on the list were called and/
or emailed with an invitation to participate 
in the CECs. Emails to the stakeholders 
usually routed them to the registration 
survey where they had the option of 
selecting to participate as a group or as an 
individual. Most stakeholder sessions were 
organized by the Project Coordinator and 
the stakeholder group leader directly. 

The methodology described above was 
developed specifically for this process and 
evolved over several iterations of manual 
and electronic progressions that were more 
efficient. This intricate process required 
constant attention from the team members 
to ensure that all customer communications 
regarding the Conversations were captured, 
documented, and action was taken if 
necessary.

CEC SESSION DOCUMENTS

WORKSHEET

In order to capture information accurately 
and directly, the participants were asked 
to complete a worksheet questionnaire 
during or at the end of the session. The 

questionnaire (see Appendix G) consisted 
of the questions that helped the facilitators 
to capture participants’ issues and concerns, 
and further assist in areas of future 
agreement. The worksheet was written 
in English and translated into Spanish 
and was located online for completion by 
customers on the MGE Community Energy 
Conversations’ website in English and 
Spanish.

EVALUATION FORM

An evaluation form (see Appendix H) 
was also given to each Conversation 
participant to provide feedback on the 
logistics of the session as well as assist in the 
further refinement of the entire process. 
The English and Spanish versions of the 
evaluation form were only available to 
participants that attended the session and 
were not available online. 

FACILITATOR SUMMARIES

Given his or her individual style, the 
facilitator captured the participants’ 
questions and comments in various manners 
including via flip chart, notepads, post-its, 
index cards, or memory. Once the session 
concluded the facilitator was required to 
submit a summary of each Conversation 
to JSA. The facilitator summary form 
included the three questions mentioned 
above (under Process Design) in addition 
to asking for the participants’ motivations, 
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wants, suggestions, and ideas. There was 
a place to note a participant’s contact 
information when they requested follow-
up and space for the facilitator to share 
his or her feedback on the venue and 
the Conversation. Facilitators forwarded 
information to JSA including completed 
participant worksheets and evaluation 
forms after each session. They also 
forwarded participants’ comments, 
concerns, ideas, and questions that were 
shared during the Conversation. (See 
Appendix F for compilation of participants’ 
questions, comments, concerns, and ideas)

MGE DISCUSSION GUIDE

A hard copy of the MGE Discussion Guide 
was provided to the participants at the 
session (in English, Spanish, or Hmong). In 
addition, a link to the Guide was included in 
the email invitation and on the Eventbrite 
invitation that participants received. 
Although it was suggested in the email 
invitation to read the Discussion Guide 
before attending the session, it was not a 
requirement for participation.
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Quantitative Data
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Quantitative Data

SESSION STATISTICS

The overall session statistics were captured 
and analyzed by JSA as depicted below 
(Table 1). The total number of participants 
who registered for a session is 655 and the 
total number of participants that signed 
in at a session was 535. Some participants, 
although they may have attended a session, 
declined to sign-in for various reasons; thus, 
they may not be included in the participant 
sign in statistic.

# of conversations held for 
stakeholder groups

# of conversations held for 
public

TOTAL CONVERSATIONS 
HELD

# of participants who 
contacted JSA about CECs

# of participants who filled 
out registration survey

# of participants who 
registered 

# of participants who 
signed-in

# of random samples emails 
sent

# of email blasts sent to 
residential customers and 
stakeholders

32

66

98

937

453

655

535

25,759

86,984

Table 1: General CEC Session 
Statistics

Sessions   Statistics
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STAKEHOLDER AND PUBLIC 
SESSIONS

Appendix A lists the CEC session times and 
dates, and the venue locations. Public and 
stakeholder sessions are differentiated on 
this list. There were 133 sessions originally 
scheduled, 100 of which were public sessions 
and 33 were stakeholder sessions. Of the 
public sessions scheduled, 31 sessions were 
cancelled due to low enrollment, participant 
no shows, and one time due to a scheduling 
error and lack of facilitator availability. The 
enrollment threshold, originally six to seven 
participants, was adjusted for the following 
reasons:

• Low enrollment over the summer 
months 

• Increased enrollment during 
September and October

• Changes to the public session schedule 
in September and October

Over 400 stakeholder groups were sent 
invitations to participate in the CECs. 
Table 2 lists the stakeholder groups who 
participated in the Conversations. The areas 
of interest of the stakeholder groups varied 
-- covering residential and business interests 
as well as other special interest groups as 
originally designed.

Table 2:  Stakeholder Groups Who Participated in the CEC Sessions

Bayview Foundation Staff
Bayview International Center for Education and the Arts (Bayview Foundation) (session 
held in Hmong)
Capital Region Advocacy Network for Environmental Sustainability (CRANES)
Downtown Madison Inc. Members
Foundation for Black Women’s Wellness
Kennedy Heights Neighborhood Center Residents
Large MGE Business Customers
Latino Chamber of Commerce and others (session held in Spanish)
Madison Community Leaders of Color
MGE Shareholders for Clean Energy
New Green Challenge
Project Home Staff
ReNew Leadership
RePower Leadership
Sankofa Behavioral and Community Health Clients

Stakeholder Name
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THE INVITATIONS

The invitations to participate in the 
Conversation sessions were sent to 25,759 
randomly selected residential customers 
from MGE’s customer database of 
residential email addresses. Table 3 lists the 
response rate from the email invitations and 
other e-blasts sent over the course of Phase 
II. Over the course of the entire project 

over 86,000 emails were sent to residential 
customers and stakeholders on various 
occasions as described in Table 3. Most of 
the emails sent were to the customers in the 
random sample and/or other stakeholders. 
Although the open and click rates varied 
depending on the target audience, the 
average open rate was 29.3 percent with a 
1.6 percent click rate.

Stakeholder Name

Schenk-Atwood-Starkweather-Yahara Neighborhood Association (SASY)
Senegambia Women’s Association
Session at Kennedy Heights Neighborhood Center Residents (session held in Hmong) 
Sustain Dane -Sustainable Business Network
Tenney-Lapham Neighborhood Association
ULGM Staff
UNIDOS Against Domestic Violence Staff and Women Moving Forward (session held in 
Spanish)
UW Health Sustainable Program
Vera Court Neighborhood Center Residents/Members (session held in Spanish)
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Table 3: Invitation Mailing Statistics

8-Oct.

11-Sep.

11-Sep.

28-Aug.

27-Aug.

26-Aug.

21-Aug.

3-Aug.

3-Aug.

28-Jul.

27-Jul.

24-Jul.

16-Jul.

30-June

Total 

25,759

17,811

12,375

9,060

51

417

9,956

38

2,722

49

2,978

2,752

25

2,991

86,984

7,430

5,283

3,794

2,451

24

118

2,955

20

812

32

816

789

19

948

25,491

29.2%

30.5%

32.6%

27.4%

47.1%

30.5%

32.6%

54.1%

30.1%

66.7%

30.1%

21.3%

79.2%

34.7%

29.3%

277

240

168

205

7

19

226

13

46

23

57

40

10

75

1,406

1.10%

1.4%

1.4%

2.3%

13.7%

4.9%

2.5%

35.1%

1.7%

47.9%

2.1%

2.7%

41.7%

2.7%

1.6%

Final reminder email sent to entire 
random sample

Reminder email sent

Original email from 16,000 - end

Reminder email to 6,001  - 16,000 
(without Eventbrite link)

Reminder email for participants 
without Eventbrite link

Original email to stakeholders / 
organizations

Original email to 6,001 – 16,000

Original email to Rhiannon’s list from 
CEC mailbox

Reminder email to 3,001 – 6,000

Original email to RePower

Original email to 3,001 – 6,000

Reminder email to 3,000

Stakeholder email

Original email to 3,000

Date 
Sent

Email Type Subscribers Opens Open 
Rate

Clicks Click 
Rate
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REGISTRATION SURVEY 

The registration surveys were completed 
by 453 respondents but not all questions 
required a response; therefore, the total 
number of responses to a question does 
not necessarily equal the total number of 
completed surveys. The original purpose 
of the registration survey was to ascertain 
contact information in order to schedule 
those from the random sample process 
and those who requested registration or 
were referred via MGE’s or JSA’s inbox. The 
compiled data was also used to identify 
the demographics of the respondents 
and the expectations and interests of the 
participants.

As the registration survey was primarily 
for internal use to determine logistics for 
the sessions (locations and days/times), the 
relevant responses demonstrated statistical 
data to be used for demographics and areas 
of interest from Question #4 in the survey. 

Table 4 indicates most registrants were from 
Madison (75.5%) followed by Middleton 

(7.1%), Fitchburg (5.0%), and Monona 
(3.16%) respectively. As shown later in this 
report, the majority of the sessions were 
held in Madison. However, a few sessions 
were held in Middleton, Fitchburg, as well 
as Monona.

The top three areas described as the topics 
of interest (see Table 5) before attending 
the Community Energy Conversations 
were: (1) Renewable Energy, (2) Energy 
Conservation and Efficiency, and (3) Cost of 
Energy to Customers.

Madison

Fitchburg

Middleton

Monona

Verona

75.5%

7.1%

5.0%

3.2%

2.1%

Table 4:  City of Registration 
Respondents 

City            % Respondents
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EVALUATION FORMS AND 
WORKSHEETS

The purpose of the evaluation form was 
for participants to provide feedback and 
express their thoughts about the venue, 
logistics, and other aspects of the session. 
The worksheet, on the other hand, was used 
to collect additional descriptive data from 
the participants about their energy concerns 
and to gather some demographic data.

A good representation of most opinions 
of those who attended the CECs can be 
shown from the 388 worksheets that were 
collected by the facilitators at the sessions. 
In addition, the 404 evaluations were 
only filled out by those who attended the 

sessions. The 94 participants who filled out 
the online worksheets, however, may or 
may not have attended a session.

The worksheets reflected participants’ 
views about MGE and the Discussion 
Guide. Results from worksheets completed 
and collected at sessions and those filled 
out online were calculated separately. 
Appendix C, D, and E depict the results of 
the evaluations and worksheets completed 
by participants at the sessions and online, 
respectively. Also listed in the Appendices 
are all of the comments, concerns, 
questions, and ideas verbatim from the 
participants who filled out a worksheet 
or evaluation form, or shared during the 
Conversations. 

Table 5:  Question 4 – Survey Respondents Areas of Interest 

11.8%

22.6%

46.1%

31.3%

32.1%

28.4%

43.9%

51.3%

13.7%

45

86

175

119

122

108

167

195

52

380

Energy Education

Community/Neighborhood Energy Projects

Energy Conservation and Efficiency

Future Trends of Energy

Energy Policy

Energy Sources

Cost of Energy to Customers

Renewable Energy

Other Areas of Interest:

Total Respondents

Areas of 
Interest

Percentage of Total 
Respondents*

Total

*These percentages are based on the total respondents as some respondents selected more than 
one area of interest.
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RESULTS FROM THE EVALUATION 
FORM

From the evaluation form, some interesting 
findings can be determined. The 
participants rated the overall session, as well 
as the convenience of the session close to 
excellent, 4.4 and 4.3 respectively on a Likert 
scale. The participants rated the helpfulness 
of the Discussion Guide slightly above 
satisfactory at a 3.5.

Forty-four percent of the respondents 
learned about the Community Energy 
Conversations from JSA’s email. 
Approximately one-third of respondents 
learned of the Conversations via a referral. 
The top five referrals were MGE’s website, 
JSA’s email, an event, RePower, and Annette 
Miller.

THE WORKSHEET RESPONSES

From Held CEC Sessions

The worksheet had many questions that are 
relevant to this analysis. Questions 8 and 9 
were very similar and the resulting answers 
were consistent. The majority of participants 
ranked the most important objective in both 
questions 8 and 9 to be “Transition MGE to 
a more environmentally sustainable energy 
supply.” Second highest response for both 
questions was the objective to “Help MGE 
customers control their energy use and 
costs.”

Question 10, asks participants to rank their 
energy services in order of importance with 
‘1’ being most important and ‘7’ being 
least important, three services proved to 
be relatively equal as important to the 
participants:

• More options for choosing 
   sources of energy.
• Tools to help control my 
   energy bill (i.e., smart 
   thermostat or home 
   automation).
• More tools to help me 
   improve the energy 
   efficiency of my home or 
   business.
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From Online Worksheets 

The responses from the online worksheet 
survey were somewhat different since 
according to their responses, 86.1 percent 
of the respondents did not attend a small 
group session. Ninety percent of the 
respondents were MGE customers -- 89.0 
percent residential, 2.7 percent commercial, 
and 8.2 percent both residential and 
commercial. Over half (56.9%) of the 
respondents reported reading the Discussion 
Guide.

The online responses to Questions 8 and 
9 had similar responses to the worksheets 
completed during the CEC sessions. 
“Transition MGE to a more environmentally 
sustainable energy supply” was ranked the 
most important while “Help MGE customers 
control their energy use and costs” was the 
second most important objective reported.

The top three responses to Question 10 
from the online worksheet, ranking the 
energy services in order of importance with 
‘1’ being most important and ‘7’ being least 
important, were as follows:

• More options for choosing 
   sources of energy
• More differentiated pricing 
   options to help manage my 
   energy costs
• More tools to help me 
   improve the energy 
   efficiency of my home or 
   business.

The remaining worksheet questions related 
to demographics and are reported in the 
Demographics section of this report.
The results from the worksheets and 
summaries are listed in detail in Appendix 
C, D, and E. Comments, concerns, ideas, 
and questions that were posed by the 
participants during the CEC sessions are 
listed in Appendix F. As the comments are 
verbatim, they reflect the true thoughts 
and opinions of the participants, without 
interpretation.
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Demographics
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Demographics

OVERVIEW OF DEMOGRAPHICS

Over 97 percent of the participants were 
MGE customers, with 90 percent residential, 
three percent commercial and seven percent 
both. More than half (54%) were 41 to 
65 years old; just over 41 percent were 
25 to 40, and 4.4 percent, were 18 to 24 
years old. Approximately 37 percent of the 
participants’ household incomes were over 
$71,000, while 10 percent had household 
incomes of $20,000 or less. The sessions 
did not attract as much age and income 
diversity as desired but did engage good 
racial/ethnic and cultural diversity. 

Participants self-identified as Caucasian 
(68%), African-American (12%), Hispanic/
Latino (12%), and mixed-race or multi-
ethnic (5%). More than four out of five 
(83%) of the participants spoke English 
and almost 12 percent spoke Spanish (this 
is higher than the 4.4 percent Spanish-
speaking population in Madison based on 
the 2010 US Census).

In keeping with the objective of the 
project to ensure inclusivity of all of 
the communities within Madison, the 
information participants elected to 
complete on the demographic information 
section of the worksheet was collected and 
compared. The following demographics 
are reported separately for the worksheets 
collected from the sessions and for those 
collected online. These statistics are 

compared to the estimated percentages of 
the population in Madison based on the 
2010 Census data.

GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS OF THE 
PARTICIPANTS

As indicated in Table 6, the majority of the 
participants identified their community as 
Madison, Fitchburg, Middleton, Sun Prairie, 
and Monona out of 388 worksheets from 
the sessions and 94 online worksheets. The 
sessions were held in Madison, Fitchburg, 
Middleton, and Monona.

Table 6: Question 14: Geographic 
Locations of the Participants

Community Session 
Worksheet 
Percentage

Online 
Worksheet 
Percentage

Madison

Fitchburg

Middleton

Sun Prairie 

Monona

Verona

Waunakee

Lake Mills

Other

Respondents

79.8%

6.6%

5.5%

1.9%

1.1%

1.1%

0.8%

0.6%

2.5%

362

71.4%

8.2%

2.0%

2.0%

6.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

10.3%

49
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AGE OF THE RESPONDENTS

Tables 7 and 8 depict the answers 
to question 14 regarding age of the 
participants. As indicated, the largest cohort 
listed on the worksheet and online was 41 
to 65 years old while the smallest cohort 
was 18 to 24 years old. In the Census Data in 
Table 8, the age ranges were not exactly the 
same as on the worksheet. But the largest 
population in Madison was between the 
ages of 25 to 44 years old and the smallest 
was over 65 years old.

Table 7:  Question 7:  Age of the 
CEC Participants

18 – 24 years

26 – 40 years

41 – 65 years

66 years and over

Percentage in 
Session

Percentage 
Online

Age Range

4.4%

22.4%

54.1%

19.1%

5.8%

9.6%

69.2%

15.4%

Table 8:  Comparative Data:  Census 
Data for Age Distribution

18 to 24 years

25 to 44 years

45 to 64 years

65 years and over

Age

19.5%

31.5%

21.9%

9.6%
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INCOME OF THE CEC RESPONDENTS

The income responses from Question 15 of 
the worksheet are shown in Table 8 and 
clearly indicate that higher income residents 
participated in the sessions, almost six 
times more than that of the people who 
marked that they earned less than $20,000. 
The Census data in Table 9 is similar to the 
actual data collected from the worksheets, 
although the income cohort percentages 
of those over $35,000 per year are evenly 
distributed.

Table 10:  Comparative Data – 2010 
Census Data for Household Income
Household Income 
Range

Percentage of 
Population

Source: (US Census, 2010)

$15,000 or less

$15,000 to $34,999

$35,000 to $74,999

$75,000 or more

13.6%

20.2%

33.2%

33.1%

Table 9:  Question 15: Combined 
Participant Household Income

Income Range

$20,000 or less

$21,000 to $40,000

$41,000 to $70,000

$71,000 or more

9.6%

24.0%

29.0%

37.4%

8.0%

8.0%

34.0%

50.0%

Percentage in 
Session

Percentage 
Online
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RACIAL, ETHNIC, AND/OR CULTURAL 
GROUPS

Based on the data in Table 11, the 
worksheet responses capture slightly less 
than double the percentage of African-

Americans and Hispanics/Latino than the 
Census reflects for the area. The percentage 
of Caucasians reflects slightly less than 
in the population census. However, the 
percentage of Caucasians that completed 
the online worksheet was higher than any 
other racial, ethnic, or cultural group. 

Percentage in 
Session

*Source: (US Census, 2010)**Z: Value greater than zero but less than half unit of measure shown.

Percentage 
Online

Table 11:  Question 16: Racial/Ethnic/Cultural group as Self-identified 
by Respondents

African-American

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian

Caucasian

Hispanic/Latino

Mixed Race-Multi Ethnic

Native American

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

12.2%

0.6%

2.0%

67.6%

12.5%

4.8%

0.3%

0.0%

3.9%

0.0%

2.0%

94.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

7.3%

0.4%

7.4%

78.9%

6.8%

3.1%

0.0%

Z**

Percentage 
Populations 

Ethnic Group
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LANGUAGES OF THE RESPONDENTS

The language most frequently spoken is 
English in Madison based on the worksheet 
responses. However, Spanish and Mandinka 
(a West African language) ranked second 
and third respectively. The Census data does 
not capture the languages spoken at home 
in Madison with specificity but the two most 
prevalent languages spoken were English 
and Spanish. 

Table 13: Comparative 2010 
Census Data for Madison

87.3%

4.4%

3.3%

4.5%

0.6%

PercentageLanguage Spoken at 
Home in Madison

English Only

Spanish

Other Indo-
European 

languages

Asian and Pacific 
Island languages 

Other Languages

In summary, the demographic data 
collected from the worksheets indicate 
that the sessions captured a diverse 
population, which was a specific goal for 
the Conversations. The 41 to 65 year old age 
group was most represented at the sessions. 
It should be noted that the facilitated 
Hmong community sessions were not 
provided with worksheets translated into 
Hmong, which limited written responses to 
the worksheet questions for those sessions.

Source:  (US Census, 2010)

Percentage in 
Session

Percentage 
Online

Table 12:  Question 17: Participants’ 
Native Language 

Language 

English

Spanish

Mandinka

Wallop

Chinese

German

Other

Total 
Respondents

83.4%

11.8%

1.5%

1.2%

0.0%

0.3%

1.8%

94.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.9%

1.9%

1.9%

338      51
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Summary
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Summary

JSA recommends that the input from 
Phase II of the CECs be utilized as the 
building blocks for the next two phases 
of the process – including the Community 
Energy Conversation Workshop (Phase 
III) being planned for the spring of 2016. 
The Workshop will be a forum to engage 
various stakeholders and community 
leaders to deliberate on specific topics 

derived from the Community Energy 
Conversations. This deliberative process 
will help to create the foundation and 
launching pad for a long-term collaborative 
relationship, JSA’s proposed Community 
Energy Partnership (Phase IV), dedicated 
to the planning and implementation of 
the energy future MGE, its customers, and 
communities have envisioned together.
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Date	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	   Location/Venue	  

Number	  of	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Wednesday,	  July	  29	  
10:00	  
a.m. Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  July	  29	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Thursday,	  July	  30	  
10:00	  
a.m. Center	  for	  Families	   0	   1	   0	  

Thursday,	  July	  30	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  August	  4	  
10:00	  
a.m. Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  August	  4	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Thursday,	  August	  6	  
10:00	  
a.m. Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  August	  6	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  August	  7	  
10:00	  
a.m. Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  August	  7	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  August	  10	  
10:00	  
a.m. Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  August	  10	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  August	  11	  
10:00	  
a.m. Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  August	  11	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Appendix AAppendix A – General Session Information



Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Thursday,	  August	  13	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  August	  13	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  August	  14	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  August	  14	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  August	  17	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  August	  17	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  August	  18	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  August	  18	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  August	  20	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   0	   0	   1	  

Thursday,	  August	  20	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  August	  21	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  August	  21	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  August	  24	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  August	  24	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Tuesday,	  August	  25	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  August	  25	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Thursday,	  August	  27	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  August	  27	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  August	  28	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  August	  28	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  August	  31	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  August	  31	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  1	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  September	  4	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  September	  4	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  September	  8	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  September	  8	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Thursday,	  September	  10	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Thursday,	  September	  10	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  September	  11	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  September	  11	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  September	  14	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  September	  14	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  15	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  September	  15	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  September	  15	   6:00	  p.m.	   Centro	  Hispano	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  September	  
16	  

10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  September	  
16	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Thursday,	  September	  17	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Holy	  Wisdom	  Monastery	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  September	  18	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Centro	  Hispano	   0	   1	   0	  

Friday,	  September	  18	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  September	  18	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Monday,	  September	  21	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  September	  21	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  22	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  22	   6:00	  p.m.	   Holy	  Wisdom	  Monastery	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  22	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  22	   6:00	  p.m.	   Goodman	  Community	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  September	  
23	  

10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  September	  
23	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  September	  24	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  September	  24	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  September	  25	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  September	  25	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  September	  28	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  September	  28	  
11:30	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Monday,	  September	  28	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  29	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  29	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  September	  29	   6:00	  p.m.	   Lussier	  Community	  Education	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Thursday,	  October	  1	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Tenney	  Garden	  Apartments	   0	   1	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  2	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Friday,	  October	  2	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  October	  5	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  5	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Wednesday,	  October	  7	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   0	   0	   1	  

Wednesday,	  October	  7	  
11:30	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  7	   5:30	  p.m.	   Catholic	  Multicultural	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  7	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  October	  8	   7:30	  a.m.	  	   Centro	  Hispano	   0	   1	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Friday,	  October	  9	   9:15	  a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   2	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  9	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Saturday,	  October	  10	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Vera	  Court	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  12	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  14	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  14	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  16	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  16	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  19	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   1	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  19	  	   6:00	  p.m.	  	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  October	  20	   6:00	  p.m.	   Kennedy	  Heights	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Tuesday,	  October	  20	   6:00	  p.m.	   Kennedy	  Heights	  Neighborhood	  Center	   0	   2	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  21	   9:30	  a.m.	   Goodman	  Community	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  21	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Wednesday,	  October	  21	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  23	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  23	   5:30	  p.m.	   UNIDOS	  Against	  Domestic	  Violence	   0	   1	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  23	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Saturday,	  October	  24	   6:00	  p.m.	   5020	  Pendleton	  Drive,	  Madison,	  WI	  53718	   0	   2	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  26	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  26	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Club	   0	   1	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  26	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Fitchburg	  Library	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  26	   2:00	  p.m.	   Fitchburg	  Library	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  October	  26	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   1	   0	   0	  

Tuesday,	  October	  27	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Sankofa	  Behavioral	  and	  Community	  Health	   0	   0	   1	  

Wednesday,	  October	  28	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  28	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  October	  28	   6:00	  p.m.	   Goodman	  Community	  Center	   0	   1	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Thursday,	  October	  29	   3:30	  p.m.	   Downtown	  Madison,	  Inc.	   0	   1	   0	  

Thursday,	  October	  29	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   1	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  30	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Friday,	  October	  30	   6:00	  p.m.	   Meadowood	  Neighborhood	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Monday,	  November	  2	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Monday,	  November	  2	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  November	  3	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Fitchburg	  Library	   0	   0	   1	  

Tuesday,	  November	  3	   2:00	  p.m.	   Fitchburg	  Library	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  November	  4	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Fitchburg	  Library	   1	   0	   0	  

Wednesday,	  November	  4	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Project	  Home	  in	  Stoughton	   0	   1	   0	  

Wednesday,	  November	  4	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   0	   0	   1	  

Wednesday,	  November	  4	   6:00	  p.m.	   Center	  for	  Families	   0	   0	   1	  

Wednesday,	  November	  4	   6:00	  p.m.	   Madison	  Senior	  Center	   1	   0	   0	  

Thursday,	  November	  5	   6:00	  p.m.	   Urban	  League	  of	  Greater	  Madison	   0	   1	   0	  
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Date	  	  
(year	  2015)	  

Time	  	   Location/Venue	  	  

Number	  of	  	  
Public	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Stakeholder	  
Sessions	  
Conducted	  

Number	  of	  	  
Cancelled	  
Sessions	  
(due	  to	  low	  
registration)	  

Friday,	  November	  6	  
10:00	  
a.m.	   Sankofa	  Behavioral	  and	  Community	  Health	   0	   1	   0	  

Saturday,	  November	  7	  
12:30	  
p.m.	   Wisconsin	  Women's	  Business	  Initiative	  Corporation	   0	   1	   0	  

Monday,	  November	  9	  
11:00	  
a.m.	  

Bayview	  International	  Center	  for	  Education	  and	  the	  
Arts	   0	   1	   0	  

Monday,	  November	  9	   5:30	  p.m.	  
Bayview	  International	  Center	  for	  Education	  and	  the	  
Arts	   0	   1	   0	  

	     66	   32	   35	  
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“Other Areas of Interest” 
1. 350 Madison group
2. 350.org
3. Affordable housing
4. All of the above
5. All of the above, especially conservation
6. All of these are important topics
7. All of these areas of interest are valuable to be discussed; this is very difficult to pick

only two. 
8. Billing/bill pay
9. Carbon tax
10. Charge for energy used- keep monthly charge low
11. Climate change
12. Community owned power
13. Connect Charges
14. Demand response (time-of-use, etc.). I'm surprised this isn't a choice; it's talked about a

lot in the Discussion Guide.
15. Distributed energy and economic development. Environmental sustainability.
16. Distributed energy, solar, electric cars
17. Elderly
18. Electric Cars
19. Energy conservation, energy policy
20. Energy cost reduction for the poor and elderly
21. Environmental
22. Equity and Energy
23. Excessive service charges - Lack of conservation incentive
24. Future plans for electric and gas distribution systems
25. Future Trends
26. General sustainability-oriented education
27. Helping folks in poverty manage energy costs
28. How bills could better serve customers interested in energy efficiency
29. How can MG&E profit by helping its customers install solar panels resulting in energy

savings? 
30. How is MGE re-investing their profits?
31. Hydrogen creation by solar and wind
32. I am actually interested in all of these topics
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“Other Areas of Interest” 
33. Internet of Things and connecting energy sources to monitoring devices for better

management - specifically for personal use 
34. Long term strategic planning
35. MGE consistent compliance with PSC codes, condescending customer service reps;

misleading the public about "conservation making a difference in our monthly bill.” 
36. MGE's organization efficiency
37. [deleted . . . email out of office autoresponder]
38. Off-grid residential
39. Optimize responsible renewable energy and cost
40. Personal energy efficiency and renewable energy generation and MGE’s hindrance of

those efforts.
41. Rate structures
42. Rate structures as incentives for distributed energy sourcing.
43. Role of Coal Plants in Wis. (EPA) Clean Power Plan
44. Small Business matters
45. Solar Energy
46. Time of use rates
47. Transition from fossil fuels to clean energy
48. Use of wind energy in our Lodi Okee area for neighborhood.
49. Why MGE made so many idiotic decisions to lock in coal as its energy source
50. Zero net carbon emissions by 2070
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Q1 How would you rate the conversation
overall?

Answered: 404 Skipped: 5

0.25%
1

2.23%
9

12.62%
51

31.44%
127

53.47%
216 404 4.36

# Comments

1 Not enough people

2 The group really cares about knowing strategies to be energy efficient.

3 Felt like a laundry list of ideas; rather than discussion to help group prioritize points.

4 Difficult to remain on topic without shifting to larger/national/global energy topics

5 Enjoyed the company of the other participants.

6 It was weird setting to get going because there were only two of us.

7 Very informed group, good leader

8 Pleased to join in conversation that understand the importance of sustainability and advocates for strong goals and
rigorous action.

9 Small group, so each person was heard.

10 Obviously, the participants you will get for these conversations are the ones that either have something to say , have a
complaint, for have vested interest in the company industry/conversation.

11 I got a an education just from listening to everybody. Each person had good points, it made me think very intelligent
and informative.

12 Well run, but I was hoping someone from MGE would be there

13 More group interaction

14 She gave very good explanations.

15 Great group of people with experience in operating various type of building B entities. Great facilitator too.

16 The facilitator talked too much

17 Not enough to voice all concerns and get all questions answered.

18 great conversation

19 Felt people were able to be open and honest

Overall 
Rating

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 (Poor) 2 3 (Satisfactory) 4 5 (Excellent) Total Weighted Average

(no label)
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20 Conversation got bogged down on 1-2 points. Did not find very progressive.

21 Yes, they answered most of my questions.

22 Steve & Allison really encouraged the group to give their opinion

23 Enlightening

24 Facilitator was great. It was too bad was the only person to show up though. I would have been interested in what
others have to say.

25 Small group, everyone had lots of speaking time.

26 Great feedback-hopefully it gets used.

27 Needed an intro from Urban League on how did we get roped into this.

28 I came just to listen and see what MG&E is doing in the community as a paying customer.

29 Needs more people.

30 Informative, mostly because of the comments of my fellow participants.

31 Attendees of a common opinion against policies that discourage energy conversation.

32 All participants very engaged.

33 The mix of experiences and knowledge represented by group provided a rich discussion.

34 Allison was excellent facilitator.

35 I learned a lot from the participants.

36 Very small group (3) so it was easy to get everyone input.

37 Would like to have more people present.

38 Had only three participants.

39 Group of 5 worked great. Plenty of opportunity of input.

40 Small group, so all could participate.

41 Given the MGE cyacism in its policies. It is hard to believe or trust MGE and that our reaction will be considered.

42 Nice open conversation, well facilitated.

43 Respectful. All participated.

44 Excellent facilitation. Good focus questions.

45 We were very fortunate to have an excellent facilitator, a group member very knowledgeable in energy, and a fossil
fuel advocate.

46 Facilitator did not faciltate.

47 I was expecting a larger group (only had 3) but the conversation was good and it went quickly.

48 Open, plenty of sharing & listening.

49 Too general. The invitation implied more focus on specific topics.

50 There was only me so the facilitator and I had a great conversation.

51 I appreciate the opportunity.

52 Steve did a great job as a facilitator.

53 Good diversity of members.

54 Lots of knowledge in this group.

55 Good balance of participants input.

56 There are very knowledgeable people here. I want to hear their voices in the direction that MGE is going.

57 Everyone participated and had good contributions.

58 I a so glad we had a former PSC Commissioner/current RePower Madison attendee. He was knowledgeable yet
deferential to the process-clarified much.
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59 open frank discussion

60 Please also send an MG&E rep next time. Maybe for the 2nd half of the session so questions for them can be more
targetted

61 Interesting, diverse participant learned a lot

62 Very good facilitation. Good group

63 Enjoyed the robust discussion about the MGE and I learned a lot from the participants

64 Great discussion, moderator but concerned that it won't matter

65 Good conversation with diverse viewpoints

66 There were only two participants and one facilitator

67 Do not let the men talk to much

68 Small group size

69 Very glad JSA is facilitator.

70 It was too short but I know discussions like this can be tiring for facilitators

71 Lots of good discussions on many facets of MG&E's policies/directions/rates
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Q2 How would you rate the MGE Discussion
Guide clarity, helpfulness, etc.?

Answered: 366 Skipped: 43

5.74%
21

11.48%
42

28.69%
105

30.87%
113

23.22%
85 366 3.54

# Comments

1 Too lengthly

2 I have not had a chance to read

3 I have not had a chance to read

4 Did not read

5 Difficult to read

6 I have not had a chance to read

7 Very comprehensive

8 Did not have time to read

9 Did not have time to read

10 Lots of abstract ideas; want more concrete information-the "how" , the action plan.

11 For a vision document it is fine, but vision is not action; so I find it vaguely annoying.

12 not enough talk about shareholders, their needs. Seems dishonest

13 incomplete-no discussion of investor challenges

14 not as sugar coated.

15 Did not have time to read

16 Did not have time to read

17 Did not have time to read

18 We had a little difficulty with the language.

19 Too long-did not read.

20 Difficult to read

21 Worksheet section 4, needs more explanations of options, tools; what might these be?

(no label)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 (Poor) 2 3 (Satisfactory) 4 5 (Excellent) Total Weighted Average

(no label)
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22 It was helpful but I would have liked to have spent more time reading.

23 Needs more detail and more refined to small points.

24 Yes, I read a few pages.

25 I have only skimmed this-not yet read cover to cover

26 Only get the guide at the meeting

27 Should write to more general audience.

28 I have not read it yet, so can not really say.

29 Does not mention tough questions that need to be made on rate structures and fossil fuel dependency and their
impacts.

30 Too long, vague. Information on billing scheme and coal dependency should be provided and info from other sources.

31 It framed several issues clear bias toward MGE current frame of reference. It was loaded.

32 Very informative, but long. could information be presented more concisely.

33 I have not read it as yet, but think it will be helpful.

34 I did not use it in the discussion.

35 Needs to be simpler and shorter

36 I like the discussion, but I would like to see action. The planet need it !

37 Did not have time to read

38 What is your diversity plan for people in your organization.

39 Not sure must have time to read

40 Did not have time to read

41 Did not have time to read

42 Did not read yet.

43 structured without great vision.

44 Have not read discussion guide.

45 Have not seen it completely but seems a bit leading.

46 Not my problem that utility business is hard. Lots of industries are facing change. Pull up your pants and lead or get
out the way.

47 Have not had opportunity to completely read from cover to cover. So have difficulty in rating this.

48 Did not have time to read

49 Good start. Objectives are out of order. Some of it seems like you are rationalizing your position rather than being
innovative.

50 Wish that it had a little more info on full range of options available-even ones that MGE do not think are currently
viable-so people could see what is possible or what other cities are doing.

51 Not as sugar coated as I might have expected.

52 This was a good summary of how MGE has viewed the issue..

53 Not designed for general population.

54 Did not have it prior to the meeting, Couldn't read it and listen to discussion at the same time.

55 Extremely bias propaganda

56 It glosses over important information uphold MGE's image.

57 Too many technical details-too much bias language.

58 A blatant propaganda piece.

59 Well-designed.
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60 Way too long to read, but the bolds helped.

61 More objective data, capital venue variable costs, basic and peak demand.

62 Very knowledgeable, very helpful, and excellent guidance of discussion.

63 Could have had more baseline info on how MGE operates.

64 Have not read yet.

65 Very long. It was a little overwhelming when I first opened it.

66 Did not have a chance to read it carefully.

67 Have not read yet.

68 Forgot to read.

69 Clear 8 sounds good, but not consistent with MGE actions, especially recent rate changes.

70 What was left was glaring, e.g., commitment MG&E has to making or profit for its shareholders.

71 Talk more about rates, CEO compensation, etc.

72 Provided a good context.

73 Lots of p.r. sweet talk.

74 Had no chance to read.

75 Too much gloss and not enough substance.

76 It's a start, but there are people at these meetings who have what seem like a better picture of what is going on than
MGE provided.

77 I did not have time to read it in detail.

78 Require to act in regulatory framework, but you don't acknowledge your own influence in setting policy-your Green
Power Tomorrow program is not aggressive enough in supporting level power generation.

79 Did not have time to read before discussion

80 I was not aware of this document until I found it on MGE site. It is a bit heavy-handed and tries to limit the discussion

81 lacked data

82 Did not know about it, will let you know after I read it

83 need to read

84 Did not have time to read

85 Have not looked at it

86 Clear, but biased toward status quo

87 Generally many good points, although not always as objective as intended. Good bibliography-good leading examples
of creating a modern utility

88 Well laid out but what is in there is not actually happening so it's a little misleading

89 Very biased....CEO should put himself in the shoes of a teacher

90 Material omissions abound, including last years's ridiculous rate design

91 One-sided language stews the issues at times

92 green washing and "pretend you're the CEO" one both offensive

93 Well written but did not convey clear/detailed objectives or vision from MG&E

94 Educational, but of course both a bit slick and simplified

95 Very educational and balanced presentation of issues

96 The tone of the guide closed off possiblities

97 The guide was not balanced to present other opportunity for distributed energy productions & emerging technologies

98 Very helpful and educational. I was glad to be able to read through it before the meeting
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99 Saying things stated as fact that are not necessarily facts, but MGE version of reality

100 Objectives could include info. about exploring a different mission of the corporation and social justice objectives

101 I learned a lot

102 Gives MG&E perspective, do not trust their forth rightness
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Q3 How would you rate the convenience,
setting, etc. of the conversation?

Answered: 398 Skipped: 11

0.25%
1

3.02%
12

13.57%
54

31.41%
125

51.76%
206 398 4.31

# Comments Date

1 Good location 11/27/2015 7:30 PM

2 nicely organized and led 11/27/2015 7:23 PM

3 Would have been better with more participants especially those representatives of the location of the meeting place 11/27/2015 7:21 PM

4 parking 11/27/2015 6:56 PM

5 Everything was fine. Not great , but not terrible. 11/27/2015 6:35 PM

6 I hope MGE reverses the base rate increase 11/27/2015 6:30 PM

7 Very good, thank you 11/27/2015 6:18 PM

8 Very good. 11/27/2015 6:18 PM

9 Bikeable 11/27/2015 5:58 PM

10 Interesting 11/23/2015 11:41 AM

11 A pleasure 11/23/2015 11:41 AM

12 Very good. 11/23/2015 11:39 AM

13 Very good, thank you. 11/23/2015 11:38 AM

14 Good/familiar location for this group 11/18/2015 11:40 AM

15 Felt comfortable in Dr. Henderson's office 11/18/2015 10:55 AM

16 The space was too small & difficult to find. 11/18/2015 10:51 AM

17 Thank you for the opportunity. 11/18/2015 10:42 AM

18 The location for meeting were convenient. 11/18/2015 10:37 AM

19 Comfortable, convenient space and great food. 11/13/2015 2:48 PM

20 Learn something I did not know. 11/13/2015 2:47 PM

21 Ok for me, but I was the only person there so maybe not convenient for others. 10/29/2015 1:23 PM

(no label)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 (Poor) 2 3 (Satisfactory) 4 5 (Excellent) Total Weighted Average

(no label)
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22 I really learn more 10/29/2015 1:20 PM

23 Worked for me, I don't know how well it works for everyone. 10/29/2015 12:42 PM

24 missed the coffee 10/28/2015 6:55 PM

25 I have heard people have registered and never received an invite. 10/28/2015 6:49 PM

26 Friday night is not a good day for this type of activity, if it is going to be @ 6:00 pm-There should be food. This is
Wisconsin !

10/26/2015 6:59 PM

27 Facilities was nice and close to home. 10/26/2015 6:57 PM

28 Parking is somewhat a problem, but I survived. 10/26/2015 6:54 PM

29 happened during work, so very convenient. 10/26/2015 6:44 PM

30 Very relaxing setting 10/26/2015 6:19 PM

31 all good. 10/26/2015 6:07 PM

32 Parking not ideal. 10/26/2015 5:54 PM

33 Excellent facility and size of room of this method of gathering information and interaction. 10/26/2015 5:49 PM

34 Air conditioner not working. 10/26/2015 5:40 PM

35 Good facilitator. 10/26/2015 3:12 PM

36 Dan Koetke was a great facilitator. 10/26/2015 3:10 PM

37 The facilitator was very attentive, receptive, and encouraging. 10/26/2015 3:06 PM

38 Registering online seemed rather tedious. 10/26/2015 1:23 PM

39 A little background noise was distraction. 10/26/2015 1:15 PM

40 I was unable to find a session located on the East side. More evening or weekend options might have been helpful. 10/26/2015 1:14 PM

41 convenient and good parking, but high noise level. 10/26/2015 12:59 PM

42 Noisy. 10/26/2015 12:55 PM

43 Parking was tough, but the facility was nice. 10/26/2015 12:46 PM

44 Lots of choices 10/26/2015 12:15 PM

45 Urban League was a good spot. 10/24/2015 12:13 PM

46 Should have more options for university students to learn about their local utilities. 10/24/2015 12:11 PM

47 Good location & good time. 10/24/2015 12:00 PM

48 Bigger room with table to write easier. Not enough parking. 10/24/2015 11:58 AM

49 A little difficult to locate. 10/24/2015 11:50 AM

50 The process of identifying times/options & inviting was extremely smooth. 10/24/2015 11:48 AM

51 Good for m em, as I am available during the day 10/23/2015 6:14 PM

52 It seems like it's very west side oriented 10/23/2015 6:02 PM

53 Room was pretty small. Fine location. thanks for the crackers 10/23/2015 2:06 PM

54 Timing is hard with work 10/23/2015 2:03 PM

55 Indicated President Conference Room, instead small meeting room 10/23/2015 2:01 PM

56 Was supposed to be in a board room and ended up in a small room 10/23/2015 12:52 PM

57 Noisy refrigerator, was annoying 10/22/2015 10:25 AM

58 Expected someone from MG&E would be present to answer questions 10/22/2015 10:21 AM

59 Would prefer Madison Central location 10/22/2015 9:21 AM

60 I am on the far east side, coming all the way far west is not so convenient. Would have liked a closer location 10/22/2015 8:57 AM

61 Well done, open conversation, easy place to get to and good time for me 10/22/2015 8:54 AM
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62 The facilitator did her job very well. LCEC is a noisy venue. No amenities there apart from ease of parking 10/21/2015 8:19 PM

63 Very loud from 10-10:30 am, then people painting-was distracting 10/21/2015 8:16 PM

64 It was a little loud 10/21/2015 4:02 PM

65 Room was rather small for only 10 people 10/21/2015 2:23 PM
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Q4 Do you have any additional comments?
Please write them below.

Answered: 84 Skipped: 325

# Responses Date

1 Keep working at bringing community consumers together. 11/27/2015 7:18 PM

2 A broader cross-section of people would be good. 11/27/2015 7:07 PM

3 We only had two participants, I would have been flexible and willing to change time for more people. 11/27/2015 6:42 PM

4 Send more info on these conversations in our monthly statements. 11/27/2015 6:40 PM

5 I did appreciate this effort toward dialogue and consensus. 11/27/2015 6:38 PM

6 It was as well presented ande conducted it did not take too long everybody had a chance to participate. 11/27/2015 6:26 PM

7 Interesting 11/27/2015 6:19 PM

8 More interaction 11/23/2015 12:43 PM

9 I wish I was with the children. 11/23/2015 11:38 AM

10 Provide more comparisons-Madison to other places, Madison 10,20, 30 years ago as compared to energy costs. 11/18/2015 11:40 AM

11 Thank you for listening and trying to understand African American perspectives. 11/18/2015 10:47 AM

12 Please lower my bill. 11/18/2015 10:34 AM

13 Hoping for change/results for the better. 11/13/2015 2:49 PM

14 Please keep the conversation going. 11/13/2015 2:48 PM

15 Get more people to help people understand how to save money. 11/13/2015 2:47 PM

16 Help us safe energy 10/29/2015 1:21 PM

17 Thanks for taking the time to meet and gather our input 10/29/2015 1:18 PM

18 The survey/worksheet is biased. 10/28/2015 6:49 PM

19 Thanks ! 10/28/2015 6:43 PM

20 Facilitator was good. 10/26/2015 6:57 PM

21 I learned a lot. 10/26/2015 6:54 PM

22 Facilitator did a good job of managing the people. 10/26/2015 6:53 PM

23 PLEASE listen and ACT 10/26/2015 6:39 PM

24 I would like to know if the community will be envolve in MGE plans. 10/26/2015 6:32 PM

25 Thanks for the lunch and the conversations. 10/26/2015 6:24 PM

26 The meeting was very informative. I learned a lot about MG&E and concerns of the community. Prompting me to have
questions now on how changes can impact my family today, and my kids in the future.

10/26/2015 6:19 PM

27 Great to see the proactivity. 10/26/2015 6:16 PM

28 Steve Davis did a good job of facilitating. 10/26/2015 6:11 PM

29 Facilitator did a good job keeping conversation focused. 10/26/2015 6:09 PM

30 Change survey. 10/26/2015 6:01 PM

31 I hope JSA will look at the participation worksheet and consider revising it. 10/26/2015 5:59 PM

32 Change the survey. 10/26/2015 5:57 PM

33 MG&E needs to become a leader in the dealing with the energy needs of the future. This means moving away from
fossil fuels.

10/26/2015 5:56 PM
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34 Betsy did a good job. 10/26/2015 5:52 PM

35 Eventbrite system of notification was very confusing. 10/26/2015 3:10 PM

36 Thank you for doing this. 10/26/2015 2:50 PM

37 I do appreciate this effort toward diagogue and consensus. It will mean very little without aggressive push toward clean
energy in a timeframe consistent with what science tell us. We need to do to survive climate change.

10/26/2015 2:46 PM

38 Impact of more compact development in Madison & suburbs. 10/26/2015 2:42 PM

39 Steve was a great facilitator without directing the conversation overall much. 10/26/2015 2:37 PM

40 Excellent group leader! 10/26/2015 1:30 PM

41 The process of the invitation was not very accessible. Many people will complete acting as a tight gate-keeping
participation.

10/26/2015 1:27 PM

42 This process shows promise. The onus will new be on MG&E to listen and act appropriately. 10/26/2015 1:21 PM

43 Hope this is for the positive 10/26/2015 1:17 PM

44 These conversations could be advertised better to increase participation. I would like to see a way to include more
socio-economic and racial diversity in the discussion.

10/26/2015 1:14 PM

45 Discussion=ACTION 10/26/2015 12:52 PM

46 This experience makes me even more skeptical of the MGE Community Conversation process. 10/26/2015 12:51 PM

47 We are REALLY serious about wanting a big shift toward more renewable, clean generation equitable rates. 10/26/2015 12:49 PM

48 This was a great meeting but there seems to be many more details left out. 10/26/2015 12:42 PM

49 There should be a follow-up. 10/26/2015 12:41 PM

50 Create win-win 10/26/2015 12:33 PM

51 Could have used more time for background. 10/26/2015 12:32 PM

52 I hope MGE becomes a leader and an energy company. There is a lot at stake. 10/26/2015 12:30 PM

53 Thoughtful group of people. 10/26/2015 12:25 PM

54 Good Job. 10/26/2015 12:18 PM

55 Mae purpose of meeting clearer. 10/26/2015 12:17 PM

56 As an energy professional, it was surprising for me how uninformed people are about energy. 10/24/2015 12:13 PM

57 Make sure low-income people, people of color are included by going to where they live & organize these talks, for
example, at The Triangle at Centro Hispano.

10/24/2015 12:05 PM

58 The proof of the value of these conversations will be seen in the results & changes in MG&E'S approach the next filing
for rate changes.

10/24/2015 12:02 PM

59 Will be watching for progressive changes in MG&E's business model. 10/24/2015 12:00 PM

60 Good discussion and facilitation. 10/24/2015 11:57 AM

61 I want MG&E to have a community partnership that is legally binding. I want a serious consideration of converting to a
B corporation.

10/24/2015 11:54 AM

62 Enjoyed being able to participate. 10/24/2015 11:50 AM

63 How many minorities participated? 10/23/2015 6:20 PM

64 Good conversation among the group 10/23/2015 6:15 PM

65 I'd like to be notified when results are available 10/23/2015 6:14 PM

66 I will add more on the MGE conversations website 10/23/2015 6:02 PM

67 Would have helped to get the guide ahead of time 10/23/2015 2:09 PM

68 I expected more of a two way conversation, rather than just an airing of concerns 10/23/2015 2:08 PM

69 A spokesman from MG&E would be appreciated 10/23/2015 2:05 PM

70 Thanks for organizing this 10/23/2015 2:02 PM
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71 Please find a way to increase community involvement 10/22/2015 8:54 AM

72 Acoustics are terrible. Information provided to participants restricted and confined to MGE perspective 10/21/2015 8:22 PM

73 It was a lively discussion, nicely facilitated. I hope MGE takes our comments to heart, and not disregard them 10/21/2015 8:19 PM

74 A good first step 10/21/2015 4:00 PM

75 Good meeting but concerns about follow through 10/21/2015 3:59 PM

76 No Bottled Water-Pitcher & Paper Cups instead No Junk Food Snacks-Fruit or nothing 10/21/2015 3:58 PM

77 Betsy was a great facilitator 10/21/2015 3:55 PM

78 Good clear discussion. Well coordinated by Mary and her note taking. 10/21/2015 3:52 PM

79 Send more info on these conversations in our monthly statements 10/21/2015 3:51 PM

80 I am so glad you are engaged in this 10/21/2015 3:00 PM

81 Would like them to consider biofuel (burning solids) as feed stock's 10/21/2015 2:39 PM

82 I like to encourage MGE to share openly all of the different conversations 10/21/2015 2:35 PM

83 I appreciated the opportunity to talk with others & facilitators really helped 10/21/2015 2:26 PM

84 I expected more of a 2-way conversation, rather than just an airing of concerns. 10/20/2015 6:59 PM
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43.69% 142

16.62% 54

0.31% 1

1.23% 4

4.62% 15

6.46% 21

32.62% 106

14.46% 47

Q5 How did you learn about the Community
Energy Conversations project?Please pick

as many as apply.
Answered: 325 Skipped: 84

Total Respondents: 325

# Please specify. Date

1 350.org 11/27/2015 7:24 PM

2 Faith-based community 11/27/2015 7:23 PM

3 Monique Lomax 11/27/2015 7:19 PM

JSA Email

MGE Website

Radio

TV

Publication
(Which one?...

Newspaper
(Which one?...

Referral (Who?
Please answe...

Event (Which
one? Please...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

JSA Email

MGE Website

Radio

TV

Publication (Which one? Please answer below)

Newspaper (Which one? Please answer below)

Referral (Who? Please answer below)

Event (Which one? Please answer below)
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4 Monique Lomax 11/27/2015 7:17 PM

5 Brian Driscoll 11/27/2015 6:59 PM

6 DMI-WicsGrocus 11/27/2015 6:58 PM

7 Pam Christensen 11/27/2015 6:57 PM

8 GMCC 11/27/2015 6:56 PM

9 Brian Driscoll 11/27/2015 6:54 PM

10 Green Madison discussion 11/27/2015 6:39 PM

11 Annette Miller, Sustainable Madison Committee 11/27/2015 6:38 PM

12 Isthmus 11/27/2015 6:32 PM

13 Fighting Bub 11/27/2015 6:31 PM

14 FaceBook 11/27/2015 6:31 PM

15 MGE Bill Inserts 11/27/2015 6:26 PM

16 Unidos 11/27/2015 6:21 PM

17 Unidos 11/27/2015 6:19 PM

18 Unidos 11/27/2015 6:19 PM

19 Unidos 11/27/2015 6:18 PM

20 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:11 PM

21 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:09 PM

22 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:09 PM

23 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:08 PM

24 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:08 PM

25 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:06 PM

26 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:05 PM

27 Vera ct 11/27/2015 6:04 PM

28 Phone calls to MGE 11/27/2015 6:03 PM

29 Regent Neighborhood 11/27/2015 6:01 PM

30 Repower Madison 11/27/2015 5:58 PM

31 Chamber of Commerce 11/23/2015 12:46 PM

32 WWBIC 11/23/2015 12:43 PM

33 The Latin Academy 11/23/2015 12:42 PM

34 Unidos 11/23/2015 11:43 AM

35 Unidos 11/23/2015 11:41 AM

36 Unidos 11/23/2015 11:41 AM

37 Unidos 11/23/2015 11:38 AM

38 DMI 11/18/2015 11:42 AM

39 WI State Journal 11/18/2015 11:41 AM

40 DMI 11/18/2015 11:40 AM

41 Dr. Valarie Henderson 11/18/2015 10:49 AM

42 Dr. Valarie Henderson 11/18/2015 10:46 AM

43 Black Women's Wellness & Annette Miller 11/18/2015 10:42 AM

44 Black Women's Wellness 11/18/2015 10:39 AM
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45 Black Women's Wellness 11/18/2015 10:38 AM

46 Black Women's Wellness 11/18/2015 10:37 AM

47 Black Women's Wellness 11/18/2015 10:37 AM

48 Black Women's Wellness 11/18/2015 10:36 AM

49 Black Women's Wellness 11/18/2015 10:35 AM

50 Women's wellness facebook 11/18/2015 10:34 AM

51 W. End Health Network 11/18/2015 10:33 AM

52 Energy Summit 11/18/2015 10:32 AM

53 A friend 11/13/2015 2:53 PM

54 A friend 11/13/2015 2:51 PM

55 Food Pantry 11/13/2015 2:50 PM

56 Food Pantry 11/13/2015 2:50 PM

57 Kennedy Heights Community Center 11/13/2015 2:47 PM

58 Kennedy Heights Community Center 11/13/2015 2:45 PM

59 Cap Times, RENEW Wi 10/29/2015 1:23 PM

60 Annette Miller 10/29/2015 1:18 PM

61 Community Organization facilitator 10/29/2015 12:48 PM

62 Senegumbia Women's meeting 10/29/2015 12:47 PM

63 Senegmba Women's meeting 10/29/2015 12:45 PM

64 Maria Garia-Sierra 10/29/2015 12:38 PM

65 Mario Garcia-Sierrra 10/28/2015 6:55 PM

66 FaceBook and an email listsen 10/28/2015 6:54 PM

67 Repower Madison and Sustain Dane 10/28/2015 6:49 PM

68 SBN 10/28/2015 6:44 PM

69 Employer 10/26/2015 6:52 PM

70 Workplace 10/26/2015 6:51 PM

71 Staff meeting 10/26/2015 6:50 PM

72 Urban League 10/26/2015 6:44 PM

73 Staff meeting 10/26/2015 6:43 PM

74 Wisconsin State Journal 10/26/2015 6:42 PM

75 Staff meeting 10/26/2015 6:39 PM

76 Wisconsin State Journal 10/26/2015 6:38 PM

77 Urban League 10/26/2015 6:37 PM

78 Email from Annette Miller 10/26/2015 6:35 PM

79 Black Women Wellness 10/26/2015 6:34 PM

80 Social Media 10/26/2015 6:34 PM

81 Centro Hispano 10/26/2015 6:32 PM

82 Centro Hispano 10/26/2015 6:31 PM

83 Lilliam Post 10/26/2015 6:30 PM

84 MG&E Employee 10/26/2015 6:30 PM

85 A friend 10/26/2015 6:29 PM
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86 A friend 10/26/2015 6:29 PM

87 CMC 10/26/2015 6:28 PM

88 CMC 10/26/2015 6:28 PM

89 LaSop Network 10/26/2015 6:26 PM

90 MG&E Employee 10/26/2015 6:26 PM

91 A friend 10/26/2015 6:25 PM

92 100 Black Men of Madison, President. 10/26/2015 6:24 PM

93 Annette Miller 10/26/2015 6:22 PM

94 Annette Miller 10/26/2015 6:21 PM

95 Annette Miller 10/26/2015 6:20 PM

96 Annette Miller 10/26/2015 6:20 PM

97 Dr. Rose 10/26/2015 6:19 PM

98 Activist network 10/26/2015 6:15 PM

99 Neighor 10/26/2015 6:13 PM

100 Patty Prime 10/26/2015 6:11 PM

101 Shareholder meeting 10/26/2015 6:07 PM

102 Shareholder group 10/26/2015 6:00 PM

103 MG&E Exec Staff 10/26/2015 5:58 PM

104 Repower Madison 10/26/2015 5:53 PM

105 Annual Mtg 10/26/2015 5:52 PM

106 MG&E Employee 10/26/2015 5:45 PM

107 Wisconsin State Journal 10/26/2015 5:40 PM

108 Cranes email 10/26/2015 3:10 PM

109 Wisconsin State Journal 10/26/2015 3:08 PM

110 Wisconsin State Journal 10/26/2015 3:06 PM

111 Repower Madison 10/26/2015 3:05 PM

112 Green Madison discussion 10/26/2015 2:50 PM

113 Annette Miller, Sustainable Madison Committee 10/26/2015 2:46 PM

114 MGE Invite 10/26/2015 2:41 PM

115 Luanne Fay 10/26/2015 2:35 PM

116 Holy Wisdom Sunday Bulletin 10/26/2015 2:32 PM

117 Neighborhood Assoc 10/26/2015 1:27 PM

118 SASY Neighborhood Assoc. email announcement 10/26/2015 1:24 PM

119 SASY Neighborhood Assoc. email announcement 10/26/2015 1:23 PM

120 Neighborhood Assoc 10/26/2015 1:19 PM

121 EV study results 10/26/2015 1:16 PM

122 Isthmus, Shareholder group 10/26/2015 1:14 PM

123 MGE newsletter 10/26/2015 1:02 PM

124 Friend at DNR 10/26/2015 12:52 PM

125 FaceBook 10/26/2015 12:51 PM

126 MGE Shareholder & Repower Wisconsin. 10/26/2015 12:49 PM
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127 MGE email 10/26/2015 12:47 PM

128 Email from MGE 10/26/2015 12:46 PM

129 Community Organization 10/26/2015 12:44 PM

130 Emails through Listservers from Community organizations 10/26/2015 12:43 PM

131 Community email 10/26/2015 12:42 PM

132 Meadowood Community Center 10/26/2015 12:41 PM

133 flyer in my statement. 10/26/2015 12:35 PM

134 MGE Annual Meeting 10/26/2015 12:32 PM

135 John Stobenburg 10/26/2015 12:30 PM

136 Sierra Club email newsletter and Renew Madison email list serve. 10/26/2015 12:28 PM

137 MGE Greenview 10/24/2015 12:16 PM

138 State Journal 10/24/2015 12:02 PM

139 Relative 10/24/2015 11:54 AM

140 Sustain Dane alert 10/24/2015 11:48 AM

141 anti-MGE rate increase group 10/23/2015 6:20 PM

142 Neighor 10/23/2015 6:18 PM

143 Neighborhhood SASY 10/23/2015 6:10 PM

144 MGE mail in bill 10/23/2015 6:09 PM

145 I was one of the early advocates of how to fight this outrageous money gist .Municipalize MGE. Fire Gary Walton 10/23/2015 6:02 PM

146 I received an invitation stating I was randomly selected 10/23/2015 12:52 PM

147 MGE email 10/22/2015 2:29 PM

148 MGE Shareholder meeting 10/22/2015 2:29 PM

149 Grapevine 10/22/2015 10:25 AM

150 WSJ and MGE emails 10/22/2015 9:21 AM

151 Repower Madison 10/22/2015 8:57 AM

152 Repower Madison 10/21/2015 8:22 PM

153 Renew 10/21/2015 8:14 PM

154 State Journal 10/21/2015 4:13 PM

155 FaceBook 10/21/2015 4:12 PM

156 IDK 10/21/2015 4:02 PM

157 Repower Madison meetings and City of Madison plan meetings 10/21/2015 4:00 PM

158 MG&E Bill Insert 10/21/2015 3:58 PM

159 Repower Madison 10/21/2015 3:56 PM

160 Repower Madison 10/21/2015 3:55 PM

161 Repower Madison 10/21/2015 3:54 PM

162 I called to complain about the increase in my grid fee 10/21/2015 3:51 PM

163 Shareholder advocacy group 10/21/2015 3:00 PM

164 Through the Stakeholders advocates group 10/21/2015 2:39 PM

165 Through my Shareholder activism 10/21/2015 2:35 PM

166 Shareholder meeting 10/21/2015 2:26 PM

167 Shareholder meeting 10/21/2015 2:23 PM
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100.00% 388

0.00% 0

Q2 Did you attend a small group session?
Answered: 388 Skipped: 0

Total 388

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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96.89% 374

3.11% 12

Q4 Are you an MGE customer?
Answered: 386 Skipped: 2

Total 386

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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90.30% 326

2.77% 10

6.93% 25

Q5 What type of customer are you?
Answered: 361 Skipped: 27

Total 361

Residential

Commercial

Both

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Residential

Commercial

Both
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56.48% 218

43.52% 168

Q6 Did you read the MGE Discussion
Guide?

Answered: 386 Skipped: 2

Total 386

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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99.39% 328

90.00% 297

67.27% 222

Q7 List the three most important issues you
would recommend MGE consider when
designing its next long-term community

energy plan.
Answered: 330 Skipped: 58

# 1. (100-character limit)

1 Cost

2 Customer communication

3 Customer communication

4 Sustainable energy

5 Better understanding on how to conserve energy

6 Aggressive carbon reduction goals.

7 Lower energy structure for small business

8 Lower energy cost

9 Clean, affordable energy

10 Solar energy

11 Please make an effort to include low income/ vulnerable

12 Responsible clean energy supply increase

13 Take the goals at the back of the guide and communicate how those goals will be realized

14 More information on how energy is priced.

15 Costs

16 Better understanding on how to conserve energy

17 better communication with customers.

18 Lower energy cost

19 Customer communication

20 In addition to thinking about customers needs and preferences

21 Cost

22 How to save energy? Broader information

23 Lower costs

24 Explain the price variance for use during the day and use at night

25 Teach how to install and use solar panels

26 Because my bill is getting much higher

27 That they maintain their prices because during the winter we pay a lot and many times we are unable to pay the bill

28 It's that they harm us

Answer Choices Responses

1. (100-character limit)

2. (100-character limit)

3. (100-character limit)
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29 Energy Control/Reducing Cost

30 environmental sustainability.

31 More communications from MGE

32 More teaching (educational training) on everything related to this topic

33 The challenge of Living Green (talks)

34 Energy (light/electricity) payments are very high in some buildings

35 To learn how to save energy via a training session from MGE

36 Economic cheap prices costs

37 High rates

38 Cut down late fees

39 Consider cultural differences

40 Honesty

41 Stop seasonal rates

42 lower prices

43 low income energy

44 Do you have any plans with helping the homeless?

45 inclusive/accessible to non english speakers

46 inclusive/accessible to non english speakers

47 access to renewable energy resources

48 Billing cycle

49 Reduce costs

50 Do not give consumers a four page worksheet at the end of the meeting

51 Human compassion

52 Economic and racial equity

53 Electricty

54 lower rates

55 Lower costs

56 Keeping energy affordable for all

57 Payment based on use

58 Increase clean energy sources

59 Equity

60 cost to customer

61 Moving away from fossil fuels

62 Securing the grid form hacking

63 Solar panels in houses

64 Access

65 MGE must go back to a rate system that facilitates and encourages energy efficiency and renewables

66 Energy conservation supported by the rate structure

67 Rates

68 Help us save money

69 Learn how to read the meter
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70 Effective communication

71 Low-income assistance

72 Communication with customers and grievance prep customers ombudsman

73 Compassionate, respectful customer service that works with customers to find solutions to individual's energy issues

74 Low cost

75 The fact that MG&E customers receive estimated bills

76 Partnering with efforts to improve home efficiency

77 De-centralized energy structure

78 See my side notes

79 Distributed generation-valuing them properly

80 Learning about energy efficiency

81 Go green

82 Sustainability

83 Affordability

84 Education on how to save money

85 Make guide user friendly

86 More of a hometown feeling

87 Educating all MADISON residents

88 Green energy

89 Equity

90 Bill based on use

91 More educational information on resources and proof of improvements

92 Sustainable products

93 Cost-incentives for less energy use

94 Sustainability

95 Have energy expert present

96 Not continuing to increase the standard monthly charge

97 Compensation for net-metering

98 A plan to dramatically increase clean energy.

99 Climate change.

100 Environmental impact

101 Transparency for consumers and businesses

102 Increasing renewable energy percentage

103 Environmental health

104 Provide a discussion guide that provides information

105 Renewable energy (thinking of climate change) using/encouraging use

106 Aggregate energy consumption data

107 Need

108 Innovation of MG&E's customer service and model

109 Transparency

110 Be transparent in investments
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111 Long-term infrastructure needs

112 Pricing structure

113 Strategies to address the changing market

114 Talk to biz

115 Lay out a ten year plan

116 Alternative sources of energy

117 Encourage switching to LED lights in homes and businesses

118 Accelerate timeline to de-comission coal plants

119 Lower monthly bill

120 How to save money

121 Provided incentives to the community for saving energy

122 Cost effective for customers

123 Educating customers.

124 Considering gas usage

125 Environmental impact

126 Sustainability

127 Carbon footprint

128 Incentives for consumers who are using innovative ways to save energy

129 Focus on customers as stakeholders, as well as investors.

130 A progressive rate structure that both encourages conservation and is fair in its impact on low-income households

131 A progressive rate structure that both encourages conservation and is fair in its impact on low-income households

132 Climate change mitigation

133 Bills which offer competitive info on energy use

134 MG& should commit to truly being our community energy company

135 A plan to get us to an environmentally and socially sustainable energy system

136 Work with communities to ready their sustainability goals

137 Transparency/community involvement/modify business structure

138 Reduce fixed fees to 2014 levels or lower. Incentives for clean energy

139 Climate change.

140 Demand/peak based pricing

141 Climate change/renewables

142 go out ten to twenty years even if state does not require it

143 Sustainable sourced energy as the standard

144 Incentives to customer base

145 Dramatic carbon reduction

146 Correct level of reliability

147 Start using alternative energy

148 Start charging business with high energy consumption a higher rate

149 Environmental impact

150 Incentives for energy conservation

151 Price structure-especially proposed base rate hike.
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152 Encourage people to use focus on energy services

153 Stay green-get greener

154 Net metering

155 Environmental impact-Reduce fossil fuels use

156 Affordability to average residential consumer

157 Interlinked, smart grid/micro-grid

158 Let customers take ownership on their own electricity

159 People is not involved in MG&E plans

160 Education to landlords

161 Education=Community-landlords

162 Educating the public schools on energy conservation

163 Solar energy

164 Work directly with customers, landlords, on energy plus that promotes conservation and energy reduction

165 Make it easy & cost effective for customers to do the right thing in decarbonizing our society.

166 Involve the community

167 Focused strategic plan to move to renewable energy sources.

168 Moving toward clean energy now and in the long run

169 Save the environment

170 Cost

171 Know that the grid is outdated and look toward upgrading the Business and technology rather than the grid.

172 Renewable energy

173 Affordable for the middle class.

174 Having a more diverse leadership group.

175 Ways to focus on renewable energy.

176 Plan for future to make more affordable.

177 Board diversity

178 COST

179 Outreach to specific sub-communities/neighborhoods in need.

180 Educator to the community about saving energy.

181 Educating customers.

182 Sustainable, cost saving alternatives.

183 fixed rates for individuals on a fixed income.

184 Youth community involvement with MG&E.

185 Local distribution municipalizatoin

186 Convert to a public utility.

187 Produce clean energy.

188 Greater social responsibilty

189 Reduce greenhouse gases; eliminate coal.

190 Incentives for residential energy conservation.

191 Adopt environmental goal as part of mission statement and report on it.

192 Pursuing more/greater percentage of renewable energy.
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193 Promote green energy

194 Change rates to reduce fixed charges.

195 Climate change-part of solution or problem?

196 Sustainability, greater use of alternatives to coal.

197 Outline alternatives and distributed energy source usage.

198 Grid capacity and reliability to perform energy needs efficiently.

199 Multiple energy sources and uses.

200 Educate the community on ways they can cut their usage.

201 Consider likelihood of increasing carbon fees in any future investment.

202 Increasing use of renewable energy

203 Communication

204 Really encourage green energy (not coal)

205 Reduce reliance on fossil fuels (coal and natural gas).

206 Sustainability of environment

207 Reduce fossil fuel use and increase renewable power.

208 Be innovative, or you will be left having the same conversation in 25 years.

209 Harmonize with emerging county climate action plan

210 Transition to renewable energy.

211 Transition to be the leading utility of the future for truly sustainable (non fossil fuel) working to achieve the triple bottom
line-people, planet, and profits.

212 Become a customer centric energy services provider

213 Responsible clean energy supply increase.

214 Aggressive carbon reduction goals.

215 Clean. We can not afford to delay transition to clean energy.

216 percent of fossil fuels vs alternative energy.

217 Impact on low-income customers, minimize costs.

218 Extensive community involvement.

219 Decentralized energy structure.

220 More transparency of energy source.

221 fifty year goal to convert to renewables.

222 Setting higher goals for renewable energy.

223 Demonstrating leadership-settling ambitious goals.

224 Balance public policy goals with accounting goals.

225 Rate structures return to original majority based on use, not fixed costs.

226 Rewarding low energy use with lower rates for the entire bill.

227 Restructure rates so people who use a lot less pay a lot less.

228 Renewables to replace old technology ASAP.

229 Use of renewable energies.

230 Go 100% renewable energy by 2030.

231 Energy conservation.

232 Consider alternative energy sources.
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233 Divesting from fossil fuels completely.

234 Reliable energy.

235 Try for greater community diversity

236 Reduction of carbon emissions.

237 More renewables/clean generation by equitable rates.

238 Efficient.

239 Renewability and distributed generation.

240 Climate change.

241 Do not do new stuff just for the sake of looking energy efficient. It needs to be strongly reliable too.

242 Rewarding conservation.

243 Sustainability-use of renewables and efficiency/conservation.

244 Plan for outreach-energy efficiency, free energy audits.

245 Changing policy on reconnection

246 Solar energy is the cheapest to build.

247 Need for new or replacement generation

248 Areas to cut usage.

249 Educate people on the need and ways to use less energy.

250 Carbon fee and dividend to right price fossil fuels.

251 Transition to renewables economically

252 Energy conservation.

253 Emphasize energy conservation.

254 Promoting conservation and reducing reliance on fossil.

255 Community participation and MG&E transparency.

256 Support a Non-GNVE-neutral carbon tax

257 Conservation

258 Give incentives for energy conservation.

259 Conveying best methods for reducing energy use.

260 Affordable home audits.

261 Conservation incentivizing it, providing service.

262 Make your commitment to sustainable energy actionable. That is, walk the walk, not just talk

263 Focus on building & supporting and sustaining the customer base.

264 Lower the base rate.

265 Get rid of fixed rate.

266 Better community communication to customers.

267 Address building impacts on energy use.

268 Climate change.

269 Transparency and honesty about the costs and profits of new & current options.

270 Encourage energy conservation and alternative energy.

271 Rate structure to promote renewables and conservation.

272 Reflect the values of the community and deal with climate change.

273 Community solar investments
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274 Have a strong community partnership.

275 Phrase out fossils as renewables are phrased in.

276 Greater emphasis on renewable energy.

277 Renewable energy.

278 environmental sustainability.

279 More renewables, less coal and gas. no nuclear.

280 Phrase out fossil fuels and phrase in renewables by 2030.

281 Sources of energy.

282 Use new technologies to run a more efficient grid.

283 Change rate plan.

284 Get off coal, even if it cost the shareholders (and I am one).

285 Increased incentives to install solar for customer categories.

286 Invest in conservation services.

287 Inform resident how they/spent their money.

288 Public good over private profit.

289 Support third party solar ownership-create win-win scenario.

290 Sustainable energy.

291 Go back to ten dollar/per meter charge.

292 How to responsibility move forward in increasing the percentage of energy generated from sustainable resources.

293 Investing in helping customers conserve energy to avoid new power plants.

294 Remove obstacles to net-metering , such as repairing the net-seller clause with a plan that only pays avoided cost for
the over-generated electricity in one year, not all power sent back.

295 Renewable and new incentives

296 Embrace renewals in cost-effective manner/customer friendly.

297 Transparency-have an MG&E employee present to answer questions.

298 Continue to invest in wind, solar, and other new forces of electricity.

299 Move toward even more renewable energy.

300 Energy storage to support renewable energy generation.

301 Redesign the daily customer charge so it fluctuates with energy usage-so higher energy users pay more. Keep the
amount for lower energy users at a lower rate.

302 Adding more solar and wind energy facilities.

303 Cost.

304 Incentives for insulation.

305 Delivery of power consistently.

306 Enough reserves of funding, material and manpower to handle extremes.

307 Rate structure that is not regressive on the poor, elderly, etc.

308 Meeting the EPA Clean Power Plan.

309 National models fu-now utility business models that reflect new climate guidelines.

310 Sustainablely reduce dependence on coal generation.

311 Provide very specific information on current energy portfolio.

312 off fossil fuels.
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313 That the community is actually involved in helping create energy(Ontario model of individual homes with solar panels
that feed into the energy grid so if a power station goes down, they can still provide energy.

314 Reform its rate structure and business model to align its business performance with sustainability.

315 Become 100% renewable energy in short.

316 Alternative energy sources increase.

317 Challenge assumptions. Rules for utility companies are not.

318 Consider actual long-term (50 years) goals, not only near (10 years).

319 Need to rebuild trust. Be honest about coal, eliminate fixed change.

320 Articulate a vision of 100% renewable sources with a plan to deal with existing investments.

321 environmental sustainability-no more coal !

322 listen to your customers.

323 Much greater portion of energy sourcing from renewable.

324 Internet based grid.

325 Examine the autopilot mentality of "shareholders".

326 MG&E must find the way to bring renewable sources of energy.

327 Sustanable Energy (Renewable)

328 Consider owning solar panels arrays on commercial roof tops.

# 2. (100-character limit)

1 Customer engagement and partnership

2 Reliability

3 Better customer service

4 lower rates for low income families

5 Considerations of equality in distribution, cost and assistance

6 Better education to consumers

7 Affordable

8 Reliable

9 Better education to consumers

10 increase opportunities and incentives for residential energy efficiency

11 Education for low income families

12 Solar energy

13 lower rates for low income families

14 Solar energy

15 Customer engagement and partnership

16 think about the community needs and values

17 Reliability

18 In what way can we lower costs?

19 Efficiency

20 Do not raise prices

21 Technology which serves all clients in an equal way

22 Evaluating the amount of energy which buildings use

23 How to save more energy and pay less
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24 Conference on how to save energy

25 Help in choosing appliances which use less energy

26 Individualized client customer service

27 Do not charge to turn the lights back on

28 Shorten the manual

29 Due away with reconnection fees

30 collaborative services for those in need

31 billing cycle and low cost

32 billing cycle and low cost

33 Why does it take 24 hrs to reconnect lights

34 Reduce costs

35 Diversity in board members

36 Hiring practices

37 Monopoly

38 giving customers refunds for overcharging

39 Offer discounts for graduate/professionals/students

40 Standardizing solar/alternative energy as a moderate regular service

41 Make solar and wind power available in town

42 make any improvements available to all customers, including low income homeowners and renters

43 Environmentally friendly fuel choices

44 Relating cost to electric

45 Make system secure/simple

46 Solar investment in wind

47 Install generators and how much cost

48 Equity

49 Until it does so, it will continue to have a compromised image in the community.

50 I do not agree or like increasing the base rate part of my bill

51 Energy conservation

52 Make use of all of the feedback to faster change

53 Have someone to talk to you about the bill

54 Fair treatment

55 Environmental decy

56 Economic and environmental justice

57 More community energy conversations

58 We do not understand the bills we receive and when we call and ask a question. we are talked to as if we do not
matter, but it is our money that is being spent

59 Jobs in sector

60 Participating democratic decision-making processes.

61 Using digital meters to understand pricing

62 Lower the bill

63 Environmental friendliness
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64 Educate in use of an new plan

65 Looking at housing and energy efficiency

66 Send MG&E representative

67 Make guide more user friendly

68 Solar/wind/alternative energy options

69 Long term vision to be a substainable leader

70 pollution

71 Transparency

72 provide feedback to questions

73 Environment

74 Impact on grid services

75 customer

76 Transparency

77 Energy costs-energy should remain affordable especially for low-income customers

78 Using incentives to empower consumer choice and action

79 Decreasing coal use

80 Goal of 80% renewable energy

81 Equitable distribution of cost

82 Look at I.T. and telecommunications usage data (data centers, cell carriers)

83 Cost

84 Continued support for technology businesses

85 Conservation and incentives for customers. Education

86 Recognize future of distributed energy

87 Lower cost of energy sources

88 Re-thinking their model-how to make money while reducing consumption

89 Make public energy storage and what we should expect

90 Share their thoughts

91 Give customers detailed information about their usage of energy

92 Retraining for coal miners. Shift away from coal-powered plants

93 Increase use of renewable sources

94 Teach customers how to save on their bill

95 Why the bill is always different

96 Text reminders for bill payments

97 Consider more gas than electricity for savings

98 Consumer education

99 Mitigating rising energy costs by investing in diverse energy source

100 Environmental friendlyness

101 Customer management of energy

102 Facilitate access to utilities payments

103 Significantly increase renewable energy initiatives

104 A rapid change to renewable energy sources and dramatic reduction in carbon
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105 A rapid change to renewable energy sources and dramatic reduction in carbon

106 Increasing energy efficiency

107 Outreach to high energy/inefficient users to help conserve

108 MG&E should consider impacts of its rates socially and environmentally

109 Change governance structure to include community, stakeholders, elected officials, and board of directors

110 Establish structures to truly incorporate community in decisions

111 Global climate change

112 Reduce carbon pollution and long term coal dependency

113 Energy buyback from residential customers

114 Stay out of the pants of PSC

115 Incentives for products that increase MG&E's business

116 Push back on PSC, Log, Gov. that some of your customers

117 The need to be progressive leaders and environmental stewards

118 Visible fossil fuel reduction plan

119 Progressive rate structure

120 Environmental/health impacts

121 Start charging big users more per kwh

122 Do everything possible to encourage sustainable energy

123 Balancing affordability to consumers with profit

124 Incentives for clean energy production

125 Energy sources for the future-move towards renewables.

126 Make an incentive provision for using lower energy at peek

127 Make fixed fees lower

128 Fracking

129 Equitable cost sharing

130 Alternative, realistic options for energy

131 Increased renewable sources for long term societal benefits not just short term profits.

132 Spenser undergraduate scholarships for people is going to give back to MG&E on it's energetic plan for the future

133 People habits and appliances should be changed

134 Education to community

135 Simple advertising

136 MG&E looking at cost reduction

137 Education

138 Individual customer choice

139 Transparency in the development of the plan

140 Create a plan to get off fossil fuel, embrace renewables. Then do it.

141 Provide & transparency on business plan and decision making

142 Encouraging others to do the same plus more emphasis on conservation and efficiency

143 Take community input in consideration

144 Reliability
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145 How can the community become a bigger part in not only conservation of energy but in helping to develop a more
efficient company that works for us.

146 Diversity

147 Consider the diversity of the community

148 Clean energy

149 More about how to save on costs.

150 How they plan to continue helping lower-income households.

151 Leadership diversity

152 Renewables.

153 Follow-up-what is MG&E going to do to keep the community updated.

154 Consider needs of those who can afford to pay the least.

155 Incentives for those that produce energy.

156 Assistance to reduce energy in our homes.

157 Alternative sources of energy(i.e. solar, wind).

158 100 % renewal energy portfolio.

159 Eliminate fossil fuel consumption.

160 Incentives for customers to reduce usage.

161 Greater transparency regarding rate structure changes.

162 Provide incentives for use of clean energy and overall use

163 Increasing reliance on sustainable energy efficient, clean energy.

164 Restructuring rates to encourage conservation.

165 Publicize efforts to develop energy storage for alternatives.

166 Clean and renewable generation transition.

167 Do they want to be a community energy

168 Frank discussion of climate change and it's consequences.

169 Outline current generating plant usage, MG&E sources.

170 Research energy sources & needs for next five to ten years

171 Long term context of society and technology ideas.

172 Keeping costs low, but not to low as to where customer and other services suffer

173 Promote purchase and use of electric vehicles heavily.

174 Providing rate structure that does not penalize low volume user.

175 Community engagement

176 Encourage energy efficient-lower fixed rate.

177 Increase energy efficiency. Promote at both business and residential.

178 Viability of the MG&E business entity.

179 Increase energy efficiency to decrease total load.

180 Be adoptive and explicitly state how you will be

181 Recognize change is coming and MG&E can not control this, only provide what customers want.

182 Profit from conservation and distributed generation.

183 Harmonizing MG&E goals with emerging Dane County Air Pollution/Climate Action Plan goals

184 Develop a pan to get off coal and move to clean energy quickly.
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185 Increase opportunities/incentives for residential and business energy efficiency.

186 Considerations of equity in distribution, cost and assistance

187 Affordable-we can longer afford the highest electricity rates.

188 Fixed rates vs variable rates.

189 Transparency in process & communicate reasons beyond decisions.

190 Comprehensive utility place (gas, electric, and internet).

191 Participating democratic decision-making processes.

192 More neighborhood energy blocks.

193 Provide customers with five year rolling rate forecasts.

194 Rates that are affordable for senior adults and low-income customers.

195 Protecting low use entities from high price increases.

196 Test and adopt new technologies.

197 Reward conservation efforts.

198 Transparency with actual rates of return and community approval.

199 Use more green energy, less of fossil fuels ASAP

200 Inform consumers so we can. make best choices

201 No longer use fossil fuels.

202 Add renewable energy.

203 Clean energy

204 Promote energy conservation.

205 Transitioning it's business model to accommodate move.

206 Affordable energy

207 Let's hear from some large businesses owners.

208 Increase exponentially, distributed network

209 In a form that encourages conservation.

210 Renewable-No fossil fuels.

211 Get away from coal.

212 Rate system that rewards light users and penalizes heavy ones.

213 Communicate what your plans are-five, ten, twenty, years in the future.

214 Using new technology to benefit customers.

215 K-12 education.

216 Set rates that incentivize renewable energy.

217 Change policy emergency situation regarding healthcare, to continue to receive service after disconnection.

218 Off sets beatz demand and not a contstant fuel impact cost.

219 Ability to reach "WIN-WIN" Solutions.

220 Inform public of costs to produce energy.

221 Find ways to integrate various energy sources.

222 Improving grid to allow for metering.

223 Convert to public on employee owned.

224 Controlling costs.

225 A progressive pricing strategy that favor customers on limited income.
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226 Environmental impact of future decisions

227 What additional policies is it advocating by its membership in trade organizations.

228 Flesh, but what MG&E's own, RNLT would look like phrase.

229 Pollution reduction

230 Metal roofs, solar, retrofitting, automatic thermostats.

231 Develop environmentally friendly methods.

232 Rebates for retro fitting home

233 Lower hook up fees, then we will know you are really listening

234 Adding more renewable energy sources.

235 Provide a variable rate.

236 Pay homeowners closer to a consumer cost per KWH for solar beyond that homeowners normal use.

237 Protection of shareholder value and good community relations.

238 Be transparent.

239 Rates that promote energy efficiency.l

240 Equity in costs. Do not punish conservers and low-income, low energy users more than high-income, high-level users.

241 Be mindful of that energy is a necessity and some customers might be challenged especially in an urban setting.

242 Producing energy in a friendly way.

243 Reform your business model away from for profit to for community

244 PPA's to purchase green energy vs coal and natural gas.

245 Renewable resources that are efficient, safe and good for environment.

246 Seriously listen to B Corp ideas and move forward.

247 Less emphasis on natural gas and methane.

248 Minimum meter charge on bill with different energy usage tiers that increase with usage.

249 Attention to equity regarding people of low income having access to the technologies.

250 Continued community conversations and decision making based on this input.

251 Develop an ongoing, legally binding, demonstration.

252 Costs to consumer.

253 De-politicize the process.

254 Change corporate structure to B corp.

255 Seriously promote renewable energy.

256 Decrease reliance on coal generation.

257 Keep fixed rates lower.

258 Show people how to learn less of a carbon footprint and lower costs.

259 Transparency in cost.

260 Create for this-fixed and variable that promotes conservation.

261 Efficiencies (cost savings) in providing energy.

262 Raise kwh pride.

263 Reviewing rate structure to ensure it supports energy conservation.

264 Enhance customers on true costs and incomes.

265 Stop raising fixed costs which are unfair to low users such as apartment dwellers.

266 Reliability.
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267 Innovative, plan for distributed grid.

268 Incentives for residential customers.

269 Give customers real time/quick feedback on consumption and energy availability.

270 Modernization of grid.

271 Design more incentives for energy conservation.

272 Assist with helping new business get started (econ. development).

273 Reliability/Flexibility.

274 Incentives for solar.

275 Security and reliability.

276 Rate structure that gives incentives for cleaner energy and conversation.

277 Reduce peak demand by focusing on industry, not homes.

278 Incentives for energy conservation and renewable energy.

279 Maintain rates that reward conservation of energy.

280 Provide detail current plan for achieving 2022 and 2030 standard.

281 invest in renewable energy sources.

282 A true reduction rate structure that has a lower grid cost/rate when use of energy is lower and a higher fixed rate when
use is higher, in addition to the actual rate per kilowatt hour.

283 Stronger commitment to energy efficiency and customer-sited renewable energy.

284 Quit coal ASAP.

285 tiered fixed rate plan.

286 laws of the universe.

287 Move to sustainable, fossil-fuel free energy sources 100%.

288 Cleaner and renewable sources of energy-move away from coal.

289 Establish a community ongoing discussion in such a way as to increase credibility.

290 financial responsibility. how to make improvements.

291 stop seeing solar and wind as competition and instead participate in the new market.

292 Structure rates to encourage efficiency and wind & solar.

293 Utility coordinated renewable projects for customers' buy-in.

294 Commit to green power 100%-all the time-forever.

295 MG&E must work to stay profitable for the benefit of the community.

296 Environmentally Sound

297 Consider install and owning smaller wind energy devices such as the French. Free vent by New Wind along traffic
corridors like the Belt Line or I-90.

# 3. (100-character limit)

1 Communication to and from the customer

2 More friendly spanish language information

3 Communication to and from the customer

4 Why are not we using solar energy more?

5 Sustainability

6 When there is no gas for the stove in a home and only electricity can this changed?

7 Better options for people with a low income
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8 Quality repair services

9 Bills based on income

10 Issue alternatives to energy

11 Reduce costs

12 Sustainability

13 lower budgets (monthly)

14 Consider changing business model from for-profit to energy cooperative-keeps costs down

15 More open relations with consumers

16 green energy wherever possible

17 Maintain high reliability

18 Maintaining infrastructure

19 Lower energy rates

20 Tools to save energy and monitor usage

21 MGE should reinstate and greatly expand it's solar partnership program with property owners

22 Support efforts to turn off (electric or gas) equipment in an "off" season

23 MG&E be proactive by informing us of changes of our usage

24 Facilitation is good and makes meetings run smoothly

25 Help people get on a lower payment plan and where light get them off they want more money then a person can
afford to get their lights back on

26 Constant billing with usage

27 Newsources =solar from individuals

28 We would like to see a company that cares about it's customers. Be more sympathetic to customers that might have a
problem every now and then

29 Education

30 Add MG&E rep to presentation

31 More customer control of energy usage

32 Cost to the consumer

33 Saving to the regular consumer

34 Smart houses

35 Truthful accounting

36 Focusing on technology that will help MG&E learn for the future

37 Reducing fix charge

38 Community involvement

39 Rate predictabilty and reasonability

40 Cost containment

41 Change business model to survive

42 How do you help your customers reduce consumption

43 Open for discussion

44 Encourage "time of use" programs with reduced rates

45 Be open to more distributed energy (such as rooftop solar)

46 Educate customer how to save energy
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47 Expand outreach in education to the public

48 Transparency-keeping customers informed of progress

49 Future cost

50 Rate structure that supports conservation

51 Engage low income communities in finding solutions to energy saving affordability

52 re-energize energy conservation projects

53 Listening to low-income and minority communities, not just shareholders and white middle class folks.

54 Listening to low-income and minority communities, not just shareholders and white middle class folks.

55 Increasing renewable energy

56 The need to transition off coal

57 Publish a climate change action plan

58 Support PACE, PAYS and other forms to assist community members to enhance efficiency and install renewables

59 Renewable energy portfolio

60 Be a good corporate citizen

61 Incentives consistent with shared goals

62 Worry about money,, not sources of power

63 Peak load pricing

64 Tell us what you stand for and where you are going with clean power

65 Providing reliable service to critical needs when business is normal and in the face of disaster

66 Reliability/disaster recovery

67 Incentives for use reduction/lower consumption

68 Incentives to decrease peak and overall demand-shape the demand curve

69 help candidates who are pro-environment

70 Keep coal in the ground

71 Piloting innovative ideas

72 Incentives/Disincentives for conservation and PV installations.

73 Maintain and keep large trucks, etc, in good running condition. It saves money on repairs.

74 If MG&E needs to pay more for transmission they should just change more per kwh

75 Incentives for green behavior

76 Reliability

77 Incentives to save energy

78 Clarity and fairness in pricing structures

79 People does not know how to create electricity and all the resources that are necessary to have it

80 Be honest with their intention

81 Solar energy-affordable for all

82 MG&E to connect more with the public

83 Engagement

84 New customers receive best practices to keep energy cost low for their residence & to manage escalating technology
use & devices

85 Alignment with community values

86 Avoid being overly concerned with needing to control the market. Competition can be healthy.
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87 Change the base rate to encourage saving and lower energy use current new base rate provides no incentives for
conservation

88 Keeping energy affordable now and in the long run

89 Inform the community before changes occur.

90 Green energy

91 Smart integrated grid.

92 Impact on the community

93 How will changes impact the community as a whole

94 Healthy alternatives for energy use.

95 More diverse upper management and board of directors.

96 How to better serve the poor client.

97 Energy efficiency options-what are our options?

98 Increase diversity in MG&E leadership.

99 Safety net for those disproportionately impacted by costs.

100 Energy reduction for the elderly.

101 Transition to non-profit or public ownership.

102 Be transparent in providing information to consumers, including greenhouse gas emissions.

103 Do not disproportionately impact low-income people with rate structure.

104 Affordable rates

105 Change rate structure/build incentives to conserve and use clear energy.

106 Retiring coal fuel plants.

107 Encourage innovation.

108 Plan to deal with long term coal commitments.

109 Company or not?

110 Greater transparency; greater visibility of corporate leadership.

111 Cost to customers as energy usage decreases.

112 Recruit, train, and retain the best employees and leaders. Keeping customers informed and providing for their energy
needs.

113 Education of customers of the big picture of energy providing services & resources.

114 Educate public on ways for low-income families to save.

115 Experiment with micro grid own/lease. They fit small market companies.

116 Shifting away from coal.

117 Clean distributed technology

118 Invest in renewable energy (solar and wind). Encourage higher percentage for force on energy.

119 Promote local energy production (solar).

120 Equitable billing with respects to large and small users.

121 Plan to phrase out 90% of greenhouse gas emissions.

122 Be honest and transparent.

123 Coordinate with other community planning.

124 Advocate and educate with state, federal, local governments for legislation/etc. that removes barriers to MG&E doing
above.

125 Implement rate plans that incentives clean energy and support low energy users.
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126 Be open to the possibility that the community is willing to help act to make better energy options available.

127 Reliable.

128 Affordability for low-income utility customers.

129 Better communication of the economic value of electricity.

130 Decentralized energy production.

131 Small scale, locally-controlled energy production.

132 Inclusion of non-impact energy sources.

133 Strengthen focus on energy.

134 Being more transparent.

135 Better engaging community-transparency.

136 Continue to migrate cleaner fuels.

137 Roll back regressive rate structure.

138 MG&E investment in offering products that help customers achieve more independence and distributed generation.

139 Be fair with rate payers, not just shareholders. Be truthful. Your materials are so biased.

140 Commit to the future in a visionary way, regardless of profits in the short term.

141 Incentivize conservation in rates.

142 Rate changes to retire fossil fuels earlier.

143 Transition to energy management company

144 Maintain the reliability of energy.

145 Facilitating investment in renewable energy distributed power generation.

146 Energy mix sources that balance fossil, nuclear, solar, wind, but with cost-effective consideration for rate pagers and
shareholders.

147 Give feedback on what you have learned and done so far on answering some of our questions.

148 Encourage/promote clean energy.

149 Learn how Germany and a few other US cities are making feed-in rates low.

150 Local.

151 Transparency of rate setting.

152 Make it relevent to everyone-business, residential alike.

153 air and water quality.

154 Continue community engagement/feedback/visibility.

155 Reevaluate income policy grid lines.

156 Avoid false starts with customers-i.e. simple solutions to complex questions.

157 Environmental impact of energy production.

158 Provide a resource center, will publicized, so people can get their questions answered.

159 Glide path away from coal.

160 Reducing GHG emissions.

161 Impact on individuals of limited resources.

162 Cost avoidance of power plants using fossil fuels.

163 Be more forthcoming about your commitment to your investors. Not mentioning this reduces confidence in your
sincerity.

164 Adding more sustainable energy practices.
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165 Provide cost data for renewable energy transition.

166 Buy stock in companies that make solar and other renewable energy harvesting products (ex. solar panel
manufacturers.

167 New blood on the corporate director's group. (some cross community representations.

168 Expand renewable use.

169 Distributed generation, residential scale co-gen, distributed storage.

170 Diversification of energy sources with less reliance over time a carbon-based. Start preparing now.

171 Harness the brain power and good will MG&E has built by asking community resources to help design.

172 Restructure business entity away from traditional business structures.

173 Convert to a B corporation.

174 Be proactive for equitable energy distribution.

175 Disregard nuclear energy for now.

176 Focus on pursuing clean energy from all third party sources rather than coal generated power.

177 Rates set at levels affordable to all consumers.

178 Community partnership for rate design timing generation decisions.

179 Energy conservation.

180 Do not let the blind lead the blind.

181 Change energy source.

182 Encourage people to get off the grid-you and your Kock brothers masters want us to believe that global warming is a
hoax, but it is not and the more we can disconnect from the grid, the better for everyone, expect maybe not for the
shareholder. Also, encourage people to use less of all forms of power.

183 Have profit margins to shareholders reflect a profit margin that is not predate mind.

184 Renewable source of energy.

185 Lower fixed cost.

186 Move to supply all power using renewable sources.

187 Decreasing cost to customers.

188 Promote getting off grid to low users.

189 Suggest solar panel installation and use.

190 Increase percentage of renewables significantly.

191 Change corporation structure so profits are not the only shareholder goal.

192 Fair, balanced and transparent pricing.

193 Higher efficiency generatron and distribution.

194 Rate plans aligned with incentives.

195 Tell customers lots about what energy sources you are using, what your CO2/person is and how that has changed
over time.

196 Bold leadership and innovation.

197 Create efficencies to keep rates as low as possible.

198 Transparency.

199 Incentives for wind.

200 Environmental impact on community.

201 MG&E take a leadership role in expanding and developing use of renewable energy.

202 Provide honest data about sources of energy and coal, gas, renewable-and CO2 emissions.
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203 Broader community engagement about fundamentals assumptions and options.

204 Keep the public informed about steps being taken to reduce dependence on coal generation.

205 Provide list of services or activities MG&E currently uses to support or encourage energy efficiency and affordability for
challenged users and low income elderly.

206 change your business "as usual" model.

207 May need to consider alternative streams of business.

208 Implement advanced metering and smart technologies to create a truly modern grid.

209 Fix the fix rate.

210 deliver a business plan to deal with 1,2, and more.

211 Some people are fixed income. Some people are no income, they still need help.

212 Eliminate shareholder immunity to bad coal decisions-shareholders 12% return is greed, pure and simple.

213 Set clear goals and communicate to customers and investors.

214 Provide ongoing reporting of progress against the plan with appropriate verification by outside source.

215 planning for delivery of services to low income populations to the grid and infrastructure in a more financially
responsible way.

216 drop the higher fixed cost unless it can be shown to be really fixed cost in the traditional rate structure.

217 Minimize use of fossil fuels.

218 "Smart" meters that provide data to both utility and customer.

219 Band together with other energy producers to nail down a normal commitment to fund green power.

220 MG&E must better inform the community about the energy community efficiency.

221 Cost

222 Begin installing smart meters and using time of day pricing to encourage conservation and to reduce peak load.
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Q8 Rate how important EACH of the
following objectives is to you with 5 being

very important, 2 being least important, and
1 being not sure/no opinion (NA).

Answered: 374 Skipped: 14

57.85%
210

29.75%
108

9.09%
33

0.00%
0

3.31%
12 363 1.61

69.29%
255

24.73%
91

4.89%
18

0.82%
3

0.27%
1 368 1.38

76.22%
282

16.22%
60

5.95%
22

1.62%
6

0.00%
0 370 1.33

58.68%
213

27.55%
100

10.47%
38

1.10%
4

2.20%
8 363 1.61

62.36%
227

20.88%
76

11.26%
41

4.12%
15

1.37%
5 364 1.61

Provide MGE
customers wi...

Help MGE
customers...

Transition MGE
to a more...

Provide a
dynamic,...

Ensure that
changing...

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

Very
Important
5

4 3 Least
Important
2

NA 1 Total Weighted
Average

Provide MGE customers with options they want today and in the future.

Help MGE customers control their energy use and costs, which in turn will
minimize the need for costly new electric generation and distribution systems.

Transition MGE to a more environmentally sustainable energy supply.

Provide a dynamic, integrated, electric grid that supports a range of distributed
and centralized energy technologies and reliable service to MGE customers
at a reasonable cost.

Ensure that changing technology serves all customers equitably.
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Q9 Rank the following objectives in order of
importance to you with 1 being most

important and 5 being least important.
Answered: 353 Skipped: 35

11.22%
33

15.65%
46

19.73%
58

25.51%
75

27.89%
82 294 2.57

23.36%
71

26.97%
82

25.00%
76

13.82%
42

10.86%
33 304 3.38

41.77%
132

18.67%
59

16.77%
53

15.51%
49

7.28%
23 316 3.72

15.09%
48

19.50%
62

21.07%
67

21.70%
69

22.64%
72 318 2.83

14.20%
48

21.60%
73

15.09%
51

21.30%
72

27.81%
94 338 2.73

Provide MGE
customers wi...

Help MGE
customers...

Transition MGE
to a more...

Provide a
dynamic,...

Ensure that
changing...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 Total Score

Provide MGE customers with options they want today and in the future.

Help MGE customers control their energy use and costs, which in turn will minimize
the need for costly new electric generation and distribution systems.

Transition MGE to a more environmentally sustainable energy supply.

Provide a dynamic, integrated, electric grid that supports a range of distributed and
centralized energy technologies and reliable service to MGE customers at a
reasonable cost.

Ensure that changing technology serves all customers equitably.
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Q10 Rank the following energy services in
order of importance to you with 1 being

most important and 7 being least important.
Answered: 338 Skipped: 50

6.37%
17

6.74%
18

10.11%
27

17.23%
46

22.85%
61

28.84%
77

7.87%
21 267 3.39

6.47%
18

11.15%
31

11.51%
32

14.39%
40

27.70%
77

23.74%
66

5.04%
14 278 3.63

23.88%
69

14.53%
42

14.53%
42

19.72%
57

12.46%
36

13.49%
39

1.38%
4 289 4.72

21.53%
59

24.45%
67

23.72%
65

14.60%
40

10.22%
28

2.92%
8

2.55%
7 274 5.14

16.67%
50

22.00%
66

17.33%
52

18.00%
54

12.67%
38

11.00%
33

2.33%
7 300 4.70

27.24%
85

19.87%
62

19.23%
60

11.22%
35

9.62%
30

8.97%
28

3.85%
12 312 5.02

10.61%
19

5.03%
9

4.47%
8

2.23%
4

5.03%
9

8.94%
16

63.69%
114 179 2.32

Options for
enhanced...

More frequent
energy use...

More options
for choosing...

Tools to help
control my...

More
differentiat...

More tools to
help me impr...

Other services.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total Score

Options for enhanced electric reliability.

More frequent energy use information (e.g., daily, weekly,
etc.).

More options for choosing sources of energy.

Tools to help control my energy bill (e.g., smart thermostat or
home automation).

More differentiated pricing options to help manage my energy
costs.

More tools to help me improve the energy efficiency of my
home or business.

Other services.
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Q11 Share any other energy services you
feel should be offered:

Answered: 80 Skipped: 308

# Responses

1 Explain the difference in energy prices at various times during the day.

2 To have a lot of information in how to develop all this language and also how to get/purchase a solar system or solar
panels.

3 Training on how to save energy in order to pay less.

4 Solar energy bases to help us control our costs.

5 How to acquire solar panels to save energy.

6 Information that was easier for clients who do not know the (energy/electrical) system and MGE's services to
understand.

7 -

8 Help with access to energy.

9 Make MGE a co-op.

10 Low-income help. Accurate meter reading. Better customer service.

11 Ombudsman. Contact with project theme and other programs to improve efficiency.

12 MG&E should fund on ombudman's office to advocate for those needing assistance in understanding bills and working
out solutions for those in difficult circumstances.

13 Would love a conversation with other neighbors and community members about what a community-based,
comprehensive energy company looks like.

14 Distributed energy investment options. More energy efficiency investments.

15 energy audits. solar.

16 Community solar.

17 Information about contribution to peak demand.

18 Provide comparison information regarding alternatives sources of energy and current energy sources.

19 Information on what to do in bad storms to "keep the lights" on until services returns.

20 Help educate on how to read your own meter.

21 Education Fliers Tips

22 Create a system of incentives for those consumers who are implementing energy saving strategy.

23 Energy buy-back

24 Billing which provides more comparable information on energy use comparing to own past use of comparable
households, with temperature information

25 More support for energy efficiency and solar for customers.

26 All energy source should be sustainable.

27 Work with customers and third parties to provide solar efficiency, battery, and electric vehicle services (but only if
electricity for cars comes from clean energy.

28 More demand response. Utility-scale wind and solar.

29 Automated inputting of utility data into commonly used tools like energy star portfolio manager

30 Most important-help facilitators educate everyone the importance of changing to sustainable energy
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31 They should address to communities with low income, so they can improve and fix their appliances. MG&E should
have more energy inspectors.

32 I am a low-energy user by standards and have already done a lot of research and implementation to achieve "d" and "f
".

33 Home visits help installing devices, ect education sessions around town selling energy products and services.

34 Solar.

35 Better rate for seniors.

36 Zero fossil fuel consumption Not break anything else while doing that (e.g. pollution).

37 Incentives to conserve. Help public reduces energy consumption. Perhaps a public advisory board. Accountable for
public as opposed to shareholders.

38 Financial assistance for efficiency improvements.

39 Offer appliance for sale that emphasize on energy use.

40 Inform customer of MG&E challenges & issues and what are causing these issues.

41 Rooftop solar sales/leasing. electricity (possibly even hot water?)

42 Move to net carbon neutral ASAP Enable coverage of capital costs for distributed PV on residential and commercial
installation.

43 These all fit together, plus they are entirely contrary to the major issues of rates and supplying clean energy.

44 Internet access, appliance repair service.

45 Would love a conversation with other neighbors and community members about what a community-based
comprehensive energy company looks like.

46 Long range price forecasting.

47 Fair pricing, current pricing system is regressive.

48 Solar and battery backups.

49 Provide capital costs and variable costs; taxes: state and federal.

50 Set goals. Solar generated power by 2020-preferably in a distributed network.

51 Be a supplier of the personalized energy system (solar) to allow.

52 Information on how to prepare for the loss of energy for several days.

53 More information resource to answer basic consensus for homeowner.

54 Resources center.

55 To develop elemental flow towers, to create fleet of power plants. That generate renewable energy-us the core of
modern office/residential/hotel.

56 Try to incentivize use of renewables, if not buy-back program, then allow PV/wind turbine in countryside or rural areas
to go "off the-the grid" at peak power production of their renewable feature, but use MG&E power when needed
without undue surcharges/penalities.

57 Local/point source cogeneration in neighborhoods, large structures.

58 Provide rebates on bill for energy conservation.

59 Affordable energy audits.

60 I want to see evidence of a real environment to sustainable energy.

61 Purchasing solar energy beyond household consumption from homeowners with solar panels at a price just below the
cost most consumers pay for that energy.

62 Good communications and customer relations. Protect shareholder value. Get some new blood in the board of
directors.

63 A rate structure that incentives conservation and reduction in peak demand.

64 Active planning for local sources fo renewable energy. Include a new business model that rewards conservations but
also encourages peak demand (i.e. summer a/c) be transmitted to solar panels including churches and non-profit.
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65 Increased communication opportunities such as today's focus group.

66 More distributed generators that is managed for optimum dispatch based on real costs.

67 I do not feel MG&E can help me with any of this stuff.

68 Are not many of there the same?

69 MG&E subsidize in-home tech to ache questions 1 and 3.

70 Limited of fixed (monthly, daily, gov. taxes) changes on my MG&E bill to a maximum percentage of the total monthly
bill, e.g. 25%.

71 Skilled operators for plant generation operations and services repairs.

72 Ability to participate in a solar or wind farm at a remote location.

73 how energy is wasted in the home.

74 Again most of these services do not reflect what you achieved with PSC. Telling us to save/reduce results in higher
bills.

75 Home energy reports/improved feedback on energy use.

76 a) Neighborhood or cooperative solar arrays-MG&E provided. b) Accountable green power program. c) tiered pricing
based on use.

77 Support for customers owned generation.

78 MG&E owned community (solar, the wind & other) power generation projects that customers lease or lease to buy.

79 -Community Involvement. -Assistance in adding energy generating products to home and business. -

80 Work with landlords to replace old, inefficient refrigerators and other appliances that suck up more energy than
necessary. Many MG&E customers are tenants with no real control over some of their energy use.
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Q12 Share any other objectives that are
important for MGE to consider.

Answered: 161 Skipped: 227

# Responses

1 Customer engagement Optimizing utilization of solar and providing value for solar.

2 I think plenty came out in our community conversation, so I won't repeat them here.

3 Clear and concise explanations of rates, rates changes, tariffs, tariff changes, and everything else MGE does.

4 No, it appears that all the information was clear and complete.

5 More sustainable ideas.

6 That they have more programs on how to save energy, in this way having fewer costs and in our apartments to have
an air conditioner because in my townhouse there is no air conditioner and this could help us.

7 Educational training preparation on energy knowledge.

8 Training and talks which help the entire community save.

9 Implement more programs on how to save energy.

10 Use time and cost use (analysis) for electrical appliances

11 Solar energy panels. General regulations for apartment owners to assure that every unit has air conditioning and heat.

12 Culturally diverse

13 To stop allowing landlords to have all electric appliances which are much more higher rates than gas appliances.

14 Reduce costs ! my bill is too high

15 Co-op energy.

16 Yes, everyone should be eligible for energy assistance

17 The cost of solar panels.

18 Please expand the AC shut off program to prevent the need to build more expensive centralized generation and
distribution.

19 Everything was discussed.

20 Energy justice for low-income customers. Environmental protection in generating energy-its sources-No fracking.

21 Just (not only equitable) energy system.

22 Reduce carbon, less waste on the system.

23 Educate our youth in the importance of energy conservation.

24 Engage the people-All the people Educate them 1st, so they can participate.

25 Stop charging to pay via credit card.

26 Workforce, Board of directors, and supplier diversity as part of MG&E's equity objectives.

27 Social morality vs profit.

28 Limits on profits. Rate freeze. Worksheet on rates. Breakdown on diversity and supplier incentives.

29 More renewable/storage options

30 Address climate change.

31 Find ways to reach all customers with tools and education to reduce energy waste.

32 Sell coal assets.

33 MG&E should report which utilities in other states are able to increase & promote the use of renewable energy and
energy conservation while keeping energy rates low compared to other utilities.
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34 Recognizing that the standard business model does not/should not apply to a public utiltiy. While costs need to be
covered, MG&E is a service provider, responsible to the consumers who use that service.

35 Continue to promote innovation and start-ups in Madison. Invest in the forward festival in 2016.

36 How customers can work to help MG&E avoid building more generation/distribution/transmission.

37 Focus on your business model it is going away.

38 Providing turn key solutions to customers for whom energy is not a critical strategic issue.

39 Customer financial situations.

40 Look to the future.

41 Saving energy Teaching how to save Lowering are bills

42 Go paperless on billing statements and give discount to customers.

43 Advocacy for higher standards, community-wide with MG&E as a leader.

44 Economic justice easier for low-income households to afford the minimum amount of energy needed to live, easier to
pay bills, finer grained control of energy costs for renters.

45 Investing in partnerships with UW-Madison to increase efficiency and support renewables. Both technology and social
science aspects. Have plans in place for unexpected changes, such as energy crisis, or sudden demand for
renewables.

46 Assistance to help low-income renters and homeowners. manage their bills & conserve energy. Bury electric lines.

47 Ascribing to a business model that put the community at least on par with profits.

48 Community stakeholders on board of directors.

49 Be transparent about future possibilities and decisions.

50 Reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Move away from coal plants. Become a B corp. Increase funding for focus on
energy or other efficiency and renewable programs Rate structure that low-income families can afford. Rate structure
that promotes energy efficiency and renewable energy.

51 Stakeholders include residential ratepayers. Investors are not all equal. PSC is not a stakeholder.

52 Find new sources of revenue (electrification or unregulated services) so you can solve your math problem sticking it all
to ratepayers.

53 Be a leader in environmental stewardship Maintain transparent communications with all customers and report on
progress towards that goal.

54 Being a community steward to the environment those without a voice(ecosystem). Being a leader for those in
community with more challenges in our diverse climate(heat/cool sheltering)

55 Climate change is an imminent threat, not a next long-term problem. Progressive leadership-Madison as a model for
the country not heel-dragging capitalists.

56 Provide data and feedback on actions No fossil fuels Visible signs in community commitment

57 Think the big picture. If you try to save the antiquated you will only have short term benefits.

58 Somehow keep the coal in the ground.

59 No home should ever have heat turned off.

60 Micro-grids interconnected to increase reliability. End user education re inter-relatedness of issues relating to power
generation/transmission/usage. I.E. Kayakers and fisher people do not like dams but do like electricity at home-do we
source hydro? Wind? solar? Nuclear? Geothermal?

61 Different rates for different incomes Engage minority communities through education tools.

62 Start a big campaign to save energy and emphasize it at schools.

63 Humanize the company. To go beyond energy conservation and savings and atone a relationship with the community

64 More humanize conversations about conservation and energy consumption
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65 Earning the trust of its customers.

66 Please increase your transparency. Be a true "community energy company" by being more visible and open to
feedback/impact from this community before example, making fixed based rate price increases.

67 Shared solar options for neighborhoods.

68 Reliability and just how energy is produced and where it comes from. I think a lot of people do not know and
understand this, they think it is something that just appears how much everything costs time how long it is going to
take to make things happen to anticipate future needs and demographics.

69 Reward people who save energy

70 Diversity in staff and board members.

71 Diverse workforce.

72 The conversation has been very efficient and an group has thoroughly voiced are concerns as it relates to our
respective communities.

73 Focus on the future sustainability of energy use by engaging students in the energy conservation/informational
conversations.

74 Must stop using coal, then oil, then natural gas. as soon as possible. stop emitting climate-changing gases. Equitable
sharing of burden of the transition.

75 Difficult to serve public and serve shareholders.

76 Work with state government to incentivize clean energy.

77 Financial assistance for home efficiency improvements.

78 Reduce greenhouse gases. Identify and report total cost of energy

79 Commitment to renewable energy.

80 Younger more innovative members on BOD. Sponsor energy generation and storage research at UW.

81 Need to regain trust.

82 Addressing climate change, being a responsible citizen.

83 Maintain advanced technology research and applications.

84 Start education department that is involved in schools and children on power/energy issues.

85 Education tools. The general public loves to blame the utilities for charging too much for services but take no owness
for all of the energy they consume. Let people know different ways to save energy and money.

86 Find and develop technology to "learn" habits of energy use to help shape and change habits for better usage of
energy to optimize usage.

87 Be fair to those who use less energy which includes poorer and older customers. Do not raise fixed rates.

88 Although MG&E talks a lot about environmental and ecological sustainability, it is not close to what is needed.
Objectives must be true commitments that MG&E is accountable for.

89 Need to be committed to "adaptive mgmt" so you can evolve as things change on the next 100 years.

90 Provide your platform to those with different stances: let RePower, Cranes, etc; put info in your customer billing
mailings.

91 Triple bottom line: plant, people and profit

92 MG&E needs to prioritize being our community energy company and reflect this community's values. We want to you to
succeed as our service provider.

93 Communicate the value of electricity better to customers.

94 Increase community involvement with "pull factors' to get more people involved. Consider a form of profit sharing for
customers meeting energy use goals.

95 Just not only equitable energy system.

96 Increasing percent of energy from renewable sources by substantial amount. Incentives for people installing energy
generating technologies.
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97 Re-establishment of public trust, which is broken.

98 Have 25% of board of directors be elected by community members. Send out ballot with the bill, like UW credit union
does.

99 Madison as a community has long history of forward thinking-MG&E could be a leader in this way.

100 A system that mere adequately addresses the problem for low-income and elderly on a limited fixed income, so they
do not have to choose between eating and heating in the winter.

101 Go to 100% renewable energy by X date.

102 Facilitate customers installation of solar. Promote electric vehicle ownership. Lobby state government for more
favorable rules for siting windmills.

103 Energy sources; nuclear, "clean" coal, solar panel leasing.

104 As a shareholder who hopes to use my investment in MG&E to help fund my son's college education, it is vital to me
that MG&E consider it's contribution to environmental health and climate change even above itss consideration of
shareholder profits.

105 Energy security.

106 Consider becoming a B corporation. It looks as if your a bit top heavy on administrators and also compensation. Let's
get back to "public" with a fair rate of return and fair rates to consumers.

107 Fairness in sharing of physical plant costs-i.e. residential vs commercial share of costs.

108 Transparency is key if MG&E does not want to be hated.

109 Communicate more about what you are doing.

110 Physical and technologies security for plants & IT.

111 Continue to support K-12 education as today's youth are our future.

112 Yes, are the proven reserves of natural gas large enough to serve major shift from coal to gas?

113 Environmental impact.

114 Help customers understand the complexity of energy situation in ways that are not completely overwhelming.

115 The business plans to transition away from fossil fuels expansion of net metering capacity. Revised rate structure to
reverse regressive rate structure tat punishes conservation.

116 Community-mindedness including future health of the environment sign off on future solar projects.

117 Emphasize resources available for energy conservation information, e.ge FOE, energy star program.

118 Create a new business paradigm to meet the energy rewards of the future.

119 Solar and wind are important, but too often we all let the glamour of these technologies to overshadow the even bigger
benefits of conservation.

120 Make it easier for customers to measure their energy usage by appliance. (Education)

121 MG&E should consider partnering with energy efficient businesses for solar, retrofitting, metal roofing, smart
themostats to reduce costs.

122 Reduce power use on an individual and community basis.

123 Good consistent dividends.

124 Purchasing solar energy at a high price from homeowners. Advocate for renewable energy legislation. Get rid of fixed
rate. Buy stock in solar panel manufacturers.

125 You need to have some new blood on the board to also represent community users (individuals) and an average
shareholder. Not just high-end corporate leaders.

126 How are they maintaining their infrastructure?

127 Move swiftly and aggressively to a carbon-neutral grid.

128 Being more transparent about the costs of future energy options & plans and who is paying them, who is profiting, who
is being hurt. People are generally willing to pay a "fair share" if they can trust (and be shown) it is fair & necessary.
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129 See above business model recommedation. MG&E can becom an industry, change leader. The community has an
environment ethic that will support innovative business changes along with new technology.

130 Phrasing out dirty energy quickly-coal, natural gas, oil. Natural gas because of the chemicals being pumped into the
ground to get the gas out. Partner with local supports to get connected with the best ideas. Do not make a huge
investment in one energy source.

131 Local storage is for safer and cheaper than long-distance transmissions.

132 More readily environmental reports on issues and accomplishments.

133 Real-time electrical reporting by API such as REST/JSON. Partner with solar installers to lease systems to customers.
Properly size solar systems to avoid excess customer generation. Charge fixed meter rate during solar "payback"
period, then increase meter rate after solar customer investment paid off. Calculate true cost of the grid, make
publically available, and split equitability. Integrate with customer solar micro inverters to shut panels off to not burden
grid surging peak times. Invest in solar community gardens like Minnesota.

134 A public-private partnership that supports low-income housing to become more energy efficient, install solar in new
low-income housing developments.

135 Solar panel leasing.

136 Use the and the community partnership as a persuasive tool for convincing the PSCW and other utilities that we are
serious about changing the future.

137 see # 6.

138 Weatherization and conservation.

139 Between horrible environmental impact and unaffordable cost there has to be a third door.

140 -No more coal plants, be more transparent as a company. -Please give us a summary of the results of these meetings
otherwise I have no idea if the time I invested really made any difference.

141 Allow customers to generate some of their own energy without penalizing them for that.

142 Providing benchmarking information that MG&E customers can learn more about MG&E's efficiency compared to
other utilities of same size.

143 Lack of honesty on investment in Green Energy payers additional monies-how were they used? Why do not we have
more green/sustainable sources now?

144 Energy production that also reduces costs for other environmental issues (e.g. bio-digesters, reducing manure
pollution to water and air use methane.

145 Madison has many renters. What does/can MG&E do to incentivize landlord's and leases to invest in efficiency, supply
energy with renewables, and conserve?

146 Facilitate solar panels on residences and businesses.

147 Corporate stability to maintain local management control. Prevent takeover by venture capitalists.

148 The details and structure of the 2014 rate increase application by giant credibility problem when MG&E talks about
lofty public service goals. The reality is that a utility makes money by selling power- lots of it building power plants. How
will you show us by your actions, that you want to change that paradigin?

149 Your objective # 5 (treating customers equitably) does not take into account that utilities and customers must take
responsibility for the mercury, methane, and CO2 that they emit. Therefore, I ranked # 5 low as MG&E defines it.

150 Alternative business models that avoid current conflict between shareholder value (ex. a measured in narrow
economic manner) and increasing energy conservation and use of renewables. Move toward community ownership of
utility. Move toward 100% renewable in next few decades.

151 Reduce dependence on coal generation. Create more equitable rate structure-reward conservation. Build three solar
generation farms.

152 Provide more frequent and transparent information to the community on methods MG&E is using to move to a more
renewable utility.

153 Many change your business model, to one of innovation, cutting-edge non-fossil use. I provided lots of input and ideas
in my two hr. session. Close the coal plants-consider municipal model.

154 The current political situation is business friendly, not consumer friendly. MG&E appears to have taken advantage of
business friendly by raising fixed rates through the PSC. A focus on consumer-friendly would be a good change.
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155 What political (PSC) changes are needed so MG&E can utilize community comments to make real change.

156 Must re-establish and maintain credibility with its customers. Work through constituency groups to enhance credibility
leg of a coalition for aging, Repower, City of Madison, Dane County, and Sierra Club feels like all these sources are at
odds by MG&E.

157 Look at a much broader mix of energy production, including water/wave energy capture (lakes !!). Bioelectric
generation (bacteria consuming waste products) and other energy technologies.

158 Benefit Corporation status. Detailed billing with energy use/production times and costs (or earnings).

159 I never hear you talk about how much money will save when you do not have to pay "your" bill.

160 Continue to build on good record of community involvement as a strong community member and leader.

161 Is there a break-even point where clean energy becomes both reliable enough and cheap enough to allow for
sunsetting the Blount and Elm Road facilities early?
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Q13 Is there anything else you would like
MGE to know?

Answered: 125 Skipped: 263

# Responses

1 Build towards a better future.

2 Madison and MGE can lead the world with clean energy.

3 Please make sure that the "community energy partnership" that emerges is on active, engaged group that truly
represents the interests of the community.

4 Renewable energy is important and needs to be addressed with money and research.

5 I am really glad that you are holding these conversations.

6 Yes, a change is needed to implement solar sources.

7 Where I live there is no air conditioning, and if you could help install air conditioners.

8 Send brochures about how to take care/save energy.

9 "Latino"-use a more correct Spanish.

10 Be more specific in their questions.

11 To be able to supply and make exact payments, according to payment history. You all should use recyclable things
because the cost of materials is so expensive.

12 We would like to learn how to use electricity, but in a faster way and without wasting time.

13 The Latino community needs basic training on the energy system to understand the services better. The written
language (in Spanish) should be community friendly, in other words, less technical and easier for the community to
understand.

14 Use questions with options. A more accessible language for the community. Make the worksheet shorter. Use correct
and appropriate Spanish.

15 Bills based on income.

16 Good company-just change booklet.

17 Take these conversations with respect and implement these concerns into your organization.

18 Please lower my bill. It is too expensive.

19 Would like MG&E to reconsider having someone check furnaces particularly for people on low income.

20 Yes, MG&E has been a nightmare to me and my family, which has lead to homelessness and poverty.

21 Do not give false options.

22 I fear big technology may be; too invasive of privacy/tech can be hacked/too complicated for average homeowners to
operate.

23 Beware... the hackers.

24 Please include community shares of Wisconsin in your workplace charitable campaign.

25 An option of different customized bill appearance details. I may choose "bill appearance", with calculations important
to me. Another customer my choose "bill type A" or "B". Each customer can get a bill showing them details important
to them.

26 Restart the New Green challenge with stakeholders and new participants.

27 Help people learn how to save energy and provide things to help (bulbs).

28 Customer service needs to greatly improve.

29 Customer service needs to be just that, not company protection.
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30 I have a problem with public policy driving the market for something that is a necessity.

31 The CEC process is restrictive. MGE is not listening, Maybe JSA, not MGE.

32 Your loyalty will always be to shareholders, not customers or the general public.

33 Just to emphasize the extreme importance of environmental consensus re: sustainable energy. I am willing to pay
more and change personal habits to achieve low environmental impact and reasonable costs.

34 Set rates that encourage clean energy.

35 Was captured during the discussion with the facilitators.

36 The time has come to move beyond the use of fossil fuels, to recognize the real costs of coal. Get on the renewable
energy bandwagon, full force.

37 Need innovation and creativity. Think outside the box.

38 Thank you for your support of technology and entrepreneurship.

39 I appreciate having forum on energy & sustainability locally.

40 "Keep WI warm" is a good idea to help families/people with non-reliable income.

41 How to use energy lowering bills and saving my monthly bills.

42 If can read my own meter that would help me take some control measures on upcoming months.

43 I want you to succeed.

44 The great burden placed on small programs where low income/no income people come asking for help to pay the
utilities.

45 Adapt the Natural Step on decision making structure.

46 Use inclining block rate structure. Produce annual report for MGE foundation. Support city sustainability goals.

47 Ratepayers also pay the costs of continued fossil fuel dependence. Disaster relief, moving coastal communities, water
shortages, etc. If non-renewable prices increase a lot, current strategies will fail to serve customers that MGE claims
to care about.

48 Neighborhood awareness can play a big role in influencing shared energy conservation goals tell me what my
neighbors are doing.

49 Send a message of progressive leadership. Show us what you are doing. "If you were MG&E's CEO" message is a
turn off.

50 If this is a "community energy company" seeking to be a 'utility of the future', then MG&E should be engaged in a
political process that furthers these goals rather than reverses or undermines them.

51 I shared all thoughts with Steve.

52 When you take all costs involved in dealing with impure are and water, letting the coal in the ground si not so
expensive.

53 Thank you for offering these sessions.

54 People are very concerned about the rate increase.

55 What about progressive usage rates where as a customer uses more kWh the cost per kWh goes up?

56 Do not penalize efficiency of end users or of distributed generating providers. That decrease incentives to do things
that are beneficial in the long reen.

57 Educate the community more and more about saving energy, solar energy, and what exactly is the "energy of the
future"

58 Why the increase of amount to be paid if am using less energy.

59 I feel frustrated that I have taken extreme steps to use the least amount of energy possible and my bill is about $20
higher than it has been & has made a big impact on my feelings toward MG&E.

60 Can MG&E foundation help with winter bills for low-income customers?

61 De- bundle yourself into fossil fuel co., a renewable energy co., and a grid company. Municipalize the grid. Le me
decide what power source to use. Support cap and trade carbon tax.
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62 Appreciate efforts of MG&E.

63 Should no have to pay more for clean energy

64 Make the future green stop using coal.

65 At least, MG&E has a big credibility problem and reputedly the highest values in the state. Tour guide focuses solely
on electricity.

66 Change the rate structure on charging stations to encourage use but discourage long connection time.

67 They are not trusted. Stop being so defensive, try to become more of a leader.

68 I want my smart meter data. The rate case broke my trust in MG&E; you need to earn that trust back. (if you care).

69 Concerned that MG&E is not taken over by major power generating facility.

70 Contradiction between statements about "promote green energy" and raising fixed rates.

71 The justification for rising fixed charges is a lie. Everyone knows it. It is outrageous. Reverse it.

72 I want MG&E to succeed in a different way.

73 We are all in this together and climate change is real.

74 Solar/wind buyback rates, where will they go after our ten year $.25 contracts?

75 Please make an effort to include low-income/vulnerable communities in this process and please make sure that the
"community energy partnership" that emerges is on active, engaged group that truly represents the interests of the
community has teeth to impact MG&E actions.

76 Madison and MG&E can lead the world. Lead toward a clean, cheap system and we will support you. Do not? We will
have to find another way. This is about survival.

77 The new pricing structure is not acceptable and seems to have been forced on the community with help from outside
of the area.

78 Many in the community are quite unhappy with MG&E.

79 Rate structure should encourage conservation.

80 Concerned of balance between energy produced versus energy purchased.

81 I would like to see MG&E become a benefit corporation. I would like to see MG&E support the EPA's Clean Power
Plan- that would demonstrate their commitment to clean energy better than anything.

82 People that participated in our session do not reflect the general public.

83 As a small business, we feel less connected to our energy use because it is a standard part of the building we operate
in with other businesses. How can be improved?

84 Individual and community alternatives.

85 Support for carbon fee and dividend is not mutually exclusive with the EPA's Clean Power Plan. MG&E needs to lead
the transition to renewables.

86 Align actions with stated values and claims.

87 Be more forthcoming & honest in communication to customers and shareholders about MG&E's energy decisions.
Provide info before action is taken, not afterwards.

88 MG&E is not an energy company now. Still a utility.

89 Find a way for customers to invest in solar or wind energy-perhaps as a informal supplier of excess energy.

90 I applauded you for these sessions, I hope you take the feedback to heart.

91 If you focus on the consumer first, act like a utility instead of acting like a corporation. The "energetic" of "everyone" is
in this together will bring greater benefits.

92 People are very upset about the proposed fixed rate hike. I do not know this. Now I do. Sounds like an honest
explanation is needed.

93 I feel that the company has been very responsible in the past, but the ball was really dropped on this recent rate
increase. Poor communications to community and shareholders.

94 No new fossil fuel based investment. It is time for MG&E to be a leader into a new energy future.
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95 Trust has been violated. Only transparency can bring it back. Show us the numbers, tell us who pays and who profits
with various energy plans.

96 "350 local distributed energy sources," say it all. This is a remarkable low use of Madison energy's market desire to do
more solar power. Start with non-profits and churches and you will have demand from a wider community of interest.

97 Does MG&E get pressure from other utilities to go along with rate changes?

98 Stay away from farm animal gas, as mass animal farming is bad for the environment.

99 I would feel better about Green Power if is saw MG&E was truly committed to renewable power investment locally.

100 Projections on continued availability or unavailability on fossil fuels.

101 Lobby to change regulatory framework.

102 MG&E needs to put the planet first, way ahead of the shareholders.

103 Hold down variable charges.

104 Even though MG&E does wonderful community outreach projects, I think overall there is a negative image that MG&E
needs to turn around. This mainly happened after the rate change proposed.

105 MG&E customers no longer have a well-funded CUB to alert them to rate increases and other energy decisions.

106 I can not appreciate your need for rate raises without understand true costs and breakdown of income & demand
residentials vs commercial vs industrial customers.

107 Current public policies on renewables are contrary to my values-not in best public interest.

108 I do not like the current political/PSC initiatives to disincentivize solar and weaken the link between consumption and
price.

109 I am willing to pay more for the risky investments.

110 You need to stop hurting the poor and those on fixed income by escalating the customer fixed charge. We can not
control that by using less energy.

111 Create a smart well-thought plan and a commitment to carry it out to completion and not half-heartedly.

112 The discussion guide was skillfully written and very interesting. However, it has a large and interesting omission. Last
winter, I cancelled my Green Power participation because it seemed useless when MG&E wanted to reward the
biggest users of power and penalize the little people and conservationist. I ended up talking at length with an MG&E
employee who wrote offering to discuss my cancellation. He made an argument about out of date pricing that was
credible enough to make me rejoin Green Power. There was not a word about that in the 31 page Guide. MG&E
needs to acknowledge it made a wildly unpopular proposal and explain why.

113 MG&E should promptly start efforts to meet the EPA's Clean Power Plan. Delays in initiating efforts will make the
project more challenging. The goal for 2022 should reduce the CO2 rate to 1364. MG&E should provide leadership on
this issue.

114 Accept clean power plan goals. Set more clean power goals.

115 I believe MG&E needs to explain better the challenges and casts involved in moving quickly to a totally renewable
utility. Our group did not understand the "why" of the Midwest relying so heavily on coal.

116 I feel renewables are the most important forms of future energy, and I hope MG&E can be the Google of public utilities
and provide cutting edge technologies and a business structure that truly reflects a focus on consumer and the impact
on climate change.

117 The idea and implementation of community conversations are great. The timing, however, is off. The should have
happened before the major rate structure changes were made.

118 Thank you for organizing this program of community inputs.

119 I like MG&E, but I do not trust that they are sincere in this effort.

120 You are at a critical point for successful business planning. You can not continue on the current paths. View all the
input as useful to development of a plan.

121 Make certain low energy consumption and or low-income communities can access services. Consider an income
sliding scale for very low-income people.
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122 you need more outreach for these conversations or otherwise the results will not be very credible. you need to have a
broad spectrum of participants or the outcome will not be seen as credible. make sure you explain how your ultimate
choices based on the input (if it is credible)

123 Will the report/recommendations that JSA produce be binding for MG&E?

124 MG&E is doing a good job on collecting the community input with better coverage more people can actually voice their
opinion.

125 I know that energy technology is changing at a lighting-fast pace while our politicians seem stuck in the mud of
previous century. Is there a way you can let customers and investors know how and where to apply pressure so are
can move forward? Work with us instead of against us.
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4.48% 16

22.41% 80

54.06% 193

19.05% 68

Q15 What is your age range?
Answered: 357 Skipped: 31

Total 357

18-25

26-40

41-65

66+

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

18-25

26-40

41-65

66+
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9.58% 32

23.95% 80

29.04% 97

37.43% 125

Q16 What is your combined household
income?

Answered: 334 Skipped: 54

Total 334

$20,000 per
year or less

$21,000-$40,000
per year

$41,000-$70,000
per year

$71,000 per
year or more

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

$20,000 per year or less

$21,000-$40,000 per year

$41,000-$70,000 per year

$71,000 per year or more
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12.22% 43

0.57% 2

1.99% 7

67.61% 238

12.50% 44

4.83% 17

0.28% 1

0.00% 0

Q17 With which racial/ethnic/cultural group
do you self-identify?

Answered: 352 Skipped: 36

Total 352

African-America
n

American
Indian or...

Asian

Caucasian

Hispanic/Latino

Mixed
Race/Multi-E...

Native American

Native
Hawaiian or...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

African-American

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian

Caucasian

Hispanic/Latino

Mixed Race/Multi-Ethnic

Native American

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
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13.83% 13

86.17% 81

Q2 Did you attend a small group session?
Answered: 94 Skipped: 0

Total 94

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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90.00% 81

10.00% 9

Q4 Are you an MGE customer?
Answered: 90 Skipped: 4

Total 90

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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89.04% 65

2.74% 2

8.22% 6

Q5 What type of customer are you?
Answered: 73 Skipped: 21

Total 73

Residential

Commercial

Both

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Residential

Commercial

Both
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55.95% 47

44.05% 37

Q6 Did you read the MGE Discussion
Guide?

Answered: 84 Skipped: 10

Total 84

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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100.00% 60

95.00% 57

91.67% 55

Q7 List the three most important issues you
would recommend MGE consider when
designing its next long-term community

energy plan.
Answered: 60 Skipped: 34

# 1. (100-character limit) Date

1 consider building an advanced solar grid 11/13/2015 6:05 AM

2 Don't inc. the base rate as it penalizes the the poor and retired elderly who are conserving useage 11/4/2015 5:38 PM

3 Equity 11/3/2015 10:39 AM

4 set a goal to use 100% clean renewable energy by 2025 10/26/2015 10:51 PM

5 Allowing energy choice. We want to get our electricity from the source of our choosing, especially since solar is
cheaper than MGE power.

10/24/2015 5:31 PM

6 strong long term plan to replace coal plants with less polluting, more sustainable sources of power- important for long
term financial sustainability as well as environmental sustainability

10/24/2015 12:40 PM

7 the cemicals that come from burming coal stay in our atmosfear 200 to 300 years 10/19/2015 10:34 PM

8 environment 10/16/2015 3:48 PM

9 Decrease/eliminate flat fees; energy cost should be based on consumption to encourage conservation. 10/12/2015 5:58 PM

10 asdf 10/8/2015 5:13 PM

11 Reduce use and dependence on fossil fuels 10/8/2015 4:56 PM

12 Commit to rapid reduction in reliance on fossil fuels, notably coal. 10/5/2015 11:00 PM

13 Fixed charges and energy rates offer strong incentives for residents and businesses to conserve. 10/1/2015 3:11 PM

14 dsfasdf 9/23/2015 12:12 PM

15 Having higher fixed fees hurts thoughs low energy users. People who are on a fixed income (elderly) the most. Why is
it a bad to not want to use energy? That is not right!

9/22/2015 8:34 PM

16 Start looking out for your customers, no just shareholders 9/20/2015 8:29 PM

17 Low or zero emissions (CO2 & criteria pollutants) generation technologies. 9/19/2015 1:21 PM

18 sustainability 9/19/2015 12:42 PM

19 Rates/fees that promote energy conservation 9/18/2015 3:59 PM

20 Making the adoption of renewables more favorable to customers, e.g. rooftop solar, solar water heater, wind turbine. 9/18/2015 1:09 AM

21 renewable, clean energy 9/17/2015 1:07 PM

22 Eliminate all emissions of greenhouse gases as quickly as possible. 9/16/2015 2:09 PM

23 Remove "set fees" from bills - all billing should be based 100% on usage only. 9/16/2015 10:34 AM

24 Increased integration of solar energy. 9/15/2015 3:17 PM

25 Alternative energy (solar, wind) 9/14/2015 3:00 PM

26 Reducing carbon emissions 9/11/2015 11:42 AM

Answer Choices Responses

1. (100-character limit)

2. (100-character limit)

3. (100-character limit)
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27 decentralization of power source 9/10/2015 4:25 PM

28 Reducing Carbon Emissions 9/10/2015 10:57 AM

29 Structure rates to reward conservation. Lower fixed fees and make higher usage increasingly more expensive per
kWh.

9/9/2015 8:39 PM

30 Renewable 9/9/2015 1:29 PM

31 How to reduce non-renewable energy use? 9/9/2015 12:25 PM

32 Make the bill structured so that saving kWh saves money. 9/9/2015 10:08 AM

33 Increase the use of wind and solar energy sources. 9/8/2015 9:47 PM

34 Increase use of clean, renewable energy. 9/7/2015 3:35 PM

35 Increasing use of sustainable. low- or no-emissions energy sources 9/7/2015 11:24 AM

36 raising the KWhr rate instead of penalizing energy sippers with increased meter charges 9/6/2015 11:15 AM

37 affordability 9/6/2015 12:01 AM

38 Reduce reliance on fossil fuels 9/5/2015 9:34 PM

39 Solar power 9/5/2015 8:03 PM

40 clean energy 9/5/2015 6:29 PM

41 Environment: sustainability (conservation & renewables), climate impact 9/5/2015 12:59 PM

42 Have a practical strategy that assists lower middle income and poor manage their energy bills. 9/5/2015 12:57 PM

43 keeping energy bills affordable for low-income people 9/5/2015 11:23 AM

44 sustainability- decerease energy use 9/5/2015 10:16 AM

45 Solar power incentives and long-term use by residential users 9/4/2015 9:21 PM

46 Convert to the use of clean rather than dirty energy sources as much and as soon as possible. 9/4/2015 6:40 PM

47 cleaner energy like wind, solar 9/4/2015 6:08 PM

48 Transitioning from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources 9/4/2015 3:45 PM

49 Increase green power generation (solar, wind, etc) which can be accomplished by renting/purchasing properties to
install solar panels. Negotiate with customers to rent their roofs for a fixed fee to install solar panels. Purchase vacant
lands to install large solar panels. There are a lot of ways to increase green power capacity.

9/2/2015 2:34 PM

50 Bio Fuel 9/2/2015 11:36 AM

51 Limit air pollution and GHGs 9/2/2015 10:19 AM

52 Moving away from fossil fuels - using alternative energy 8/31/2015 2:01 PM

53 Consider passing on savings to your customers instead of gouging us to give to your gluttonous shareholders. 8/31/2015 1:55 PM

54 Consider NOT gouging low-income, low-use customers with your special method of calculating "Grid Connection and
Customer Service Fee.

8/31/2015 1:40 PM

55 Climate change (everything else is rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic). To MGE's credit, climate change is
mentioned 3 times in the Discussion Guide.

8/31/2015 1:22 AM

56 Reach/surpass the goal of 30% renewables. 8/28/2015 3:44 PM

57 Residential demand charges instead of large fixed charges with time variant variable rates in opt-in smart home
customer class, smart customers pay for increased metering costs

8/26/2015 2:38 PM

58 Transition MGE to a more environmentally sustainable energy supply 8/23/2015 4:59 PM

59 Need a better method for measuring the demand on the grid from a residential customer. 8/21/2015 1:50 AM

60 Encouraging, not discouraging conservation of energy resources. 8/20/2015 12:43 AM

# 2. (100-character limit) Date

1 allow customers to build their own power sources to sell back to the grid 11/13/2015 6:05 AM

2 Increase revenue by increasing rates to large users as the water utility is doing. 11/4/2015 5:38 PM
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3 Reduced coal reliance 11/3/2015 10:39 AM

4 design rates which minimize (or help provide energy for) peak demand and improve the load factor 10/26/2015 10:51 PM

5 We want MGE to be the grid operator. The grid is hugely important, and we want to pay to use it, but not beyond
amounts that are unreasonable, let's say $15/month.

10/24/2015 5:31 PM

6 a financial structure that incentivizes energy efficiency and use of local renewables/distributed power 10/24/2015 12:40 PM

7 the USA BURNS SO MUCH COAL THAT TRAIN CARS END TO END COULD CERCAL THE EARTH 20 TIMES 10/19/2015 10:34 PM

8 dependability 10/16/2015 3:48 PM

9 Continue/enhance incentives to install and use solar power. 10/12/2015 5:58 PM

10 asdf 10/8/2015 5:13 PM

11 Develop a new business plan model that rewards energy conservation and efficiency and povides for the transition
from coal to renewable energy and smart meters.

10/8/2015 4:56 PM

12 Commit to rapid increase in reliance on green energy. 10/5/2015 11:00 PM

13 Fixed charges and energy rates offer strong incentives for residents and businesses to use renewables. 10/1/2015 3:11 PM

14 asdfasdf 9/23/2015 12:12 PM

15 Quit supporting legislators who are against the use of alternative energy such as solar 9/20/2015 8:29 PM

16 Encouragement of customers to reduce energy use 9/19/2015 1:21 PM

17 climate impact 9/19/2015 12:42 PM

18 Invest in renewable energy 9/18/2015 3:59 PM

19 Reward energy conservation (attic insulation, CFL/LED bulbs, high efficiency furnace/water heater, with lower rates. 9/18/2015 1:09 AM

20 stable energy prices, especially for low-income users 9/17/2015 1:07 PM

21 Eliminate all emissions of greenhouse gases as quickly as possible. 9/16/2015 2:09 PM

22 Provide discounts and other incentives to those who reduce usage. 9/16/2015 10:34 AM

23 Increased sustainable and renewable energy integration into the MG & E planning model. 9/15/2015 3:17 PM

24 Affordable energy, sliding fee scale 9/14/2015 3:00 PM

25 Investing in diverse renewable energy sources 9/11/2015 11:42 AM

26 renewable power sources 9/10/2015 4:25 PM

27 Keeping bills low for users who conserve electricity (ie, small fixed charge, tiered usage charges) 9/10/2015 10:57 AM

28 Structure rates to provide incentives for customers to install renewable energy like solar PV. 9/9/2015 8:39 PM

29 Clean 9/9/2015 1:29 PM

30 How to source energy while improving health and well being for all life? 9/9/2015 12:25 PM

31 Energy using giants should not get cheaper rates so that there is no need for them to change. 9/9/2015 10:08 AM

32 Decrease the use of coal generated electricity. 9/8/2015 9:47 PM

33 Promote energy conservation. 9/7/2015 3:35 PM

34 Affordability and assistance for those who cannot keep up with payments 9/7/2015 11:24 AM

35 concentrate on energy storage instead of new plants (batteries,super capacitors) 9/6/2015 11:15 AM

36 renewable energy 9/6/2015 12:01 AM

37 Increase use of clean energy 9/5/2015 9:34 PM

38 Wind power 9/5/2015 8:03 PM

39 strong community partner 9/5/2015 6:29 PM

40 Economy: rates, jobs 9/5/2015 12:59 PM

41 Have all planning going forth have as its main goal - reducing carbon foot print and eliminate any further actions that
would attribute to global warming.

9/5/2015 12:57 PM
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42 generating as much passive energy as possible, preferably from solar and secondarily from wind 9/5/2015 11:23 AM

43 decrease environmental pollution 9/5/2015 10:16 AM

44 energy conservation and renewable usage by commercial users 9/4/2015 9:21 PM

45 Rethink the electric customer charge increase, unfair to average and lesser users and those striving to be frugal in use
of electricity.

9/4/2015 6:40 PM

46 fair cost by usage 9/4/2015 6:08 PM

47 Encouraging conservation to reduce energy consumption 9/4/2015 3:45 PM

48 MGE should invest more in green power generation. If the company does not do so, it will be left behind by other
utilities.

9/2/2015 2:34 PM

49 Fuel alternatives 9/2/2015 11:36 AM

50 Invest in energy efficiency at power plants (co-gen) 9/2/2015 10:19 AM

51 Help homeowners be a part of the energy solution - installing MG&E solar panels or solar units for backyards 8/31/2015 2:01 PM

52 Consider NOT charging desperate low-income, low-energy-use customers with your convoluted formula which forces
me to pay 150% MORE in fees than on actually gas/electric use (in the past 6 mos.)

8/31/2015 1:55 PM

53 Consider passing on savings when the price of a barrel of oil is low--as it has been for 6 months. 8/31/2015 1:40 PM

54 Leader or head-in-the-sand? 2,500+ economists agree that a federal revenue-neutral carbon tax with border
adjustments is the answer. (per Lester Brown)

8/31/2015 1:22 AM

55 Get rid of the for-profit model so that you are no longer at the mercy of short-sighted shareholders 8/28/2015 3:44 PM

56 Provide incentives for conservation, which could include differential rates by time of day as in Europe (and would rule
out fees like the 2014 proposal)

8/23/2015 4:59 PM

57 Alternative energy sources becoming a greater part of the energy portfolio 8/20/2015 12:43 AM

# 3. (100-character limit) Date

1 consider building out other sources of energy. more wind, more solar, etc. 11/13/2015 6:05 AM

2 MGE needs to be more cost conscious-keep costs down by controlling salaries and wages. 11/4/2015 5:38 PM

3 Actually incentivizing renewables 11/3/2015 10:39 AM

4 include citizen input *before* changing rates 10/26/2015 10:51 PM

5 MGE needs to get out of the coal plant agreements. I understand you need to look long term, but being locked into
these agreements will only get worse. Need to find a new plan forward now, not later.

10/24/2015 5:31 PM

6 work with cities and other partners on a plan to reduce carbon pollution with specific plans and objectives, including
ways to grow our economy by "green" investments here

10/24/2015 12:40 PM

7 GREEN JOBS ARE 8 TO 1 OVER COAL! 10/19/2015 10:34 PM

8 cost 10/16/2015 3:48 PM

9 asdf 10/8/2015 5:13 PM

10 Be willing to abandon prior short-sighted investments in fossil fuels 10/8/2015 4:56 PM

11 Design MGE rate structure to create incentives for growth in solar and other green energy. 10/5/2015 11:00 PM

12 Significantly decrease the electricity you get from coal sources. 10/1/2015 3:11 PM

13 asdfdsafa 9/23/2015 12:12 PM

14 Promote education in energy conservation. 9/20/2015 8:29 PM

15 Progressive billing that doesn't penalize customers that reduce energy use 9/19/2015 1:21 PM

16 customer cost 9/19/2015 12:42 PM

17 Keep costs low as possible 9/18/2015 3:59 PM

18 Increase energy storage via lithium ion batteries scaled up for industrial energy input/output for energy utility use. 9/18/2015 1:09 AM

19 a 21st century energy plan that makes use of new and emerging technology and decentralized power generation 9/17/2015 1:07 PM
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20 Eliminate all emissions of greenhouse gases as quickly as possible. 9/16/2015 2:09 PM

21 Substantially increase renewable power sources. 9/16/2015 10:34 AM

22 Maximum investment in the purchase of renewables. 9/15/2015 3:17 PM

23 Environmental responsibility 9/14/2015 3:00 PM

24 providing energy in a way that addresses economic justice and reinvesting in the community 9/11/2015 11:42 AM

25 incentives and tax credit for implementation of personal renewable power production. solar, thermal wind etc. 9/10/2015 4:25 PM

26 Increasing renewable energy generation 9/10/2015 10:57 AM

27 Continue to provide (and even increase) incentives like rebates for electricity saving technologies. The Focus on
Energy program has been very helpful.

9/9/2015 8:39 PM

28 Cheap 9/9/2015 1:29 PM

29 How to reawaken our inseperable connection with Earth by all involved parties...from CEO to renter. We are part of the
biosphere.

9/9/2015 12:25 PM

30 Do not punish solar power producers unduely, but allow even net producers, de-centralize. 9/9/2015 10:08 AM

31 Do not reduce the per kilowatt hour cost of electricity. 9/8/2015 9:47 PM

32 Be mindful of poor and working class people's ability to pay. 9/7/2015 3:35 PM

33 Security and redundancy, with distributed energy pathways 9/7/2015 11:24 AM

34 think into the future instead of bolstering up failed business models of the past 9/6/2015 11:15 AM

35 long-term energy production and use 9/6/2015 12:01 AM

36 Adopt a rate structure that creates incentives for solar 9/5/2015 9:34 PM

37 Reducing dependence on coal and oil 9/5/2015 8:03 PM

38 affordability 9/5/2015 6:29 PM

39 Infrastructure: resiliency, efficiency 9/5/2015 12:59 PM

40 Re- evaluate current billing process 9/5/2015 12:57 PM

41 encouraging people to generate their own energy, and buying their excess 9/5/2015 11:23 AM

42 maintain affordable energy 9/5/2015 10:16 AM

43 long-term rate adjustments to encourage 1 and 2 above 9/4/2015 9:21 PM

44 encouraging less use & cleaner options 9/4/2015 6:08 PM

45 Facilitating customer owned renewables such as rooftop PV and solar thermal as well as wind. 9/4/2015 3:45 PM

46 MGE can work with farmers to invest in waste power generation technology. Incentives can be negotiated with the
farmer which should not exceed the cost of energy MGE purchases from MISO market. Cost/ benefit analysis should
be well performed prior to the investment decision making.

9/2/2015 2:34 PM

47 Out of the Box thinking 9/2/2015 11:36 AM

48 Invest in renewable energies 9/2/2015 10:19 AM

49 Help homeowners to continue to become energy conservationists 8/31/2015 2:01 PM

50 Consider acting as a public utility instead of a money-making operation for CEO, management and shareholders! 8/31/2015 1:55 PM

51 Consider operating as a public utility which provides a necessary service/product at a price that is beneficial to the
PUBLIC NOT SHAREHOLDERS! Your gluttonous fees are 150% MORE than the actual gas and electric I have used
in the past 6 months. STOP pretending that you care about the people in this community!

8/31/2015 1:40 PM

52 Is MGE an energy company or a finite-fossil-fuel exploiter? Will MGE be a national leader by creating and
implementing a plan to create energy companies out of utilites via a RNCT?

8/31/2015 1:22 AM

53 Follow the example of Vermont's utilities and actually HELP customers install solar. 8/28/2015 3:44 PM

54 Balance the need to charge reasonable prices that provide incentives for conservation with concern for low-income
residential users

8/23/2015 4:59 PM

55 Taking the negative effects of carbon-based energy sources into consideration when choosing sources. 8/20/2015 12:43 AM
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Q8 Rate how important EACH of the
following objectives is to you with 5 being

very important, 2 being least important, and
1 being not sure/no opinion (NA).

Answered: 55 Skipped: 39

50.00%
27

31.48%
17

7.41%
4

1.85%
1

9.26%
5 54 1.89

70.37%
38

24.07%
13

1.85%
1

1.85%
1

1.85%
1 54 1.41

92.73%
51

3.64%
2

1.82%
1

1.82%
1

0.00%
0 55 1.13

44.44%
24

29.63%
16

11.11%
6

7.41%
4

7.41%
4 54 2.04

46.30%
25

25.93%
14

16.67%
9

1.85%
1

9.26%
5 54 2.02

Provide MGE
customers wi...

Help MGE
customers...

Transition MGE
to a more...

Provide a
dynamic,...

Ensure that
changing...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Very
Important
5

4 3 Least
Important
2

NA 1 Total Weighted
Average

Provide MGE customers with options they want today and in the future.

Help MGE customers control their energy use and costs, which in turn will
minimize the need for costly new electric generation and distribution systems.

Transition MGE to a more environmentally sustainable energy supply.

Provide a dynamic, integrated, electric grid that supports a range of distributed
and centralized energy technologies and reliable service to MGE customers
at a reasonable cost.

Ensure that changing technology serves all customers equitably.
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Q9 Rank the following objectives in order of
importance to you with 1 being most

important and 5 being least important.
Answered: 54 Skipped: 40

10.87%
5

15.22%
7

17.39%
8

21.74%
10

34.78%
16 46 2.46

16.00%
8

52.00%
26

12.00%
6

14.00%
7

6.00%
3 50 3.58

62.75%
32

15.69%
8

9.80%
5

3.92%
2

7.84%
4 51 4.22

4.00%
2

16.00%
8

30.00%
15

32.00%
16

18.00%
9 50 2.56

8.00%
4

4.00%
2

30.00%
15

24.00%
12

34.00%
17 50 2.28

Provide MGE
customers wi...

Help MGE
customers...

Transition MGE
to a more...

Provide a
dynamic,...

Ensure that
changing...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 Total Score

Provide MGE customers with options they want today and in the future.

Help MGE customers control their energy use and costs, which in turn will minimize
the need for costly new electric generation and distribution systems.

Transition MGE to a more environmentally sustainable energy supply.

Provide a dynamic, integrated, electric grid that supports a range of distributed and
centralized energy technologies and reliable service to MGE customers at a
reasonable cost.

Ensure that changing technology serves all customers equitably.
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Q10 Rank the following energy services in
order of importance to you with 1 being

most important and 7 being least important.
Answered: 50 Skipped: 44

0.00%
0

9.30%
4

6.98%
3

16.28%
7

32.56%
14

32.56%
14

2.33%
1 43 3.21

9.76%
4

9.76%
4

12.20%
5

12.20%
5

14.63%
6

26.83%
11

14.63%
6 41 3.49

37.78%
17

15.56%
7

17.78%
8

11.11%
5

8.89%
4

6.67%
3

2.22%
1 45 5.33

8.70%
4

19.57%
9

30.43%
14

23.91%
11

13.04%
6

2.17%
1

2.17%
1 46 4.72

23.91%
11

13.04%
6

10.87%
5

21.74%
10

23.91%
11

6.52%
3

0.00%
0 46 4.72

18.75%
9

31.25%
15

25.00%
12

10.42%
5

4.17%
2

10.42%
5

0.00%
0 48 5.19

5.00%
2

5.00%
2

0.00%
0

2.50%
1

0.00%
0

12.50%
5

75.00%
30 40 1.75

Options for
enhanced...

More frequent
energy use...

More options
for choosing...

Tools to help
control my...

More
differentiat...

More tools to
help me impr...

Other services.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total Score

Options for enhanced electric reliability.

More frequent energy use information (e.g., daily, weekly,
etc.).

More options for choosing sources of energy.

Tools to help control my energy bill (e.g., smart thermostat or
home automation).

More differentiated pricing options to help manage my energy
costs.

More tools to help me improve the energy efficiency of my
home or business.

Other services.
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Q11 Share any other energy services you
feel should be offered:

Answered: 20 Skipped: 74

# Responses Date

1 I think MGE should be a partner with local governments and others in some kind of partnership that jointly commits to
achieving goals for both environmental and economic sustainability long-term. In this regard, I can imagine many ways
that individual consumers could be part of this, e.g. in groups that share a local small power source, or by making
other decisions producing win-win solutions. I feel what you have done with the higher fixed fees moved backwards in
terms of incentives to people doing more creative "right things" and you ought to be actively leading the way with
partners so we collectively do lots more of those creative "right things."

10/24/2015 12:49 PM

2 I was having a conversation with a friend about neighborhood sized nuclear reactors. On the surface, they seem like a
good idea. At that size, if there was a breach, the damage would be minimal. And I believe they are inexpensive to
run. But I haven't studied the option, so I don't really know.

10/16/2015 3:55 PM

3 Services that help reduce peak demand (e.g., demand response) 10/1/2015 3:21 PM

4 Renewable Energy 9/22/2015 8:39 PM

5 I live in a condo and can't install solar on my roof so I would be interested in professionally managed solar jointly
owned with others. MG&E would be a logical company to provide this service and if you don't then someone else will.

9/19/2015 1:40 PM

6 Allow lowered rates for lower energy users, basically, for larger energy users, either charge the same amount as
smaller energy users, or charge a bit higher rate for larger energy users.

9/18/2015 1:20 AM

7 All of the above (#8) are important. Creating the dynamic grid is necessary to work with renewable energy sources,
and these must be substantially increased. Providing the customers what they want is providing the above, and
removing the "set fees" is the main way to serve all customers equitably.

9/16/2015 10:41 AM

8 Assistance w weatherization, programs for home improvements that aid energy efficiency 9/14/2015 3:04 PM

9 Assistance with getting solar PV tied into the grid 9/9/2015 8:48 PM

10 Re frame, from "Consumer" to "animal in its habitat". We have to reawaken our connection to the earth, our
relationship as animals to our biosphere, or we are just moving the chairs on the deck of a sinking ship.

9/9/2015 12:31 PM

11 Being a net producer without being punished. 9/9/2015 10:11 AM

12 Nuclear. Just kidding. Or maybe not. 9/7/2015 3:40 PM

13 freedom from coal 9/6/2015 11:26 AM

14 Incentives and assistance to help residents and businesses adopt clean energy options, including solar. 9/5/2015 9:41 PM

15 Solar and wind 9/5/2015 8:07 PM

16 Energy audits. 9/5/2015 1:04 PM

17 Bio Fuel 9/2/2015 11:38 AM

18 The opportunity to place solar power units in our yards or on our homes. 8/31/2015 2:08 PM

19 Opt in smart home class, with time variant variable charges and demand charges. Possible direct load control. 8/26/2015 2:41 PM

20 I am a participant in the Green Energy program (where I pay may for electricity but it is from renewable sources) and I
would appreciate that being continued. Perhaps even being advertised more.

8/23/2015 5:07 PM
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Q12 Share any other objectives that are
important for MGE to consider.

Answered: 20 Skipped: 74

# Responses Date

1 The utmost problem is that the customers who have already been conserving are being penalized. Consider having
the base charge include, say, 200 kwh, at no extra charge, then charge usage above that at a higher rate, like 20 cents
per kwh. This would reward customers who keep usage low and encourage energy conservation.

11/4/2015 5:57 PM

2 MGE rates should allow the utility to make money. Design rates which minimize (or help provide energy for) peak
demand and improve the load factor.

10/26/2015 11:40 PM

3 I would love to see a public-private partnership to employ low income folks in our community in green jobs including,
for example, a large scale weatherization and energy efficiency investment in residential buildings (apartments,
houses) where low income people and those who serve them are assisted to do the right thing.

10/24/2015 12:49 PM

4 Decrease/eliminate flat fees per month. Energy consumption cost should be based on usage to encourage
conservation.

10/12/2015 6:04 PM

5 A plan to reduce reliance on fossil fuels in preparation for a possible carbon tax. 10/8/2015 5:04 PM

6 I put "Ensure that changing technology serves all customers equitably" last because I've heard "equity" used as a
justification for MGE's regressive new rate structure that penalizes solar and offers the incentive of lower rates for
higher use. This is not "equity"; it's bad policy when time is so very short for making the transition to a green energy
future and avoiding climate catastrophe.

10/5/2015 11:14 PM

7 Support increasing Wisconsin's 10% renewable energy standards. Support federal funding for solar initiatives. Cut
electricity you buy from coal sources.

10/1/2015 3:21 PM

8 Transition from shareholders system to a City owned or Co-op to remove the profit motive. 9/20/2015 8:41 PM

9 Get more large, industrial energy utility scale energy storage devices, such as lithium ion batteries of great capacity
(mega watts???), to store excess power produced during peak solar panel/wind power periods to be drained off during
periods renewables aren't producing.

9/18/2015 1:20 AM

10 Remove all "set fees" from our billing - this is NOT a fair cost and puts the financial burden on those with low energy
use. All billing should be 100% based on usage alone. This should be the #1 priority change.

9/16/2015 10:41 AM

11 Facilitating private/public partnerships in sustainable energy production. 9/15/2015 3:20 PM

12 Register as a B Corporation 9/11/2015 11:44 AM

13 Become a leader in reawakening all of us to our embeddedness in nature. We must live like we are part of nature, an
element of nature, or face extinction cuz we thought we were above all this.

9/9/2015 12:31 PM

14 Get away from coal burning. 9/9/2015 10:11 AM

15 Be a member of the community instead of sucking up to Walker cronies in the PSC. And hasn't that become a laugh.
What part of public service don't they understand?

9/6/2015 11:26 AM

16 not to penalize those that use less energy! 9/4/2015 6:12 PM

17 Pellets 9/2/2015 11:38 AM

18 Continue offering wind power. 8/31/2015 2:08 PM

19 All of your questions regarding OPTIONS are ridiculous. How many ways can you ask the same question to try to
generate positive feedback for your BLOATED (and it better be "DYNAMIC" at the cost!) Grid Connection and
Customer Service Fee scheme. Again, I have paid 150% MORE for your FEES than for the small amount of energy I
used in the past 8 months. That IS NOT FAIR OR EQUITABLE! IT IS GREED.

8/31/2015 2:04 PM

20 1) Fairness to those who are trying to "do the right thing" by conserving energy and trying to transition to a more
sustainable future. 2) Making sure that the message that MGE cares about the Madison community and cares about
sustainable energy...making sure that message is in alignment with proposed rating schemes. Otherwise there is a
disconnect which makes community members like me feel betrayed.

8/23/2015 5:07 PM
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Q13 Is there anything else you would like
MGE to know?
Answered: 32 Skipped: 62

# Responses Date

1 The image of MG&E has been tarnished badly by the past years actions. As a shareholder, I am very disappointed
with the company.

11/4/2015 5:57 PM

2 It seems that a large problem is meeting peak demand. Enhance the time-of-use rates to encourage customers to shift
their loads. There should be at least three tiers with the highest rates during the peak demand period (3-6 pm?); rates
should be substantially higher then. Also, reward people who are generating electricity during these periods; this will
make it economically more feasible for people to go solar, which will help out with peak demand. Also, consider
*requiring* TOU, or at least strongly encouraging customers to use it. A secondary problem is that MGE needs to
generate more revenue. Implement a three (or more) tiered rate structure where the more you use, the more you pay.
High energy users drive the need to build new power plants. Lower the connection fee, at least for people who use
less energy. This higher ($19.50) fee is killing solar and hurting people who practice energy conservation. Here's my
idea for the connection fee: make it variable, based on grid usage (perhaps consuming *and* generating electricity).
For starters, set it to $19.50 for the average user (600 kWh per month), which works out to 3.25 cents per kWh. For
people without solar, this basically gets added to the usage fee. For people with solar, they will still pay their fair share
of the connection fee (e.g. $19.50 if one uses/generates 600 kWh per month), but their usage charge will be low
(especially in the summer). Over time, adjust these rates as needed, raising the connection fee and lowering the
usage fee. In the extreme case where everyone has solar, you'll basically be charging to use the grid but MGE would
no longer generate any of their own electricity. Maybe by then MGE will have a huge bank of batteries for short-term
energy storage. This rate structure is fair, in that if you use the grid, you pay for the grid. Thanks for taking our input!
Feel free to contact me if you have questions or need clarification about any of this.

10/26/2015 11:40 PM

3 We feel that we are stuck with MGE, and we have to go along with anything you want to do. And the rate shifting ties
our bond even tighter. The stronger you pull us in, without giving us the option for cleaner cheaper electricity like they
have in many other states (solar), the more we will resist. Please be at the forefront of this movement. You will get
accolades. Right now you're seen as stone-age greedy regressives. It will only get worse if you make any more
moves in the wrong direction (rate shifting, solar tax, etc.) Bring the fixed rate down to $15/mo and promise to keep it
there for 10 years. And promise not to create a solar tax nor monthly true-ups. Everyone will love you. It's that simple.
Then get to work on envisioning a new future for MGE.

10/24/2015 5:45 PM

4 I want MGE to be a leader in clean energy. Right now we're at the back of the pack and that is really disappointing to
me.

10/24/2015 12:49 PM

5 Continue and enhance the incentives to install and use solar power. 10/12/2015 6:04 PM

6 MG&E sends conflicting messages. On one hand, they say they are working to increase renewable energy sources.
On the other hand, the CEO is quoted in the press as saying MG&E has no plans to increase renewable energy
sources since MG&E has already met its renewable energy goal.

10/8/2015 5:04 PM

7 The MGE Discussion Guide states: "Avoid 'stranding' assets (such as a power plant that still has useful life left) unless
there is a compelling reason to retire them early." What reason could possibly be more compelling than ensuring a
livable future for our children, their children, and their children's children? 350 parts per million is what scientists,
climate experts, and progressive national governments are now saying is the safe upper limit for CO2 in the
atmosphere, yet we are already past the 400 ppm mark. Coal and other fossil fuels must stay in the ground!

10/5/2015 11:14 PM

8 I'm a shareholder 10/1/2015 3:21 PM

9 When fixed rates are raised it is nothing more than a Tax increase. 9/20/2015 8:41 PM

10 Providing real time pricing to customers is NOT the way to change customer behavior. Almost no customers will know
what to do with the information and they will rapidly lose interest. Automatic operation of demand response is the way
to succeed. Your increase in fixed charges has angered me, and when I get angry I invest in energy efficiency so that
I pay MG&E less money.

9/19/2015 1:40 PM

11 Encourage energy efficiency & conservation in your rates and fees, e.g. keep flat fees low and per use higher. 9/18/2015 4:03 PM

12 Consider not fighting a municipal power utility in Madison/Dane county when it arrives, but instead focus on what you
already do best, i.e. manage the grid, not so much electric power, but more gas distribution/grid maintenance.

9/18/2015 1:20 AM
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13 I have been paying for green energy sources as a portion of my bill for many years at a higher cost than I would have
paid for traditional sources only. I believed MGE shared my vision for a clean, renewable energy future but no longer
feel we have similar values. I've learned what I could about energy conservation, bought compact flourescent light
bulbs and borrowed energy meters from the library, had a home energy test and prior to buying my home and made
improvements based on the results. But now MGE has offered a pricing structure that penalizes energy conservation.
I have appreciated MGE's willingness to allow customers with alternative energy generation to sell their excess back
to the company. But now I feel MGE and I are not on the same page. I want a completely green energy future and
incentives for customers to conserve as well as a reliable infrastructure that will allow us to share energy and provide
coverage for outages. I want a company that puts community interests above profits and serves the people of Madison
while protecting our environment in the long term.

9/17/2015 1:17 PM

14 Change has been too slow. The situation is desperate. There is no time left to worry about the loss of coal and other
fossil fuel assets. Those pale in comparison to the loss of a far more important asset--a livable planet.

9/16/2015 2:19 PM

15 Other than rate reductions or free tools there isn't anything you can do to assist with reducing energy consumption
(most of #9 is useless & bogus). While it may cost more in the short term to create sustainable power sources and a
grid that can handle power flow in both directions, these things are vital for your continued success, as is not gouging
the consumer with "set fees".

9/16/2015 10:41 AM

16 I'm disappointed with the new rate structure that increases fixed fees. I'd rather see and increase in cost per kWh.
This would reward folks who save energy or install renewables, and it would be less of a burden on poor folks and
people who use less energy.

9/9/2015 8:48 PM

17 You can be a leader as much as a servant to our needs. Show the rest of us the way to living a healthy life integrated
as healthy animals in our socio-biosphere.

9/9/2015 12:31 PM

18 Do not change fees in such a way that it becomes more expensive for a property owner to produce and sell solar
energy.

9/8/2015 9:50 PM

19 This might be a crazy idea, but how about the more energy you use the higher rate you pay? Wouldn't that promote
energy conservation?

9/7/2015 3:40 PM

20 I think it was a reprehensible move on your part increasing the meter charge 9/6/2015 11:26 AM

21 Reward alternative energy use, instead of punishing it Lower the base rate and raise the use rate, as has been done in
the past. People should be rewarded for conserving energy.

9/6/2015 12:07 AM

22 I am disappointed at how your policies do not encourage energy conservation and rely too much on old sources of
energy.

9/5/2015 8:07 PM

23 I know where MG & E gets and plans to get its electricity to 2038 and beyond. It's costing me and my neighbors money
and the planet its health. MG & E's needs to rid itself of its coal addiction, and do it sooner rather than later.

9/5/2015 1:04 PM

24 I don't know whether I'm an MGE customer or not--I live in a continuing care community where I am not billed directly.
I pay a fixed amount monthly for utilities along with my "rent".

9/5/2015 11:31 AM

25 my bill went up $10 a month and our energy use hasn't changed, with the new fee system.... 9/5/2015 10:18 AM

26 I try to be very cautious and frugal in my use of MGE services--winter heating below 60 degrees; non-use of central
air. I would like my bill to clearly reflect my efforts.

9/4/2015 6:53 PM

27 MGE was very supportive when I first installed a PV roof in 2001 and I felt fortunate to have a local energy supplier
that appeared to share some of my values. I've been disappointed by the recent changes in monthly fees that seem
designed to discourage conservation while increasing costs of decentralized renewables.

9/4/2015 3:51 PM

28 I would like to attend a meeting 9/2/2015 11:38 AM

29 Please move away from fossil fuels 8/31/2015 2:08 PM

30 Reorganize your operation to serve the citizens of the Madison area ----NOT SHAREHOLDERS! 8/31/2015 2:04 PM

31 I appreciate your opening up to voices in the community. I am a busy person and chose to spend 90 minutes reading
the study guide and doing my answers from the privacy of my home. I appreciate your allowing a web option for the
community conversation.

8/23/2015 5:07 PM

32 I personally feel that although it is relatively unknown to the general public due to lack of an effective media locally,
you have done a great disservice to not only the majority of residential MGE customers by raising the cost of basic
service and decreasing the per unit cost. This change not only hits the lower use and likely lower income families
disproportionately, but is an obvious disincentive for conservation. I don't know if MGE is going along with the trend
that other utilities have been pusing recently to discourage alternative energy production by residents that can be put
back into the grid, but if they are, I can only say that it is repulsive to me that any utility that is a responsible entity for
energy sustainability would push for such a policy.

8/20/2015 12:55 AM
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Comments and Questions 

1. How come I pay regularly – but fall behind $70 one time and get shut off? Others

fall behind over $1,000 and they don’t get shut off.

2. The world can’t keep on using coal…this is not an isolated issue but a big problem

…Why doesn’t MGE just do it?

3. A community energy company or profit-making corporation? In other words, is your

primary goal to be eco-friendly or to make a buck?

4. Adjust bills to be proportionate to affordability, similar to affordable housing

approach.

5. Apartment dwellers have to work with the appliances they have – how can they use

less energy?

6. Are base charges the same for different locations and building types and is that

“fair”?

7. Are landlords held to meeting any specific energy efficiency requirements on their

rental questions or issues with a bill?

8. Are other energy companies having these conversations?

9. Are there community support organizations that help residents understand or resolve

their bills?

10. Are these conversations happening outside Madison?

11. Are we looking into using biomass for energy production?

12. As a resident and representative of residents who live in apartment complexes, I’m

concerned about the horrible energy wasting and faulty appliances often used in

these spaces. I also notice that many landlords are not motivated to use energy-

saving appliances or keep them in good working order. [I am] concerned about

landlord awareness in energy conservation as they often represent large groups of

residents. Landlords often take advantage of tenants by charging higher rents to

compensate for inefficient cheap appliances that they install.

13. Be clear about what’s happening. What are the choices—and the pros and cons—

how does what’s happening now compare with the future?

14. Be fair in what you [MG&E] charge. Don’t overcharge. Don’t raise the cost so

steeply. Don’t charge when you send technicians to check malfunctions.

15. Bring more low energy consuming light bulbs next time you come!
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16. Can energy assistance programs include technology and education to measure the

impact of turning off specific items for specific amounts of time?

17. Can I change my stove from gas to electric?

18. Can MGE Foundation help with winter bills for low-income customers?

19. Can they really change reliance from coal and decide not to reward conservation

with a rate hike?

20. Can we accelerate depreciation of the stranded assets tied up in coal burning power

plants and retire them early?

21. Comparison between MGE and other companies.

22. Concerned about the huge buildings that are lit up all night. Why couldn’t we put

lights on motion sensors in each room?

23. Concerned about the incredible waste in this country with regard to energy, food,

water, etc.

24. Concerned that sometimes we build capacity into segments of our grid that send

power from one place to another while bypassing our community.

25. Concerned that the new technologies you’re proposing with the smart grid will not

be available for many low-income residents. I don’t want to see them have to pay for

this increased capacity to which they may not have access.

26. Concerned that while wind and solar are the right direction for the future, how will

MG&E remain viable as a business going this direction given their current business

model.

27. Could ethanol play a role in our energy future?

28. Could MGE be a solar installer, purchasing in volume and leasing to customers at a

lower price?

29. Could there be large arrays of wind towers or small-scale wind farms?

30. Different rates for different incomes.

31. Distributed energy systems/community solar networks – even if it costs more,

customers will be willing to pay.

32. Do the analysis and share it: What is the cost of upgrading the grid to increase power

versus the cost of increasing energy efficiency?
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33. Do the smoke stacks by Lake Monona still spew mercury into the lake? Stop the

policy of buying credits that allow MGE to pollute more.

34. Do you have “battery backup” when services are interrupted (blackout or

brownout)?

35. Does MGE have a diversity plan seeking to hire people of color? Are there

initiatives in place that intentionally diversify their staff?

36. Does MGE store solar power?

37. Don’t take us by surprise. We want to know ahead of time.

38. E.G. Energy Services for Hmong (LIHAP) and Forgiveness Programs / Payback

Programs?

39. Educate, prepare the community more and more about saving energy, solar energy

what exactly is the ‘Energy of the Future.’

40. Engage minority communities through educational tools.

41. Everyone wants education on energy usage, ways to reduce their bills, and

tips/pointers on energy-saving appliances.

42. Everyone would like to learn more ways to be efficient and save on energy costs.

43. Get off fossil fuel energy production and move to renewables as soon as possible.

Make it easier and more viable for solar providers and lobby for policies that support

renewable energy.

44. Have we developed clean solutions for nuclear waste?

45. Having a more diverse leadership group (Supervisor, Board, etc.)

46. How big are MGE’s executive’s homes and how much electricity do they use in a

month?

47. How can building owners be influenced to install more energy-efficient fixtures?

48. How can I save energy and lower my bills?

49. How can one person “turn off” their energy to take advantage of peak pricing?

50. How can people living in larger residential facilities (like condos and apartments)

take advantages of distributed grid architecture?

51. How can the community become a bigger part in not only conservation of energy

but in helping to develop a more efficient company that works for us?
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52. How did you decide which customers you would email to be invited to this

conversation?

53. How do I get an energy audit at an affordable cost or for free?

54. How do MGE’s interests in coal and in green energy compare to Alliant’s?

55. How do these new kinds of energy (like solar and wind) impact physical health?

56. How do we access Project Home?

57. How do your trucks run? What is MGE’s fleet energy usage?

58. How does being a monopoly impact consumers?

59. How does high-density development, e.g., downtown Madison, impact MGE?

60. How does household size impact energy usage?

61. How does the use of gas fit into the overall energy equation?

62. How is MGE keeping up with changing technology?

63. How is MGE supporting the GREEN Madison competition?

64. How long can MGE last as a small, “boutique” energy provider? (“boutique” =

providing better, more individually customized service to smaller number of

customers at a slightly higher cost)

65. How resilient is the grid to severe weather and attacks?

66. How smart is the grid?

67. How soon will MGE mandate energy saving devices (e.g., solar panels, smart

thermostats, energy efficient windows, smart lights)?

68. How they plan to continue helping lower-income households?

69. How to address issues with landlords or property managers when something is

broken or seems to be inefficient?

70. How to prevent mold?

71. How to shop for energy supplies/materials at the store to reduce energy?

72. How vulnerable is MGE to buyout? Are we better off with a small utility, what is the

data, why should we work to keep MGE local?

73. How vulnerable is the main plant and substations to security threats?

74. How will changes impact the community as a whole?

75. How will you continue and deepen community engagement?

76. I am a low-income customer, so why am I being charged to pay for low-income

assistance?

77. I am interested in learning more about energy efficiency and better appliances.
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78. I am seriously considering installing solar power at my residence but have no idea if

it is a wise decision that would be supported by MG&E.

79. I am very conscious about not wasting electricity, but my bill keeps on increasing.

What is going on? I used to pay $60, now I pay $80 after all the changes I have

made. This is confusing.

80. I came just to listen, and see what MGE is doing in the community as a paying

customer.

81. I don’t understand why we were invited to have this conversation.

82. I feel frustrated that I have taken extreme steps to use the least amount of energy

possible and my bill is about $20 higher than it has been and [this] has made a big

impact on my feelings toward MG&E and my reasons for conserving. Why do it?

83. I just want to listen and hear from others about how high their bills are.

84. I like the discussion, but I would like to see action. The planet needs it!

85. I own a small business and wonder why my rates are so high, and tend to fluctuate

wildly even though my energy use does not fluctuate that much as far as I know.

86. I want to learn more about energy efficiency and how to reduce my energy usage.

87. I would like easily understood basic information for customers.

88. I would like more classes for low-income families about how to lower their utilities’

bill.

89. I would like to know if MG&E could provide an app for my phone so I can check

how much energy I am consuming in real time.

90. I would like to know if the community will be involved in MGE plans.

91. I would like to learn more about how MG&E helps low-income customers with their

energy bill. One of my neighbors received a break but they told me that I didn’t

qualify.

92. I would like to learn more about incentives to lower the use of energy. For example,

I would like to put solar panels on my roof, but I was told that it is not worthwhile to

do it because I would not save anything on my bill. I don’t understand why.

93. I would like to learn more about off-peak lower costs.

94. I would like to make sure that my home is safe when using gas and electricity.

95. I would like to receive more information about how to save energy and lower our

bills.
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96. I would like to see a representative from MG&E at the meetings to ask more

technical questions.

97. I would like to understand what is a KWH?

98. I’d like to know the structure and functions of the community outreach office at

MG&E.

99. I’d like to support youth education in area of energy conservation and awareness.

100. I’m concerned that MG&E doesn’t already know the right things to do for the planet

and the people.

101. If my electric heat is included in my rent, how is that separated / subtracted from the

MGE electric bill I receive?

102. In the future, it would be nice if we had more real-time information about the use of

our energy in separate apartment units or even in separate rooms for those cases

where we live with roommates. Use of smart phone apps to track and monitor use

might better inspire conservation by the younger generation.

103. Individual Customer Choice

104. Is “Green Tomorrow” actually supporting renewable energy?

105. Is it possible to expand use of digesters (bio and manure)?

106. Is MG&E interested in promoting solar and/or wind technologies in Madison, as is

common in Mexico?

107. Is MGE doing anything to educate youth on being energy smart?

108. Is MGE stuck with financial loss or liability from closed nuclear plants?

109. Is there any landlord accountability for the low-income residents renting in less

energy-efficient properties?

110. Is there financial assistance available to make my home more energy-efficient?

111. It is not only the benefits to us as consumers, but also to the environment; we should

not keep on burning coal.

112. It is OK to pay a bit extra to help others less fortunate, but I would like to know

more about how MG&E handles this program.

113. Landlords say I can’t charge as much rent as energy prices continue to rise. Is this

true?

114. Let customers take ownership of their own electricity readings.
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115. Like to see MG&E embracing a larger vision for our energy future, a plan that

embraces what is happening on the entire planet not just in Madison because what

we do in Madison affects the planet.

116. Like to see MG&E have a more human face, a more personal connection to the

community. We see lots of booths and advertisement with MG&E logos at big

events, but we don’t see that many people with MG&E logos reaching out to people

in our neighborhoods.

117. Make bills clearer.

118. Methods on how to cook so that less energy is being used. Setting thermostat and

monitoring temperature control, using the laundry machines and how to purchase

energy efficiency appliances?

119. MG&E has to slow down a bit. Make sure MG&E clarifies the basic understanding

of energy development and usage first. Involve the customers through trainings or

educational workshops first before moving on with the energy conversations.

120. MG&E, please be honest and forthcoming.

121. MGE doesn’t want solar on people’s houses because they don’t’ make money on it.

122. MGE should buy lots of roof space available in public buildings, warehouses,

schools, etc. that could be used for solar.

123. MGE’s thinking and motivations before making recommendations for rate changes.

124. More solar.

125. My bill is too high in winter.

126. Need education on how to operate appliances including the furnace, hot water

heater, water softener, and air conditioner.

127. New customers receive best practices to keep energy cost low for their residences

and to manage escalating technology use and devices.

128. No one on the Board is a person of color—or ethnic—or a woman—same with

senior management—and contractors and employees don’t look like this

community. How can you move forward as a company with only one point of view?

129. Offer conservation programs perhaps like installation of energy saving light bulbs

that are affordable for low-income families.
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130. Offer free home inspections to help residents minimize energy use and employ

multilingual inspectors.

131. On page 4 of your guide, you talk about customer equity. How does cost of energy

fit into this equation?

132. Our energy bills are very confusing to interpret. I would like to see them simpler

especially for underrepresented populations where English is a second language. It

would be nice to have more imagery and symbols that are universally

understandable used in our bills.

133. Participants expressed health concerns during the changing seasons regarding their

energy usage.

134. Participants would like to know more about proper and energy-efficient extension

cords, light bulbs, fans, and education on energy consumption by using the

television, computers, and hand-held devices.

135. People are not involved in MGE plans.

136. People don’t know how to create electricity and all the resources that are necessary

to have it.

137. People’s habits and appliances should be changed.

138. Per objective #1 in the discussion guide, is MGE providing new technology to

customers for free?

139. Price structure at different hours of the day.

140. Provide more information on how we can lower our costs.

141. Provide more information to the Latino community.

142. Provide scholarships to children of color and have them serve in the community [in]

return. This could be coordinated with NPO’s to assure that those in need and most

deserving benefit.

143. Provide training sessions for:

 Methods and habits of energy usage

 Methods on how to cook so that less energy is being used

 Setting thermostat and monitoring  temperature control

 Using laundry machines and how to purchase energy-efficient appliances

 Shopping for energy supplies/materials at the store to reduce energy usage

 Understanding the HVAC system and ventilation
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 Shower heads, exhaust fans and vanity lighting

144. Questions [in the JSA Worksheet] are leading towards what MG&E wants

customers to feel, not what customers want to say. There should be a community

board to help create the surveys.

145. Questions, ideas, and concerns were generated at today’s session. We are hoping for

feedback.

146. Residents would like to sit down with representatives from MGE to go over items

line-by-line on their bills for better understanding. Residents would like to have a

walk through show-and-tell and incorporate the involvement of their parents and

children.

147. Sponsor undergraduate scholarships for people who are going to give back to MGE

on its energy plan for the future.

148. Start a big campaign to save energy and emphasize it at schools.

149. Students represent a significant percentage of our population here in Madison. How

does this demographic impact the overall equation? Is there a gap between

“idealism” and “practical action?” What control do students have (not much?)?

What’s their impact on residents and the community regarding energy issues?

150. Support the development of appliances that minimize standby power usage.

151. Tell us more about the green energy program when we pay more for it on our bill:

What do we get? What does the community get? How many people are doing this?

152. Terms such as “carbon footprint reduction” and “emissions reduction” remain

nebulous – what is MGE REALLY trying to do?

153. Thanks for: 1.) The Lunch 2.) The Conversation

154. The conversation available to us, the Hmong people, shows caring.

155. The conversation has been very efficient and our group has thoroughly voiced our

concerns as it relates to our respective communities.
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156. The heat is inconsistent in the rooms, why?

157. The meeting was very informative. I learned a lot about MGE, and concerns of the

community. Prompting me to have questions now on how changes can impact my

family today and my kids in the future.

158. The plan described in the discussion guide refers to itself as the “next plan.” What

was the “prior plan” and how well did MGE perform according to this “prior plan?”

159. The use of solar panels is hurting us who don’t use them.

160. The Water Utility tells us what an average family uses. Can MGE do that?

161. The world can’t keep on using coal. This is not an isolated issue but a big transition.

Why doesn’t MG&E just do it?

162. There are changes coming. What will they cost me? What will they cost the

community?

163. There were questions on setting the thermostat, including what is a comfort

temperature? Should thermostat be turned on and off or neither?

164. These conversations cost money. Why is MGE spending money in this? Couldn’t

they have decided to do the right thing themselves?

165. They should address to communities with low income, so they can improve and fix

appliances. MGE should have energy inspectors.

166. This is great; I always wanted to address some of my concerns with MG&E.

167. To gain support across the spectrum of the community go to where people are. The

tone of the participant guide and the idea of these CEC’s is very abstract to people

living day-to-day. We need to find ways to speak about energy and conservation in

terms people living on the edge can understand, appreciate, and value.

168. To have a human touch all the time.

169. Very relaxed setting.

170. Ways to decentralize energy generation.

171. We know that MG&E is interested in helping Latinos, because they have come to

talk with us, gave us more efficient light bulbs, and explained to us about renewable

energy and retrofitting our homes to avoid energy leaks, but we are confused about

the bottom line – our bill is still high.
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172. We like that you are having these conversations, but show us how they save money

– or take the costs from your profit – don’t put them on my bill. Who was at the

table when this CEC process was designed? Were the stakeholders there?

173. We suggest that MG&E have a representative from MG&E at the conversations.

174. We understand the difficulty that MG&E faces because they also need to receive

income to keep on operating as some customers use less energy. We need to find a

fair solution.

175. We want MG&E to consider installing solar panels gradually.

176. We want the energy issues with MG&E in Madison to be framed as a national issue.

177. We want to hear what this talk is about.

178. What (if anything) is MGE sacrificing internally in order to cut costs of energy?

179. What are our energy efficiency options?

180. What are the actual steps for forming the CEP? Make sure the community is directly

involved with the formation of the CEP.

181. What are the current and future costs of repairing the grid?

182. What are the percentages or formulas used to arrive at fixed versus variable costs for

each category in your budget?

183. What are the scientific facts about coal, wind, solar power?

184. What are the specific rules regarding when MGE is able to cut off service during

hardship situations, including health & medical, children & childcare, senior issues,

disabled customers, and seasonal emergencies?

185. What are you going to do with all that data you collect about my energy use?

186. What do you know about energy?

 High electric bills

 Using electricity for cooking

 Heard of solar energy but not sure how it’s related to energy

 Air conditioning and heat

 Turning on and off the light switch

 Family members abuse the usage

187. What does “stable power” really mean? How do power plants actually work?

188. What else is MGE working on?

189. What happened to solar in schools project?

190. What has been the impact of the extra money I have been paying MGE for years for

wind power development?

191. What if all this is all talk and there’s no action?
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192. What if all this is all talk and there’s no action? What if we get all done and all we

got out is a meal (though a very good one)?

193. What if the programs provided assistance by KWH, rather than by dollar amount?

194. What is being done to recruit businesses into our community in order to increase the

demand for electricity?

195. What is MGE doing about battery storage to support solar power?

196. What is MGE doing about switching to renewables?

197. What is MGE doing with their coal-fired generation to manage emissions? Feds

have passed the EPA clean power plan; what will be MGE’s plan to comply with the

EPA clean power plan, regardless of what happens with the Wisconsin suits against

the EPA clean power plan?

198. What is MGE going to do to keep the community updated?

199. What is MGE’s division of power generation?

200. What is MGE’s motive for holding these sessions?

201. What is MGE’s relationship to Focus on Energy and other future-looking energy

organizations?

202. What is MGE’s relationship with Wisconsin universities and colleges – are you

using them to get ideas, employees, etc.?

203. What is MGE’s structure, as a for-profit, regulated monopoly? What are they

allowed and not allowed to do?

204. What is the cost of upgrading the grid to increase power versus the cost of increasing

energy efficiency?

205. What is the financial structure around supporting the grid?

206. What is the next communication we should expect from JSA or MGE?

207. What is the projected potential market for electric vehicles?

208. What is the status of the plant on Lake Michigan?

209. What is the wholesale cost of a kilowatt-hour from different sources such as wind,

coal, and gas?

210. What is this new technology, like smart meters and smart grid?

211. What is your diversity plan for people in your organization?
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212. What kind of lobbying is MGE doing? Is it consistent with what they say here—or is

it to charge more and use more carbon.

213. What more in energy saving can Bayview do? Can we have zero emissions or

produce energy?

214. What other options are available for inertial stability and storage?

215. What other programs are available to help residents to afford their bills?

216. What plans do you have to conduct business experiments, such as testing how use of

micro-grids could be part of the new business strategy?

217. What role does the MG&E foundation have in supporting the needy from an energy

standpoint?

218. What will energy cost in the future?

219. What would it take for MGE to completely get out of coal?

220. When funding into the Green Power Tomorrow program increases, does this

correspond to an increase in use of green power and reduction in fossil fuel power?

221. When I buy an appliance and it says “Energy Savings,” is that real?

222. When I called MG&E to let them know that my thermostat was not working

properly they sent a technician, but then they charged me a very high cost for the

service. This was unfair. Next time I am tempted to fix it myself, but I know this is

not right and may get me in trouble.

223. When surveys are distributed, what is the response rate and what is the feedback

MGE has received?

224. When to use energy and how to conserve energy?

225. When we buy from other states, do we also sell to them? At what cost? How does

relative efficiency impact this?

226. When will we hear what MGE is planning after all of these sessions are over?

227. Where can I go for help?

228. Which is more efficient – large arrays of solar panels or small ones? Could MGE

partner with landlords and condo associations to lease rooftops – put solar panels on

the roof and batteries in the basement?

229. While I support the sustainability movement, it is an elitist movement. If MG&E is

to be honest in their desire for a sustainable future they need to come down a notch

and speak to underrepresented populations where they are. For example, the

participant guide is inaccessible to many in these groups.
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230. Who are the key stakeholders that will be involved in the Community Energy

Partnership?

231. Who will be a part of the final process? How will they be selected?

232. Why are you sending energy generated by local wind turbines to Illinois while

polluting our local environment with coal generation?

233. Why did MGE hire an out-of-state consultant?

234. Why did you hire a Washington D.C. company to design and manage this

engagement process?

235. Why do they estimate? Where are the meter readers?

236. Why does MGE read meters at different times?

237. Why doesn’t MGE reimburse consumers when food spoils or medical equipment

fails due to power outages?

238. Why doesn’t Wisconsin allow third party financing of solar panel as many other

states do?

239. Why is MGE allowed to be the only provider?

240. Why is my bill increasing if I haven’t changed how much I consume? On the

contrary, I use less and have to pay more.

241. Why is my gas and electricity bill high, even when I don’t cook, don’t watch TV,

don’t listen to music, and I keep lights off most of the time?

242. Why not have CECs before the rate increase last year?

243. Why the increase of amount to be paid if [I] am using less energy?

244. Work directly with customers, homeowners, landlords on energy plans that promote

conservation and energy reduction.

245. Would like to know more about how one person can turn off their energy to take

advantage of peak pricing—this sounds like a great opportunity to save money.

246. Would like to see landlords incentivized for energy conservation in their apartment

complexes.

247. Would like to see MG&E come to us, perhaps offer home visitations or tours of

power plants, solar fields, etc. to educate children and families about energy

production and conservation making the subject less abstract and more personal.
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248. Would like to see more alternative education in the community among the

underrepresented residents and landlords in ways that are understandable and

beyond conventional approaches to advertisement.

249. Would like to see some of the money MG&E uses to sponsor events go instead to

supporting the energy needs of the needy.

250. Would like to see us educate our young on energy issues, conservation, and

sustainability in the schools and in children’s organizations.

251. Would like to see us learn from best practices of other cultures. I stayed at a hotel

recently in Greece and to lock my door I had to remove the key from a cradle that

enabled the switch for all the electricity in the room making it impossible leave the

unit and lock my door.

252. Would like to see us penalize energy waste perhaps using surprise energy

inspections in our homes and offices.

253. Would wind power on water with compressed air storage under water work in our

area lakes?
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Community Energy Conversations Project

Participant Worksheet

for your interest and participation in the Community Energy Conversations (CEC) process. Your 
input is very important and we value your feedback. Please use this worksheet to tell us what’s on 
your mind and what you’d like from “your community energy company.”

Please return the completed form to your facilitator before you leave. Or, you may send it via email 
to CEC@jsallc.com. 

Thank you

Thank you!

The following information is requested:

 CEC Date: 

Location: 

Facilitator:

Are you an MGE Customer?      Yes        No 

Type:        Residential     Commercial      Both

Did you read the MGE Discussion Guide?       Yes        No

Please provide your feedback: 

1. What are the three most important issues you would recommend MGE consider when designing
its next long-term community energy plan?

a)______________________________________________________________________________________________

b)______________________________________________________________________________________________

c)______________________________________________________________________________________________

MGE has stated that it is committed to designing an energy plan for the future that responds to 
customers’ evolving needs and preferences. Toward that end, we have identified the following 
objectives that, taken together, reflect the kind of energy company MGE and the community would 
like to see in the future.
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2. Please indicate how important you think each objective is.

Objectives

1. Provide MGE customers with options
they want today and in the future.

2. Help MGE customers control their energy use
and costs, which in turn will minimize the need for
costly new electric generation and
distribution systems.

3. Transition MGE to a more environmentally
sustainable energy supply.

4. Provide a dynamic, integrated electric grid
that supports a range of distributed and
centralized energy technologies and reliable
service to MGE customers at a reasonable cost.

5. Ensure that changing technology serves
all customers equitably.

3. Please rank the 5 objectives in order of importance to you.

a) Provide MGE customers with options they want today and in the future.

b) Help MGE customers control their energy use and costs,
which in turn will minimize the need for costly new electric
generation and distribution systems.

c) Transition MGE to a more environmentally sustainable energy supply.

d) Provide a dynamic, integrated electric grid that
supports a range of distributed and
centralized energy technologies and reliable service to
MGE customers at a reasonable cost.

e) Ensure that changing technology serves all customers equitably.

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Very   
Important Important

Not at all 
Important

Somewhat              
Important

Not Sure/ 
No Opinion

Rank 1-5  
1= most important 
5 = least important
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4. Please rank the following 7 energy services in order of importance to you.

a) Options for enhanced electric reliability.

b) More frequent energy use information, e.g., daily.

c) More options for choosing sources of energy.

d) Tools to help control my energy bill, e.g., smart thermostat or

home automation.

e) More differentiated pricing options to help manage my energy cost.

f) More tools to help me improve the energy efficiency of my

home or business.

g) Other services.

Please list:

5. Are there other objectives that are important for MGE to consider that have not been

mentioned? (use additional sheet, if necessary)

6. Is there anything else you would like MGE to know

(use additional sheet, if necessary)?

Rank 1-7  
1= most important
7 = least important
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Please answer the following demographic information (optional).
This information will only be used to help JSA to better understand who participated in the CEC 
process. Individual answers are confidential and will not be shared with MGE or others outside 
of JSA.

1. In which city do you live?

2. What is your age range? 18-25 26-40 41-65 66+

3. What is your combined household income?

$20,000/year or below.  

$21,000 – $40,000/year.

$41,000 – 70,000/year.

$71,000/year or above.

4. With which racial/ethnic/cultural group do you self identify?

African American

White

Hispanic/Latino

Native American  

Mixed race/Multi-ethnic 

American Indian or Alaska Native 

Asian  

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander

Other

5. What is your native language?

Version: 7/30/15
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Community Energy Conversation

Evaluation Form
Please complete the evaluation questions below and return the form to the facilitator.  

Date: _____________________

We appreciate your feedback!

Thank You!

1. How would you rate the conversation overall?

2. How would you rate the MGE Discussion Guide clarity, helpfulness, etc.?

3. How would you rate the convenience, setting, etc. of the conversation?

4. Do you have any additional comments? Please write them below.

4. How did you learn about the Community Energy Conversations project?
Please pick as many as apply.

JSA Email
MGE Website
Radio
TV

Publication Which one? _______________
Newspaper Which one? _______________
Referral            Who? _____________________
Event  Which one? _______________

Version: 8/5/15 1
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5

5

Rating:

Rating:

Comments:

Comments:

Comments:

Rating:

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

1

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Poor

Poor

Poor
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Conversaciones Comunitarias sobre la Energía 

Hoja de Trabajo 

Por su interés y participación en el  proceso de las Conversaciones Comunitarias sobre la Energía 
(CCE). Su opinión es muy importante y valoramos sus comentarios. Utilice esta hoja de trabajo para 
expresar su opinión y qué le gustaría de “la compañía de energía de su comunidad.”

Una vez llenado, por favor devuelva el formulario a su facilitador antes de irse. O bien, puede 
enviarlo por correo electrónico a CEC@jsallc.com. 

Gracias

¡Gracias!

Se solicita la siguiente información:

Fecha de la CCE:  

Lugar:  

Facilitador:

¿Es usted cliente de MGE?      Si        No 

Tipo:         Residencial Comercial          Ambos

¿Leyó la Guía de Discusión de MGE?        Si           No

Por favor escriba sus comentarios:

1. ¿Cuáles son los tres temas más importantes que MGE debería considerar al diseñar su próxi
mo plan a largo plazo de energía para la comunidad?

a)______________________________________________________________________________________________

b)______________________________________________________________________________________________

c)______________________________________________________________________________________________

MGE ha declarado que se compromete a diseñar un plan de energía para el futuro que responda 
a las necesidades y preferencias cambiantes de sus clientes. Con ese fin, hemos identificado 
los siguientes objetivos que, en conjunto, reflejan el tipo de compañía de energía que MGE y la 
comunidad quisieran ver en el futuro.
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2. Por favor evalué la importancia que en su opinión tiene cada objetivo.

Objetivos 

1. Proporcionar a los clientes de MGE las
opciones que quieren hoy y en el futuro.

2. Ayudar a nuestros clientes a controlar su uso de
energía y sus costos, lo que, a su vez, reduce al
mínimo la necesidad de nuevos y costosos
sistemas de distribución.

3. Transformar MGE en una fuente de energía más
sostenible para el medio ambiente.

4. Proporcionar una red eléctrica dinámica e
integrada que sea compatible con un amplio
rango de tecnologías de energía distribuida y
centralizada, y con un servicio fiable para los
clientes de MGE a un costo razonable.

5. Asegurarnos de que las nuevas tecnologías sirvan
a todos los clientes equitativamente.

3. Clasifique los 5 objetivos en orden de importancia para usted.

a) Proporcionar a los clientes de MGE las opciones que quieren hoy y en el futuro.

b) Ayudar a nuestros clientes a controlar su uso de energía y sus costos, lo que,
a su vez, reduce al mínimo la necesidad de nuevos y costosos sistemas
de distribución.

c) Transformar MGE en una fuente de energía más sostenible para el
medio ambiente.

d) Proporcionar una red eléctrica dinámica e integrada que sea compatible
con un amplio rango de tecnologías de energía distribuida y centralizada y
con un servicio fiable para los clientes de MGE a un costo razonable.

e) Asegurarnos de que las nuevas tecnologías sirvan a todos los
clientes equitativamente.

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Muy
Importante   Importante

No es 
importante 

en 
absoluto

Más o 
Menos 

importante
No sabe/ 
No opina

Clasifique del 1 al 5
1 = Más importante

5 = Menos importante
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4. Clasifique los siguientes 7 servicios de energía en orden de importancia para usted.

a) Opciones para una mayor fiabilidad en el suministro de electricidad.

b) Información más frecuente sobre el uso de energía, por ejemplo, a diario.

c) Más opciones para elegir las fuentes de energía.

d) Herramientas para ayudar a controlar mi factura de energía, por ejemplo,

termostatos inteligentes o automatización del hogar.

e) Más opciones de precios diferenciados para ayudar a administrar mi

costo de energía.

f) Más herramientas que me ayuden a mejorar la eficiencia energética de mi

hogar o negocio.

g) Otros servicios. Por favor haga una lista:

5. ¿Hay otros objetivos importantes que MGE debe considerar y que no se han mencionado?

(utilice la hoja adicional si es necesario)

6. ¿Hay algo más que le gustaría que MGE supiera

(utilice la hoja adicional, si es necesario)?

3

Clasifique del 1 al 7
1 = Más importante

7 = Menos importante
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Por favor, proporcione la siguiente información demográfica (opcional): 
Esta información sólo se utilizará para ayudar a JSA a comprender mejor quiénes participaron en 
los procesos de las CCE.  Las respuestas individuales son confidenciales y no serán compartidas con 
MGE ni con otros fuera de JSA.

1. ¿En qué ciudad vive?

2. ¿En qué rango de edad se encuentra?

18-25 26-40 41-65 66+

3. ¿Cuál es su ingreso familiar combinado?

$20,000/año o menos.  

$21,000 – $40,000/año.

$41,000 – 70,000/año.

$71,000+/año o más.

4. ¿Con qué grupo racial/étnico/cultural se identifica??

Afroamericano

Blanco

Hispano/Latino

Nativo Americano

Multi-racial/multi-étnico

Indígena Nortemericano o Nativo de Alaska 

Asiático

Nativo de Hawai u Otro Isleño del 

Pacífico 

Otro

6. ¿Cuál es su idioma materno?

¡Gracias!
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Conversaciones Comunitarias sobre la Energía:

Formulario de Evaluación
Por favor responda las siguientes preguntas de evaluación y devuelva el formulario al facilitador. 

Fecha: _____________________________

¡Agradecemos sus comentarios!

¡Gracias!

1. ¿Cómo calificaría la conversación en general?

2. ¿Cómo calificaría la Guía de Discusión de MGE en cuanto a claridad, utilidad, etc.?

3. ¿Cómo calificaría la conversación en cuanto al entorno, comodidad, etc.?

4. ¿Tiene algún comentario adicional? Por favor, escríbalo a continuación.

5. ¿Cómo se enteró de las Conversaciones Comunitarias sobre la Energía? Por
favor haga un círculo alrededor de todas las que correspondan.

Correo Electrónico de JSA 
Página Web de MGE 
Radio
TV

Lista de  publicaciones: __________________
Lista de periódicos: ______________________
Lista de referencias: _____________________
Otra lista: _______________________________

Versión: 8/26/2015 1

Excellent

Excellent

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

Poor

Poor

5Calificación:

Comentarios:

4 3 2 1

Excellente Satisfactoria Mala

5Calificación:

Comentarios:

4 3 2 1

Excellente Satisfactoria Mala

5Calificación:

Comentarios:

4 3 2 1

Excellente Satisfactoria Mala
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Please answer the following questions so that we can determine what session will work with your
schedule, area of interests and/or geographic area.

Community Energy Conversations Invite

Community Energy Conversations Registration Survey

Name

Address

Address 2

City/Town

State/Province -- select state --

ZIP/Postal Code

Email Address

Phone Number

1. Contact Information*

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

10 am to 12 pm

6 pm to 8 pm

2. Please indicate the day(s) and time(s) that generally best fit your availability. (Please indicate no more
than 3)
*

1
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Other (please specify)

3. Geographic Area:  Please indicate which geographic area in Madison would be preferable for you to
attend the session (Please do not select more than 2 areas)
*

North side

South side

East side

West side

Southwest side

Central

Middleton

Fitchburg

Monona

Other Areas of Interest:

4. Areas of Interest:  Please indicate which area best describes the topic of interest you would like
discussed at the session.  (Please select no more than two)
*

Energy Conservation and Efficiency

Renewable Energy

Cost of Energy to Customers

Energy Sources

Energy Policy

Future Trends of Energy

Community/Neighborhood Energy Projects

Energy Education

************Next steps*************

*First, please click this link: (http://www.eventbrite.com/o/justice-and-sustainability-associates-8334783922) before hitting the "Done"
button below so you can proceed to the next step of selecting your desired date and confirming your session. A new window will open
for you.

*Then, click the "Done" button on this page to ensure we are in receipt of your responses to this survey.

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Community Energy Conversations facilitated by JSA on behalf of MGE. We look forward to
seeing you at your session.

2
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Mencer Donahue ‘Don’ Edwards, Chief Executive Officer and Principal - Lead Facilitator 

Ann Harrell, Chief Operating Officer and Principal - Project Lead and Report Editor 

Robin Lewis, Senior Associate - Project Lead and Report Writer 

Gwen Whiting, Senior Associate - Special Advisor and Facilitator Trainer 

Andrea Williams, Senior Associate - Communications Specialist 

Tarvaris McCoy, Associate - Project Manager 

Stephanie Klein, Associate - Data Analysis and Report Writer 

Tya Bolton, Associate - Social Media and e-Communications 

Carl Shapiro, Associate - Graphic Designer 

Rhiannon Buehler, Project Coordinator - Logistics and Report Writer 

Brandon Mayo, Project Coordinator - Data Input 
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